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1

Introduction

Incomplete information is a major challenge when translating combinatorial optimization results to recommendations for real-world applications since problem relevant parameters change
frequently or are not known in advance. A particular solution may perform well on some specific input data or estimation thereof, but once the data is slightly perturbed or new tasks
need to be performed, the solution may become arbitrarily bad or even infeasible. Thus, either
solving the problem under uncertainty or efficiently updating the solution becomes a necessity.
This thesis explores several models for uncertainty in various problems from two fundamental
fields of combinatorial optimization: scheduling and packing.
Scheduling problems cover a variety of real-world applications. They arise whenever scarce
resources have to complete a set of tasks while optimizing some objective. Possible applications
range from the industrial sector with production planning via the service sector with delivery
tasks to the information sector with data processing and cloud computing. Given the undeniable effects of climate change we are facing today and the rising pressure to cut costs to keep
up with competitors, efficient solutions to any of these problems are paramount. Efficiency
might refer to the minimal necessary duration for which the system is running to process all
tasks or the maximal achievable throughput in a given time interval.
Packing problems typically appear whenever items have to be assigned to resources with
capacities. The most obvious applications are transportation processes, e.g., loading of trucks,
that take place at every stage of the manufacturing process until the delivery to the client.
Further, packing problems can also be found in computing clusters and financial applications:
Capacities have to be obeyed and costs have to be minimized, when assigning virtual machines
to real servers in computing clusters. Or, when making new investment decisions, certain
aspects, such as risk or overall volume, have to be bounded while maximizing profit. These
examples can all be considered as packing problems since they require compliance with certain
capacity constraints while maximizing the overall value of successfully packed items.
Incomplete information may be caused by various reasons, such as the unpredictable arrival
of new tasks or having only estimates of input parameters at hand. In any of these cases, we
are interested in finding provably good solutions in reasonable time. In other words, we would
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like to design algorithms that deal with incomplete information while performing sufficiently
well. This thesis focuses on three models of uncertainty in the input.
(i) If the precise input is unknown and only estimates of the relevant parameters are given,
the setting can be modeled via random variables, whose specific outcome is unknown but
which provide some knowledge about possible scenarios. While there are various branches of
stochastic optimization, we focus on stochastic scheduling.
(ii) Models where the data of an instance is only incrementally revealed and no full knowledge
about the instance is given in advance are called online. Since waiting for the last piece of
information to be revealed is often impossible or infeasible, immediate and possibly irrevocable
actions have to be taken as new information is revealed.
(iii) Lastly, problems where the input is subject to small perturbations such as the deletion
or addition of objects from or to an instance are called dynamic. Since only minor changes
happen, we are interested in quickly computing a new solution of good quality based on the
previously obtained results.

Outline of the Thesis
We investigate several combinatorial optimization problems and develop algorithms that perform provably well under incomplete information. Chapter 2 gives a brief overview over the
necessary concepts for analyzing algorithms. Moreover, we introduce the problem types considered and how to formally model uncertainty. We mostly measure the performance of an
algorithm in terms of the quality of the solution it finds. To this end, we also briefly explain
how to adapt the analysis of algorithms when facing uncertainty in the input. The remainder
of the thesis is organized as follows.

Stochastic Scheduling
In Chapter 3, we investigate a scheduling problem where the job set is given in advance but
(almost) no information about the duration, the processing time, of a job is available. More
precisely, the processing times are modeled as independent random variables and the scheduler
only has access to their distributional information but not to their exact realization. The
goal is to schedule the jobs on m parallel machines such that the expected value of the total
completion time is minimized. We rule out distribution-independent performance guarantees
for a highly useful and widely used class of algorithms, so-called index policies. We also show
that giving the algorithm slightly more freedom in choosing the scheduling order of the jobs
enables us to obtain a performance guarantee linear in m for the type of instances we used
in our negative result. We complement this with a closer look at these special instances and
providing a set of rules for which even constant performance guarantees are possible.

2

Online Scheduling with Reassignment
In Chapter 4, we consider an online scheduling problem where n jobs are incrementally revealed
and, on arrival, have to be assigned immediately to one of the machines to minimize the
latest completion time of a job. However, each job may only be processed by a subset of
the machines. There exist strong lower bounds on the performance of any online algorithm,
that has to irrevocably assign jobs on arrival, by Azar, Naor, and Rom [ANR92]. Therefore,
Gupta, Kumar, and Stein [GKS14] weaken the traditional irrevocability assumption for online
algorithms and allow their algorithm to moderately reassign jobs in order to maintain a good
solution. They bound the number of such changes which is usually referred to as online
optimization with recourse. We are able to generalize their result to the setting where each job
comes with its individual cost that has to be paid upon (re)assigning it. We obtain a matching
performance guarantee linear in log log(mn) with a bound on the incurred reassignment cost
linear in the total assignment cost. This model also generalizes online optimization with
migration that is concerned with bounding the volume of changes an online algorithm makes.

Online Deadline-Sensitive Scheduling
In Chapters 5 and 6, we investigate a scheduling problem where jobs arrive online over time at
their release date and have to be processed by identical parallel machines before their respective
deadlines. The goal is to maximize the throughput, i.e., the number of jobs that complete before
their deadlines. As shown by Baruah, Haritsa, and Sharma [BHS94], hard instances for online
algorithms involve “tight” jobs, i.e., jobs that need to be scheduled immediately and without
interruption in order to complete on time. To circumvent these difficulties, we require that the
instance does not contain tight jobs and thus enforce some relative slack for each job in the
interval defined by its release date and its deadline. We assume that each job’s interval has
length at least (1 + ε) times its processing time for a given slackness parameter ε > 0.
In Chapter 5, we develop an online algorithm for maximizing the throughput. In fact, this
algorithm is quite similar to the one designed by Lucier et al. [LMNY13] for maximizing the
total weight of jobs finished on time. With a completely different analysis, we show that its
worst-case performance depends linearly on 1ε in the unweighted case. By giving a matching
lower bound for any online algorithm, we also prove that this algorithm is best possible.
In Chapter 6, we introduce the notion of commitment to the model. That is, any scheduler
either has to commit to the completion of a job at some point between its release date and
its deadline or discard the job completely. We investigate the impact various commitment requirements have on the performance of online algorithms and we rule out any online algorithm
with reasonable performance if the commitment is required immediately upon arrival of a job.
For two less strict commitment requirements, we develop an algorithm with provably good
performance. Surprisingly, when the scheduler has to commit upon starting a job, we obtain
the same asymptotic performance guarantee as in the setting without commitment. Requir-
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ing δ-commitment means that the commitment decision has to be made when the slackness
assumption reduces from ε to δ, for δ ∈ (0, ε). Since this commitment requirement tightens to
commitment upon arrival when δ tends to ε, it is not surprising that the performance guarantee
diverges with increasing δ. However, if δ is bounded away from ε, then we recover the same
performance guarantee as in the model without commitment. We supplement this chapter
with further lower bounds for online scheduling with commitment.

Dynamic Packing
In Chapter 7, we design and analyze a dynamic algorithm for knapsack problems. Here we are
given a set of items with sizes and values as well as a set of knapsacks with capacities. Both sets
are subject to small changes, specifically, the deletion or addition of an item or a knapsack. The
goal is to maintain an assignment of items to knapsacks that does not exceed their capacities
and maximizes the total value of packed items. We give a dynamic algorithm that deals with a
change in the instance in poly-logarithmic time while maintaining an almost optimal solution.
At the heart of our result lies a novel and dynamic approach to linear grouping of items. For
the special case of many identical knapsacks, we can do even better and give a significantly
faster algorithm. We also show that it is impossible to obtain similarly fast algorithms for few
knapsacks, unless P = N P.

4
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Preliminaries
We introduce notation and concepts used throughout this thesis. Further, we give a
short overview over scheduling and packing problems as well as a brief introduction to
the concepts of uncertainty considered.
We assume some knowledge of the basic concepts of combinatorial optimization and refer
to the books by Korte and Vygen [KV02] and by Schrijver [Sch03] for an overview. For an
in-depth introduction to network flows, we point to the book by Ahuja, Magnanti, and
Orlin [AMO93]. For a introduction to the theory of linear programming, we recommend
the textbook by Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis [BT97]. Further, we assume some familiarity
with probability theory and refer to the books by Biagini and Campanino [BC16] and
Gut [Gut13]. For an overview over discrete probability distributions, we recommend the
book by Johnson, Kemp, and Kotz [JKK05] and the references therein.
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2.1 Basic Notation
We use N0 and N to refer to the set of natural numbers with and without 0, respectively.
Further, Z, Q, and R denote the sets of integral, rational, and real numbers, respectively.
By Z+ , Q+ and R+ we refer to the sets of non-negative integral, rational, and real numbers,
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respectively. For a natural number n ∈ N, we define [n] to be the set of all natural numbers
up to n, that is, [n] = {1, . . . , n}. For two real numbers x and y ∈ R, let [x, y] be the closed
interval, (x, y) the open interval, and [x, y) as well as (x, y] the half-open intervals from x to y
in R; note that any of these intervals is empty if y < x and only [x, y] is non-empty if x = y.
We use log x to refer to log2 x for some x > 0.
Let f : R+ → R+ and g : R+ → R+ . We use the Big-O Notation for classifying the
asymptotic growth of a function f in terms of a function g when x tends towards infinity.
Formally, if there is a x0 ≥ 0 and a constant c ≥ 0 such that f (x) ≤ cg(x) for all x ≥ x0 ,
then f ∈ O(g). Similarly, if there is a x0 ≥ 0 and a constant c with f (x) ≥ cg(x) for all x ≥ x0 ,
then f ∈ Ω(g). If f ∈ O(g) ∩ Ω(g), then f ∈ Θ(g). Intuitively, if f does not grow faster than g
does, then f ∈ O(g), while f not growing slower than g means f ∈ Ω(g). If these two functions
asymptotically grow with the same speed, then f ∈ Θ(g).

2.2 Algorithm Analysis and Complexity
In this thesis, we design and analyze algorithms for scheduling and packing problems, which we
informally introduced in the previous chapter and which will be formally defined in the next
section. In general, an algorithm is a finite sequence of instructions that solves a particular
problem. It takes an instance of a given problem as input and returns a solution for this
instance after finitely many computational steps. The performance of an algorithm can be
measured, e.g., in terms of its time complexity and the quality of its solution. For evaluating
the time complexity of an algorithm, we compare its running time, i.e., the number of basic
computational steps, with the size of the input data under a particular encoding scheme; we
usually assume binary encoding of the data. Ideally, we design an algorithm that obtains a
provably optimal solution with worst-case running time that is bounded by a polynomial in
the input size. If a problem admits such a polynomial-time algorithm that finds the optimum
for all instances, then its decision variant belongs to the class P of polynomial-time solvable
problems. The decision variant of an optimization problem poses the question of whether the
optimal solution value is at least or at most a certain value f ∗ ∈ Z. Note that rational numbers
can be ignored due to scaling, and we omit irrational numbers since encoding them in bounded
time is impossible.
For most combinatorial problems investigated in this thesis, it is not known whether they
admit optimal polynomial-time algorithms. In fact, it is widely believed that these problems
are not polynomial-time solvable. For clarifying the notion of computational complexity, let
us focus on decision problems, that is, problems for which the answer is either yes or no. If
there is a certificate, e.g., a solution, such that one can verify that the correct answer is yes in
polynomial time based on this certificate if and only if the instance is a yes-instance, then this
problem belongs to the class N P of non-deterministically polynomial-time solvable problems.
Intuitively, non-deterministic implies that, if we are able to guess a correct solution and the
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instance is a yes-instance, then we can check this in polynomial time. Clearly, all problems
in P are also in N P since we can use the polynomial-time algorithm corresponding to the
problem to solve and thus decide the problem. Ever since Cook [Coo71] and Karp [Kar72] laid
the foundations of complexity theory, it is a major open question whether all problems in N P
admit polynomial-time algorithms or whether P is a proper subset of N P. A particularly
interesting subset of problems in N P is the set of N P-complete problems since they act as
representatives of the entire class N P. If one N P-complete problem admits a polynomial-time
algorithm, then all problems in N P are polynomial-time solvable and P = N P.
An optimization problem describes the task to optimize a certain objective function subject
to some constraints. We observe that the decision and the optimization variants are equivalent
in the following sense: If we have an algorithm for one of them, then we can translate it
to an algorithm for the other in polynomial time as follows. On the one hand, having an
algorithm finding an optimal solution, we simply compare the returned solution value to f ∗ ,
the parameter of the decision problem. On the other hand, having an algorithm for the decision
variant, we can use binary search over f ∗ to solve the optimization problem. This leads to
the notion of N P-hardness for all problems that are at least as hard to solve as any N Pcomplete problem, i.e., a polynomial-time algorithm for a N P-hard problem implies P = N P.
In particular, the optimization variants of N P-complete problems are N P-hard.
A particular class of N P-hard problems are the so-called strongly N P-hard problems: They
remain N P-hard even if the appearing numbers are polynomially bounded in the input size.
(A number is bounded exponentially in the length of its binary encoding.) In particular, unless P = N P, such problems do not admit pseudopolynomial-time algorithms, i.e., algorithms
whose running time is polynomially bounded in the size of the input and the appearing numbers in the input. For a thorough introduction to complexity theory, please refer to the book
by Garey and Johnson [GJ79].
Approximation algorithms Since it is widely assumed that P =
6 N P, we cannot hope to find
an optimal polynomial-time algorithm for every instance of a N P-hard problem. In this thesis,
we relax the notion of optimality and develop polynomial-time algorithms that find provably
“good” solutions. More precisely, for a minimization (maximization) problem, we are interested
in a polynomial-time algorithm for which we
 that, for every instance, the objective
 can prove
1
value of the returned solution is at most α at least α times the value of an optimal solution
for some α ≥ 1. In this case, we say that the algorithm is an α-approximation algorithm or
short α-approximation. The infimum α such that the algorithm is an α-approximation is called
the approximation ratio or approximation factor of the algorithm.
An approximation scheme is a family of polynomial-time algorithms (Aε )ε>0 such that, for
every ε > 0, Aε is a (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm. Based on how well the running time
scales with decreasing parameter ε, we distinguish Polynomial Time Approximation Schemes
(PTAS) with arbitrary dependency on ε, Efficient Polynomial Time Approximation Schemes
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(EPTAS) where arbitrary functions f (ε) may only appear as a multiplicative factor but not
as exponents of the input size, and Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Schemes (FPTAS)
with polynomial dependency on 1ε . For a thorough introduction to approximation algorithms
and their analysis, we refer to the textbooks by Vazirani [Vaz01] and by Williamson and
Shmoys [WS11].

2.3 Scheduling and Packing
Scheduling and packing problems are two of the most fundamental problem classes in combinatorial optimization. In this section, we give a brief introduction into the particular problems
we consider in this thesis: machine scheduling and knapsack problems.

2.3.1 Scheduling Problems
Scheduling problems arise in every imaginable aspect of our daily lives whenever we need to
assign a set of tasks to scarce resources. Therefore, they have been studied extensively over
the last decades. With the rise of new technologies, also the applications and variations of
scheduling problems changed over time and have become more ubiquitous. The beginnings of
the theoretical analysis of scheduling problems were highly motivated by aspects of production
planning arising in economic and industrial applications [AF55, Bel56, Joh54, Wag59], while
research today is additionally driven by, e.g., questions appearing in large-scale computing
clusters [AKL+ 15, ALLM18, FBK+ 12, LMNY13].
In this thesis, we focus on one particular class of scheduling problems, the so-called machine
scheduling problems. Here, we are given a set J of n jobs, i.e., J = [n], which must be
processed by a set of m machines. We usually use the index i to refer to a particular machine
if m > 1. Each job j ∈ J specifies parameters such as its non-negative processing time pj ,
its weight wj , its release date rj , and its deadline dj . In order to complete, job j needs to
be assigned for pj units of time during the interval [rj , dj ) to either one or a subset of the
machines. This job-to-machine assignment needs to guarantee that no job is processed on
several machines at the same time and that no machine is working on more than one job
at any given time. We usually refer to such an assignment as schedule. Depending on the
particular problem, there may be additional constraints that any schedule needs to satisfy in
order to be feasible. In general, one is interested in selecting a feasible schedule that optimizes
some objective function.
In 1979, Graham et al. [GLLRK79a] introduced the 3-field notation α | β | γ to classify the
plethora of different scheduling models. In the following, we use this classification scheme to
introduce the building blocks of the scheduling models considered in this thesis.
The first field, α, refers to the machine environment. Single-machine models are represented
by α = 1. When all jobs can be processed by m parallel, identical machines, we use α = P
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to express this. The restriction to scheduling problems with exactly m machines is denoted
by α = Pm. When jobs can only be processed by some machines and their respective processing
times depend on the machine, we denote this by α = R and use pi,j to indicate for how many
time units job j has to be processed if assigned to machine i. We will only consider the
restricted assignment problem where pi,j ∈ {pj , ∞} for pj ≥ 0.
The second field, β, is used for giving job specific parameters. If jobs can be preempted, i.e.,
interrupted and resumed at a later point, we denote this by pmtn ∈ β. In some settings, we
distinguish between migratory and non-migratory preemption where the processing may be
resumed on any machine or only on the machine a job was initially started on. In the presence
of release dates and deadlines, we sometimes add rj and dj , respectively, to the field β as well.
The third field, γ, denotes the particular objective function of the problem. Let Cj refer
to the completion time of job j in a particular schedule. For minimizing the makespan, i.e.,
the maximal completion time of a job, we use γ = Cmax , where Cmax = maxj Cj . Since
this problem is equivalent to minimizing the maximal completion time of the machines, we
P
P
also refer to this problem by load balancing. Setting γ = j Cj or γ = j wj Cj refers to
minimizing the sum of completion times or the total weighted completion time, respectively.
Let Uj indicate whether job j does not complete on time, i.e., Uj = 1 if Cj > dj and 0 otherwise.
P
Originally, γ = j wj Uj denotes the objective of minimizing the total weight of jobs completing
after their deadline [GLLRK79a]. From an approximation point of view, approximating the
minimum of an objective function that can become zero is equivalent to finding the optimum.
P
Hence, we resort to the equivalent maximization problem and denote this by γ = j wj (1−Uj ).
Since this objective function asks for maximizing the total weight of jobs completing by their
deadline, we also refer to it by weighted throughput maximization. The unweighted case is
P
denoted by γ = j (1 − Uj ). The last two objective functions differ from the previous ones in
the sense that we do not require that each job is scheduled at some point. Instead, we may
discard jobs completely at the cost of paying their weight.
The theoretical analysis of scheduling problems dates back several decades and is still growing. As a starting point for a more detailed investigation of scheduling models and algorithms,
we refer to the textbook by Pinedo [Pin16] and to the survey articles edited by Leung [Leu04].

2.3.2 Packing Problems
Packing problems describe the task of assigning a set of items to resources with bounded capacities. They arise in a variety of applications in, e.g., logistics, such as in cutting stock, vehicle
loading, or pallet packing problems [CKPT17, GG61, Ram92], as well as in computer science,
such as placing virtual machines or processes in computing clusters or allocating resources in
cloud networks [Sto13, BKB07, BB10]. More applications can be found in the financial sector, e.g., on client level, such as investment selection, or on an institutional level, such as
asset-backed securitization and interbank clearing systems [Wei66, GJL98, MP04].
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In this thesis, we concentrate on one particular type of packing problems, the Knapsack
problem. Here, we are given a set J of n items, i.e., J = [n], with sizes sj ∈ N and value vj ∈ N
for j ∈ J . Further, we have one knapsack of capacity S and the task is to find a subset P ⊆ [n]
P
of maximal total value v(P ), where v(P ) = j∈P vj , such that its total size does not exceed S.
The decision variant of this problem is N P-complete and it belongs to the famous list of 21 N Phard problems by Karp [Kar72]. This problem has been studied extensively since the early
days of optimization, which is also reflected by the books on knapsack problems by Martello
and Toth [MT90] and by Kellerer, Pferschy, and Pisinger [KPP04]. As observed in the latter,
the relevance of this problem is also illustrated by the fact that many important concepts in
combinatorial optimization such as approximation schemes and dynamic programming were
introduced for or explained by the Knapsack problem.
A straightforward generalization is the Multiple Knapsack problem where there are
given m knapsacks with capacities Si for i ∈ [m]. The task is to select m pairwise disjoint
P
sets Pi ⊆ [n] such as to maximize the total value m
i=1 v(Pi ) while the total size of set Pi does
not exceed Si . In contrast to the Knapsack problem, Multiple Knapsack is strongly N Phard even for identical knapsack capacities because it generalizes the strongly N P-hard problem 3-Partition [KPP04, GJ79].
Since we also consider scheduling problems, we would like to point out that Multiple
Knapsack with m identical knapsacks is equivalent to maximizing the weighted throughput
of n jobs with release dates 0, processing times sj , weights vj , and identical deadlines S
P
for j ∈ [n] on m machines, denoted in the 3-field notation by P | dj = d | j wj (1 − Uj ).

2.4 Scheduling and Packing Under Uncertainty
This thesis focuses on solving combinatorial optimization problems while dealing with uncertain
information. Investigating classical problems under uncertainty is an important step towards
bridging the gap between theoretical aspects of optimization that often assumes a simplified
view and real-world applications where the future often is unknown. We consider stochastic
information where the instance is given up-front but certain characteristics, e.g., job processing
times or item sizes, are only given as random variables following known probability distributions. The major source of incomplete information in this thesis stems from online information
where the input is gradually revealed to the optimizer and decisions must be made without
complete knowledge about the instance. A closely related concept of uncertain information
is dynamic input where the input evolves constantly. Elements of the instance, e.g., jobs in
scheduling problems or items in packing problems, arrive and depart. In contrast to online
optimization, the solution of a dynamic algorithm is allowed to change alongside the instance.
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2.4.1 Stochastic Input
In some real-world applications of combinatorial optimization problems, practitioners have
some historic information at their disposal which can be used to forecast the future. Based on
their expertise, they are able to compile some knowledge about the input such as the job set
(in scheduling problems) or the item set (in packing problems) while only the specifics such as
processing times or item sizes remain unknown. Using statistical and data-analytical methods,
experts can justify knowing the underlying probability distributions of the unknown input.
In the following, we give a brief summary of important notions, concepts, and techniques of
probability theory before we formally introduce stochastic scheduling.

Probability theory As we assume that the reader is familiar with basic concepts and techniques of probability theory (and thus with measure theory), we only give a short introduction
to the notation used throughout this thesis without formally defining the underlying principles. To this end, let (Ω, F, P) be a probability space. If E ∈ F, then P[E] denotes the
probability that E occurs. Usually, we refer to E ∈ F as an event. For two events E, F ∈ F
with P[F ] > 0, the probability that E happens under the assumption that F is known to
]
occur is P[E | F ] := P[E∩F
P[F ] is; in short, the probability of E given F . Two events E and F
are independent if P[E ∩ F ] = P[E]P[F ]. In this case, P[E | F ] = P[E]. Intuitively, having
information about F does not increase the information about E.
Let X : Ω → R be a real-valued random variable. If X follows the probability distribution D,
we say X ∼ D. Moreover, E[X] denotes the expected value and Var[X] = E[X 2 ]−E[X]2 denotes
,
the variance of a random variable X. Sometimes we are also interested in SCV[X] = Var[X]
E[X]2
the squared coefficient of variation.
Two random variables X, Y : Ω → R are independent if, for all measurable sets I, I 0 ⊆ R, it
holds that
P[{X ∈ I} ∩ {Y ∈ I 0 }] = P[X ∈ I]P[Y ∈ I 0 ].
Intuitively, independence of X and Y implies that having knowledge about the realization of X
does not increase the information about the realization of Y .
In the following, we give some important properties of random variables. Since these are
commonly known results from probability theory, we refer to book (chapters) for proofs.
The Law of Total Expectation gives us a way of calculating the expected value of X by
evaluating E[X] separately on a set of disjoint events. A proof can be found in the book by
Biagini and Campanino [BC16].
Theorem 2.1 (Law of Total Expectation). Let {Ei }i∈I be a countable partition of Ω. Then,
E[X] =

X

E[X | Ei ]P[Ei ].

i∈I
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The following inequality is known as Markov’s Inequality. A proof for this famous inequality
can be found in Chapter 3.1 of the book by Gut [Gut13].
Theorem 2.2 (Markov’s Inequality). Suppose that E[|X|] < ∞ for a random variable X. Then,
P[|X| > x] ≤

E[|X|]
.
x

The following concentration result for independent random variables distributed in [0, 1] is
a very useful variant of the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound. A proof can be found in the book by
Dubhashi and Panconesi [DP09].
Theorem 2.3 (Chernoff-Hoeffding Bound). For j ∈ [n], let Xj be independently distributed in [0, 1]
P
and let X := nj=1 Xj . For 0 < ε < 1, it holds that


E[ X ]
3





E[ X ]
2



(i) P X ≥ (1 + ε)E[ X ] ≤ exp − ε2




(ii) P X ≤ (1 − ε)E[ X ] ≤ exp − ε2




and

,

where exp(x) denotes the exponential function of x.
For a deeper introduction to probability theory, we refer the reader to some introductory
textbooks such as the one by Gut [Gut13] or the one by Biagini and Campanino [BC16]. Since
discrete probability distributions play a major role in those chapters of this thesis dealing with
stochastic information, we recommend the book by Johnson, Kemp, and Kotz [JKK05] and
the references therein.
The two main discrete distributions occurring in this thesis are Bernoulli and binomial
distributions. We say that a random variable X follows a Bernoulli distribution with success
probability q ∈ [0, 1] or, short, X ∼ Ber(q), if
P[X = 1] = q = 1 − P[X = 0].
For a Bernoulli random variable it holds that E[ X ] = q and Var[X] = q(1 − q).
A random variable X is binomially distributed with success probability q ∈ [0, 1] and size
parameter n ∈ N or, short, X ∼ Bin(n, q), if
!

P[X = k] =

n k
q (1 − q)n−k ,
k

for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}. If X ∼ Ber(n, q), then E[ X ] = nq and Var[X] = nq(1 − q). If Xj ,
P
for j ∈ [n], are n independent Ber(q)-distributed random variables, then X := nj=1 Xj follows
a Bin(n, q) distribution.
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Stochastic scheduling In stochastic scheduling, the uncertainty in the input is modeled via
random processing times. More precisely, we are given a set J of n jobs whose processing
times Pj are random variables for j ∈ J . We assume complete knowledge about the distribution
of the random processing time Pj ≥ 0 and use pj to refer to a particular realization of Pj . For
two jobs, we impose independence on their processing times. This restriction is not inherent in
stochastic scheduling but extremely helpful due to certain methods borrowed from probability
theory. Other job characteristics such as release dates or deadlines are known in advance,
which is also the case for the machine environment.
As the processing times are not deterministic anymore, the solution to a problem is not a
schedule but a so-called scheduling policy. A scheduling policy decides in an “online” matter
which jobs to schedule next on which machine. Here, the “online” nature of the problem lies
in the fact that the scheduling policy obtains information about the instance by scheduling
jobs and by observing how the conditional distributions of the processing times of currently
processed jobs evolve. Then, these observations and the a priori knowledge about the instance
guide the decision process of the scheduler.
This intuition is made more precise by Möhring, Radermacher, and Weiss [MRW84,MRW85]:
a scheduling policy Π specifies a set of possible actions at decision times t. An action comprises
a set of jobs to start at time t and the next (tentative) decision time t0 . If an action is taken
at time t, the next decision has to be made at time t0 or upon a job’s release or completion
at time t00 < t0 . The decision for a certain action at time t only depends on the t-past of the
realization, i.e., the information observed up to time t. This information consists of the realized
processing times of jobs already completed at time t and the conditional distributions of the
jobs started before time t but not yet completed. Such a policy is called non-anticipatory. A
particular class of non-anticipatory policies are the elementary policies where decisions only
happen upon release or completion of a job.
Then, CjΠ , the completion time of job j under scheduling policy Π, is a random variable
depending on Π as well as the realization of the processing times. Since simple examples
already show that a point-wise optimal scheduling policy, i.e., optimal for each realization, does
in general not exist [MR85], we are interested in minimizing the cost function in expectation.
That is, for an instance I, we are interested in finding an optimal policy Π∗ with
n

o

E[ f (Π∗ , I) ] = min E[ f (Π, I) ] : Π non-anticipatory scheduling policy ,
where f (Π, I) denotes the (random) objective function value for instance I under policy Π.
We emphasize that the scheduling policies considered in this thesis can be adaptive in the sense
that the set of actions at time t is allowed to depend on the t-past. Further below we briefly
discuss the class of non-adaptive scheduling policies.
It has been shown that for some processing time distributions and some objective functions
such an optimal policy does exist and can easily be expressed [Gla79,BDF81,WVW86,Rot66].
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However, as Pinedo and Weiss [PW87] show, this optimal policy is hard to describe for general processing time distributions. Therefore, we resort to approximate policies as introduced
by Möhring, Schulz, and Uetz [MSU99] that are closely related to approximation algorithms
previously discussed. Due to the stochastic nature of the underlying problem, we only require
that the decision of a policy can be computed in polynomial time while, there is no such bound
on the time horizon of the schedule itself.
Definition 2.4 (α-approximate policies). Let α ≥ 1. A scheduling policy Π that can be computed
in polynomial time is an α-approximate policy if
E[ f (Π, I) ] ≤ αE[ f (Π∗ , I) ]
holds for all instances I, where Π∗ denotes an optimal policy for instance I. We also use αapproximation to refer to such a policy Π. The infimum α such that Π is an α-approximation
is called approximation factor or approximation ratio.
Not requiring a bound on the time horizon is mostly due to the fact that we consider random
variables with (possibly) exponential or even unbounded support. In particular, already for
a single job on a single machine there might be a non-zero probability that the realization of
its processing time is exponentially larger than indicated by, e.g., its expected value. Hence,
for some realizations a polynomial encoding might not be possible. As discussed by Skutella,
Sviridenko, and Uetz [SSU16], it is not likely that such a situation occurs due to Markov’s
Inequality (Theorem 2.2), but one should be aware of this possibility.
Most results on approximation policies consider the problem of minimizing the total weighted
completion time and variations thereof while the approximation guarantee mostly depends
linearly on ∆ [MSU99, SU05, SSU16, MUV06, GMUX20, JS18]. Here, ∆ is an upper bound on
the squared coefficients of variation of the processing times. An exception worth mentioning is
the O(log2 n + m log n)-approximate policy by Im, Moseley, and Pruhs [IMP15] for minimizing
the expected weighted total completion time.
When minimizing the makespan on parallel machines,approximation
becomes easier: It is

1
common knowledge that List Scheduling is already 2 − m -approximate. In fact, this
approximation guarantee even holds per realization.
Non-adaptive scheduling A line of work that is orthogonal to the adaptive setting is the nonadaptive model. The assignment of jobs to machines happens upfront before the randomness
is revealed. Hence, the non-adaptive model is sometimes also called fixed assignment. Since
approximation algorithms are again evaluated relative to an optimal algorithm of the same
nature, the adaptive and the non-adaptive models are mutually incomparable.
When minimizing the total completion time objective, this model immediately reduces to
its deterministic counterpart by linearity of expectation. Any result obtained there transfers
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to the stochastic setting by using E[ Pj ] as deterministic surrogate for the processing time of
job j. As shown by Skutella, Sviridenko, and Uetz [SSU16], the adaptivity gap for minimizing
the weighted completion time on identical machines is Ω(∆). That is, the ratio between
the best fixed-assignment policy and the optimal adaptive scheduling policy is at least Ω(∆).
Nevertheless, some of the results in the adaptive setting use fixed machine assignments [SSU16,
GMUX20,MUV06]. This indicates that fixed-assignment policies are seemingly more tractable
for this particular objective function.
Conversely, makespan minimization seems to be the more difficult objective function in
the non-adaptive setting. Kleinberg, Rabani, and Tardos [KRT00] were the first to obtain
constant approximation ratios for parallel machines. Recently, Gupta et al. [GKNS18] were
able to obtain the first constant approximation guarantee for load balancing on unrelated
machines. They also looked into the problem of minimizing the
of the load vector

 q-norm
q
and obtained the first non-trivial approximation guarantee of O log q . This result was later
improved to a constant factorapproximation
by Molinaro [Mol19]. Gupta et al. [GKNS18]

log m
showed an adaptivity gap of Ω log log m for makespan minimization even for identical jobs on
parallel identical machines.
Stochastic packing problems Here, the item sizes follow independent random variables, and
a subset or the complete set of items has to be packed to optimize some objective function
subject to some constraints. Such a constraint could be the satisfaction of a bound on the
overflow probability, i.e., the probability to exceed the capacity of a bin or a knapsack. For
special probability distributions, Goel and Indyk [GI99] derive constant approximation guarantees for Stochastic Bin Packing and Stochastic Knapsack. Kleinberg, Rabani, and
Tardos [KRT00] consider special distributions and relax either the capacity constraint or the
bound on the overflow probability. Dean, Goemans, and Vondrak [DGV08] consider another
variant of Stochastic Knapsack: The items have to be packed into the knapsack following
an adaptive or a non-adaptive order, and upon placing an item, its size is realized. The goal
is to pack as much value as possible before the first item “overflows” the knapsack. They
derive O(1)-approximate policies in both models. Interestingly, the value attained by their
non-adaptive policy is within a constant factor of the optimal adaptive policy.

2.4.2 Online Input
In the online model, the instance is revealed only incrementally and the optimizer has to take
irreversible actions without complete knowledge about the future. From an algorithmic point of
view, this implies that, no matter the future input, the taken actions can either not be undone
anymore or only at an extremely high cost which then influences the overall performance of the
online algorithm. Conversely, an offline algorithm has access to the entire instance in advance
and bases its decisions on this complete knowledge.
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As observed by Borodin and El-Yaniv [BE98], some problems, such as scheduling and packing, are meaningful and natural in the offline and the online world: In one’s own computing
cluster, the workload usually is known and can be scheduled accordingly, while a cloud computing provider does not know the computing requests before their submission to the system.
For a logistics company, the delivery of goods can be planned according to the trucks’ capacities, while the pickup of goods possibly leads to decision making “on the fly” or, in other
words, online. Other problems, such as paging or routing packets in a computer network, are
intrinsically online, and asking for an offline algorithm neglects a major part of the problem.
For a thorough introduction to online algorithms, their applications, and analysis, we refer
to the book by Borodin and El-Yaniv [BE98], the collection of surveys by Fiat and Woeginger [FW98], and the survey by Albers [Alb03]. The surveys by Sgall [Sga96] and by Pruhs,
Sgall, and Torng [PST04] put a special emphasis on online scheduling algorithms. Regarding
the way new information is released, Pruhs, Sgall, and Torng [PST04] coined two different
terms, which we now briefly summarize.
Online-list model Under this paradigm, the unknown elements are ordered in some list;
hence the term online-list model. Once the element is revealed, the algorithm knows all its
characteristics, such as size or processing time. Based on the information seen so far, the
algorithm has to deal with the element before the next element is observed. After the decision
how to deal with the newly revealed element is made, the algorithm is not allowed to change
or revoke it. In scheduling problems, this implies that a job has to be scheduled on a machine
(satisfying the specific problem requirements) without knowledge about the remaining job set.
This variant models, e.g., load balancing decisions in computing clusters. Since usually there
are no time horizons in packing problems, their online counterparts are mostly modeled in this
setting as well.
Online-time model In contrast to the online-list model, the online-time model also takes into
account the time between the assignment of jobs. That is, jobs arrive online over time at their
release dates which is when their characteristics become known to the online algorithm. Hence,
the time horizon itself plays a major role in this paradigm and has to be taken into account
when decisions are made. This implies that the scheduler can sometimes delay decisions at a
certain problem-specific cost. Depending on the particular problem, the algorithm can alter
the current schedule in favor of newly arrived jobs. This model covers admission decisions
for computing clusters since the requests are typically submitted over time at the point most
convenient for the client.
Competitive analysis Since an online algorithm cannot base its decision on complete knowledge of the instance, it typically cannot find an optimal solution. To be able to evaluate a
particular algorithm or compare two with each other, we can use a similar approach as for
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approximation algorithms: worst-case analysis where the performance of an algorithm is compared to the optimal solution. In the context of online algorithms, the optimal solution has
complete knowledge about the instance, and hence is called offline optimum, while an online
algorithm gains access to this knowledge depending on the particular model. Sleator and
Tarjan [ST85] introduced the term competitive analysis for this method of worst-case analysis.
Let A denote a particular online algorithm for a given problem and let f (A, I) denote the
objective function value achieved by A for instance I. Similar to the notion of approximation
algorithms, the definition of a competitive algorithm depends on the optimization goal, i.e., it
depends on the problem being a minimization or a maximization problem.
Definition 2.5 (c-competitive algorithm). Let c ≥ 1. An online algorithm A is c-competitive for
a minimization problem if, for all instances I,
f (A, I) ≤ c · f ∗ (I),
where f ∗ (I) denotes the objective function value of an offline optimum for instance I. For a
maximization problem, a c-competitive algorithm must satisfy, for all instances I
1
f (A, I) ≥ f ∗ (I).
c
If c is the infimum such that A is c-competitive, then c is called the competitive ratio of A.
We emphasize that competitiveness of an online algorithm does not imply any bounds on the
computational power since the key difficulty is decision making under uncertainty and strict
irrevocability constraints. Nevertheless, many known algorithms do run in polynomial time.
Migration and recourse For some problems, there exist strong lower bounds on the competitive ratio of online algorithms that are not allowed to revoke decisions. That is, it can be
shown that the lack of information prevents every online algorithm for such a problem from
having a competitive ratio less than c. For many problems, the irrevocability assumption of
online algorithms is overly pessimistic, and in some applications changes are rather sensible as
long as these changes are bounded in some way. To address these issues, concepts to soften the
irrevocability requirement have been developed. There are two major streams towards more
adaptive models with a softened irrevocability requirement: online optimization with recourse
and with migration. Both models permit an online algorithm to change previously made decisions upon gaining more knowledge about the instance. Of course, if these changes were not
bounded in some way, the online nature of the problem would be lost since an algorithm could
simulate the current offline optimum. One can enforce such a bound in average over the first k
arrivals or per round, leading to an amortized or non-amortized bound on the changes.
With recourse, we refer to the possibility to change decisions under the requirement that
the number of such changes remains bounded [MSVW16, IW91, GGK16, GKS14]. This model
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may be employed when the underlying change in a solution is negligible, e.g., when the cost of
reassigning an item does not depend on the size of the item that has to be moved.
The term migration is used to refer to a bound on the volume of changes [SSS09,SV16,JK19].
That is, the cost for repacking an item or rescheduling a job is proportional to their respective
size. This models the fact that a change in the solution might lead to the need for physically
adapting the assignment which in turn is cheaper if the element in question is small.
The model that we consider in this thesis is a generalization of the former two: bounding
the reassignment cost [AGZ99, Wes00]. Specifically, each element comes with an individual
(re)assignment cost that needs to be paid upon (re)assigning the element and the task is to
maintain a good solution with moderate reassignment cost. Since we only consider scheduling
and packing problems, we use the term “reassignment” to refer to scheduling a job on another
machine or packing an item in another knapsack. By choosing uniform reassignment costs or
setting them equal to the size of the respective element, we recover online optimization with
recourse or migration, respectively.

2.4.3 Dynamically Changing Input
A seemingly related concept that deals with uncertain input is that of dynamic algorithms. An
algorithm is said to be dynamic if it maintains a solution to a certain problem even if the instance undergoes small modifications in each round. For packing problems, these modifications
may include the arrival or departure of an item or a knapsack/bin. Similarly, for scheduling
problems, the instance may be modified by removing or inserting a job or a machine as well as
by changing the weight of a job. The task is to maintain a good solution in each round while
spending only little computation time per round. Depending on the hardness of the underlying
static problem, “good” refers either to optimal or near-optimal solutions.
The dynamic algorithm can be seen as a data structure that efficiently supports updates,
i.e., modifications of the instance, and that is then, given these updates, used to construct a
solution if queried. That is, explicit solutions that allow for linear access time of a solution
are not required. Instead, only implicit solutions are maintained that answer certain queries
sufficiently fast. Usually, such a query asks for the output of the entire solution or for the status
of a certain element in the solution, e.g., for the knapsack in which the queried element is packed
or the machine on which the queried job is processed. This relaxation on the representation of a
solution allows for a trade-off between the update and the query time. Hence, when comparing
dynamic algorithms to traditional algorithms that compute an explicit solution, one should be
aware of this difference.
Since the motivation behind dynamic algorithms are applications with mostly local changes,
we would like to use the solution computed prior to the update in order to obtain a new solution
significantly faster than when starting from scratch. Further, the new solution should reflect the
changes made to the instance and is thus allowed to change as well. For example in scheduling
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problems, a noticeable amount of jobs can be assigned to another machine in each round as
long as the reassignment can be computed, not executed, sufficiently fast. We emphasize this
difference to the previously introduced models of online optimization with reassignment.
Typically, dynamic algorithms are investigated in the context of graph problems, and we
refer to the surveys [DEGI10, Hen18, BP11] for an overview on dynamic graph algorithms. For
some connectivity problems [HK99, HdLT01], such as Minimum Spanning Tree or 2-Edge
Connectivity, and for Vertex Cover [BHN17, BK19], there are dynamic algorithms with
poly-logarithmic update time although the majority of graph problems did not seem to allow
for fast algorithms. Only recently, researchers started to investigate the reasons for this lack
of efficient algorithms and proved conditional lower bounds; see, e.g., [AW14]. Set Cover
admits near-optimal approximation algorithms with poly-logarithmic update times and has
been studied extensively [BHN19, BHI15, GKKP17, AAG+ 19].
There is little research on efficient near-optimal algorithms for scheduling or packing problems. A notable exception is a 54 -approximate algorithm with poly-logarithmic update time for
Bin Packing by Ivkovic and Lloyd [IL98]. For a detailed introduction to dynamic algorithms
in the context of combinatorial optimization problems, we refer to the survey by Boria and
Paschos [BP11].
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3

Stochastic Minsum Scheduling
Minimizing the sum of completion times when scheduling jobs on m identical parallel
machines is a fundamental scheduling problem. Unlike the well-understood deterministic variant, it is a major open problem how to handle stochastic processing times.
We show for the prominent class of index policies that no such policy can achieve a
distribution-independent approximation factor. This strong lower bound holds even
for simple instances with only deterministic jobs of uniform size and identically twopoint distributed stochastic jobs. For such instances, we give an O(m)-approximate list
scheduling policy. Moreover, we derive further bounds on the instance parameters that
allow for O(1)-approximate list scheduling policies.
Bibliographic Remark: Parts of this chapter are joint work with F. Fischer, J. Matuschke, and N. Megow and correspond to or are identical with [EFMM19].
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3.1 Introduction
Scheduling jobs on identical parallel machines with the objective to minimize the sum of
completion times is a classical and well-understood problem. Here, we are given a set J of n
jobs, where each job j ∈ J has a processing time pj that indicates for how many time units it
has to be processed non-preemptively on one of the m given machines. At any point in time,
a machine can process at most one job. The objective is to find a schedule that minimizes the
P
total completion time, j∈J Cj , where Cj denotes the completion time of job j. This problem
P
is denoted by P| | Cj in the standard three-field notation [GLLRK79a]. It is well known that
scheduling the jobs as early as possible in Shortest Processing Time (SPT) order solves
the problem optimally on a single [Smi56] as well as on multiple machines [CMM67].
Stochastic scheduling Uncertainty in the processing times is ubiquitous in many applications.
Although the first results on scheduling with probabilistic information date back to the 1960s,
the question how to schedule jobs with stochastic processing times is hardly understood.
We investigate a stochastic variant of the minsum scheduling problem. The processing time
of a job j is modeled by a random variable Pj with known probability distribution. We assume
that the processing time distributions for individual jobs are independent. The objective is to
find a non-anticipatory scheduling policy Π that decides for any time t, with t ≥ 0, which jobs
to schedule. A non-anticipatory policy may base these scheduling decisions only on observed
information up to time t and a priori knowledge about the distributions. In particular, the
policy is not allowed to use information about the actual realizations of processing times of
jobs that have not yet started by time t. For a more in-depth introduction to non-anticipatory
scheduling policies we refer to Section 2.4.1.
For a non-anticipatory policy Π, the value of the objective function j CjΠ is a random variP
able. A natural generalization of the deterministic problem P| | h Cj is ito ask for minimizing
P Π
the expected value of this random variable, i.e., to minimize E
Cj , where the expectation is taken over the randomness in the processing time variables. We drop the superscript
whenever the policy is clear from the context. This stochastic scheduling problem is denoted
P
by P| |E[ Cj ].
P

List scheduling and index policies An important class of policies in (stochastic) scheduling
is List Scheduling as defined by Graham [Gra69]. A List Scheduling policy maintains
a (static or dynamic) priority list of jobs and schedules at any time as many available jobs
as possible in the order given by the list. The aforementioned SPT rule falls into this class.
List scheduling policies are the simplest type of elementary policies, that is, policies that
start jobs only at the completion times of other jobs (or at time 0). For further details on
the classification of (non-preemptive) stochastic scheduling policies, we refer to the work of
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Möhring, Radermacher, and Weiss [MRW84, MRW85].
A prominent subclass of list scheduling policies is called index policies [Git89, Wal88]. An
index policy assigns a priority index to each unfinished job, where the index for a job is
determined by the (distributional) parameters and the current state of execution of the job
itself but independent of other jobs. If job preemption is not allowed, then these priority
indices are static, that is, they do not change throughout the execution of the scheduling
policy. Moreover, index policies assign to jobs with the same probability distribution the same
priority index and do not take the number of jobs or the number of machines into account.
In the first paper on stochastic processing times [Rot66], Rothkopf showed that scheduling
the jobs in Weighted Shortest Expected Processing Time (WSEPT) order, i.e., in
w
non-increasing order of E[ Pjj ] , is optimal for minimizing the total expected weighted completion time on one machine. If the processing times follow a geometrical distribution, Glazebrook [Gla79] showed that List Scheduling in order of Shortest Expected Processing
P
Time (SEPT) is optimal for minimizing j E[ Cj ] on parallel identical machines. For exponentially distributed processing times, SEPT is also optimal according to Bruno, Downey, and
Frederickson [BDF81]. Weber, Varaiya, and Walrand [WVW86] generalize these results to
instances where the processing times are totally ordered stochastically. That is, for every two
jobs j, k ∈ J , their processing times Pj and Pk are stochastically comparable, meaning that




either P Pj > x ≤ P[Pk > x] or P[Pk > x] ≤ P Pj > x for all x ∈ R.
Other index policies that perform provably well for certain stochastic scheduling settings are,
e.g., List Scheduling in Longest Expected Processing Time (LEPT) order as shown
by Weber [Web82], the Largest Variance First (LVF) rule as observed by Pinedo and
Weiss [PW87], and the Gittins Index [Git79]. For an overview on theory and applications of
index policies (with a focus on interruptible jobs) we refer to the works by Gittins, Glazebrook,
and Weber [GGW11] and by Glazebrook et al. [GHKM14].
Further related results For arbitrary instances of P| |E[ Cj ], no optimal policy is known.
Thus, research focuses on approximate policies. Starting with the seminal paper by Möhring,
Schulz, and Uetz [MSU99], several scheduling policies were analyzed for this problem (with
arbitrary job weights) and generalizations, such as precedence constraints [SU05], heterogeneous machines [GMUX17,SSU16], and online models [GMUX17,MUV06,Sch08]. In all cases,
the approximation guarantee depends on the probability distributions of the processing times.
More precisely, the guarantee is in the order O(∆), where ∆ is an upper bound on the squared
Var[P ]
coefficients of variation of the processing time distributions Pj , that is, E[Pj ]j2 ≤ ∆ for all j.
P

Besides linear programming relaxations, the (W)SEPT policy plays a key role in the aforementioned results. This index policy, being optimal on a single machine, has been studied
P
extensively as a promising candidate for solving P| |E[ Cj ] with bounded
approximation ra√
1+( 2−1)
tio. Recently, the upper bound for WSEPT has been decreased to
(1 + ∆) by Jäger
2
and Skutella [JS18]. On the negative side, it has been shown independently that neither
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WSEPT [Lab13] nor SEPT [CFMM14,IMP15] can achieve approximation factors independent
of ∆ when there are non-constantly many machines.
P
A remarkable result is a List Scheduling policy for P| |E[ Cj ] with the first distributionindependent approximation factor of O(m log n + log2 n) by Im, Moseley, and Pruhs [IMP15].
This policy is based on SEPT, but in addition, it carefully takes into account the probability
that a job turns out to be long.
Nevertheless, it remains a major open question whether there is a constant factor approximation for this problem even if all weights are equal. Interestingly, there is an index policy
with an approximation factor 2 for the preemptive (weighted) variant of our stochastic scheduling problem by Megow and Vredeveld [MV14]. It is natural to ask whether index policies can
achieve a constant approximation factor also in the non-preemptive setting.
Our contribution As our main result, we rule out any constant or even distribution-independent approximation ratio for index policies. More precisely, we give a lower bound of Ω(∆1/4 )
P
for the approximation ratio of any index policy for P| |E[ Cj ]. This strong lower bound
implies that prioritizing jobs only according to their individual processing time distributions
cannot lead to better approximation ratios. More sophisticated policies are needed that take
the entire job set and the machine setting into account. Somewhat surprisingly, our lower bound
holds for very simple instances with only two types of jobs, deterministic jobs of uniform size
and stochastic jobs that all follow the same two-point distribution. For this class of instances,
we provide an alternative list scheduling policy — carefully taking into account the number of
jobs and machines — and show that it is an O(m)-approximation. If the deterministic jobs are
identical, we obtain constant approximation ratios for certain combinations of parameters.

3.2 Lower Bound for Index Policies
In this section, we prove our main result, a distribution-dependent lower bound on the approximation factor of any index policy.
Theorem 3.1. Any index policy has an approximation factor Ω(∆1/4 ) for P||E[

P

j

Cj ].

To prove this lower bound, we consider a simple class of instances that we call Bernoulli-type
instances. This class consists of two types of jobs, deterministic jobs Jd and stochastic jobs Js .
A job j ∈ Jd has deterministic processing time pj while a job j ∈ Js has processing time 0 with
probability q ∈ (0, 1) and l with probability 1 − q, where l > 0. Let nd = |Jd | and ns = |Js |.
For the stochastic jobs, i.e., j ∈ Js , let Xj = 1{Pj =l} . That is, Xj is a Bernoulli-distributed
P
random variable that indicates whether or not j ∈ Js is long, i.e., Pj = l. Let X = j∈Js Xj .
Since the processing time variables Pj are independent, the same holds for Xj , j ∈ Js . Hence, X
follows a binomial distribution with success probability q, size parameter ns , and expected
value ns · q. In other words, X counts the number of jobs that turn out to be long.
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3.2 Lower Bound for Index Policies
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let ∆ > 0; it will act as an upper bound on the squared coefficients
of variation. We define two families of Bernoulli-type instances, I1 (∆, m) and I2 (∆, m). The
instances differ only in the number of deterministic and stochastic jobs but not in the processing
time distributions. We define the processing time for deterministic jobs in Jd to be equal to 1,
i.e., pj = 1 if j ∈ Jd , and for stochastic jobs j ∈ Js we define

Pj =



0

with probability 1 −


∆3/2

with probability

1
∆

1
∆.

Note that E[ Pj ] = ∆1/2 and Var[Pj ] = ∆2 − 1 for j ∈ Js . Hence, the squared coefficients
of variation are at most ∆.
For such Bernoulli-type instances, there are only two index policies, one where the deterministic jobs have higher priority, denoted by Jd ≺ Js , and one where the stochastic jobs have
higher priority, denoted by Js ≺ Jd . We show that for any fixed ∆ > 1, there exists a value
of m such that the cost of the schedule produced by Jd ≺ Js on instance I1 (∆, m) is greater
by a factor of Ω(∆1/4 ) than the cost of the schedule produced by Js ≺ Jd and vice versa
for instance I2 (∆, m). Since the instances I1 (∆, m) and I2 (∆, m) are indistinguishable by an
index policy, this result implies the lower bound.
Instance I 1 (∆, m) Instance I1 (∆, m) is defined by letting nd = ∆3/4 m and ns =
without loss of generality we assume nmd ∈ Z. We distinguish both priority orders.

1
2

∆m;

Deterministic jobs before stochastic jobs When the deterministic jobs are scheduled first,
no job in Js starts before time nmd . Thus,
"

#
X

E

Cj ≥

j∈J

1
nd
ns = ∆7/4 m.
m
2

Stochastic jobs before deterministic jobs Let X be the random variable counting the
1
number of jobs in Js that turn out to be long. That is, X ∼ Bin(ns , ∆
) and E[ X ] = m
2 . We
distinguish two cases based on the value of X.
If X ≤ 43 m, every stochastic job starts at time 0. Hence,
"

#

X

E

j∈Js

At least

m
4

Cj

3
3
X ≤ m ≤ ∆3/2 m.
4
4

machines are free for scheduling deterministic jobs, Jd , at total cost bounded by
"

E

#

X
j∈Jd

Cj

3
nd (nd + 1)
X≤ m ≤
≤ 8∆3/2 m.
1
4
m
4
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In the case X > 34 m, we get a (very crude) upper bound on the expected cost by assuming
that all jobs have processing time ∆3/2 and then scheduling them on a single machine:
#

"

E

X

Cj

j∈J

3
1
X > m < (nd + ns )(nd + ns + 1)∆3/2 ≤ 3∆7/2 m2 .
4
2

By the Chernoff-Hoeffding
bound (Theorem 2.3), the probability of the second case is at

−m
most exp 24 . Using the Law of Total Expectation (Theorem 2.1),
"

E

#
X
j∈J

Cj

"

#

"




X
X
3
3
3
3
≤P X≤ m E
Cj X ≤ m + P X > m E
Cj X > m
4
4
4
4
j∈J
j∈J


m
3
≤ ∆3/2 m + 8∆3/2 m + exp −
4
24




#

· 3∆7/2 m2 ∈ O(∆3/2 m)

for sufficiently large m. Thus, on sufficiently many machines, the index policy Jd ≺ Js has
total cost greater by a factor of Ω(∆1/4 ) than that of policy Js ≺ Jd .

Instance I 2 (∆, m) Instance I2 (∆, m) is defined by nd = ∆5/4 m and ns = 2∆m; we assume
without loss of generality nmd ∈ Z. Let X denote again the number of jobs in Js that turn out
1
to be long, i.e., X ∼ Bin(2∆m, ∆
) and hence, E[ X ] = 2m. We analyze both index policies.
Deterministic jobs before stochastic jobs We condition on two disjoint events regarding
the realized value of X. If X ≤ 3m, every (stochastic) job has completed by time ∆5/4 +3∆3/2 .
Further, the cost of Jd ≺ Js is upper bounded by the that of the following policy: Assign to
every machine at most nmd = ∆5/4 deterministic jobs and at most three long stochastic jobs.
Thus,
"

E

#
X

Cj X ≤ 3m ≤

j∈J


n2d  5/4
+ ∆ + 3∆3/2 ns ∈ O(∆5/2 m)
m




by the Chernoff-Hoeffding
The case X > 3m happens with probability at most exp −m
6
bound (Theorem 2.3). Using again the fact that scheduling all jobs on one machine and
assuming Pj = ∆3/2 for j ∈ J yields an upper bound,
"

E

#
X

Cj X > 3m ≤ 3∆7/2 m2 .

j∈J

With the Law of Total Expectation (Theorem 2.1),
"

E

#
X
j∈J
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Cj ∈ O(∆5/2 m).

3.3 Upper Bound for Bernoulli-Type Instances
Stochastic jobs before deterministic jobs Here, we condition
 the event X ≥ m. The
 on
−m
probability of the event X < m is bounded from above by exp 4 by Theorem 2.3. Therefore, P[X ≥ m] ≥ 12 for m ≥ 4. If X ≥ m, then every machine receives at least one stochastic
job before it starts processing the first deterministic job. Thus,
#

"

E

X

Cj X ≥ m ≥ ∆3/2 nd = ∆11/4 .

j∈Jd

With the law of total expectation we conclude that
#

"

E

X
j∈J

Cj

"

#

X
1
≥ E
Cj X ≥ m ∈ Ω(∆11/4 ).
2 j∈J

Thus, on sufficiently many machines, the index policy Js ≺ Jd has total cost greater by a
factor Ω(∆1/4 ) than that of policy Jd ≺ Js .
In summary, we have provided two instances I1 (∆, m) and I2 (∆, m) which are indistinguishable by any index policy. On the one hand, the policy Jd ≺ Js has total expected cost
greater by a factor of O(∆1/4 ) than the policy Js ≺ Jd for the first instance I1 (∆, m). On the
other hand, the total expected cost of the policy Js ≺ Jd is greater by a factor of Ω(∆1/4 )
than Jd ≺ Js on the second instance I2 (∆, m). Therefore, the approximation ratio of any
index policy is at least Ω(∆1/4 ).

3.3 Upper Bound for Bernoulli-Type Instances
In this section, we show that taking the number of machines and jobs into account allows for
a list scheduling policy that is O(m)-approximate even if the deterministic jobs have different
sizes. The stochastic jobs still follow the same distribution. The main result is the following
theorem. (In [EFMM19], we prove a similar result restricted to identical deterministic jobs.)
Theorem 3.2. There exists an O(m)-approximate List Scheduling policy for Bernoulli-type
P
instances of P| |E[ Cj ].
For proving this result, we scale the given instance such that E[ Pj ] = 1 for j ∈ Js . That is,
we assume without loss of generality that deterministic jobs j ∈ Jd have processing time pj and
stochastic jobs j ∈ Js have processing time 0 with probability 1 − 1l and l with probability 1l ,
where l > 0.
Regarding the total scheduling cost of any policy, we observe the following.
Observation 3.3. Individually scheduling Jd (in SPT order) or Js on m machines starting at
time 0 gives a lower bound on the cost of an optimal policy. We denote these job-set individual
P
scheduling costs by j∈Jt E[Cj0 ], where t ∈ {s, d}. The sum of both also is a lower bound on
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the optimum cost,
X

E[ Cj∗ ] ≥

j∈J

X

E[Cj0 ] +

j∈Jd

X

E[Cj0 ],

j∈Js

where Cj∗ denotes the (random) completion time of j under a fixed optimal policy.
We prove the result of this section, the existence of an O(m)-approximation, through a careful
analysis of the relation between the parameters of a Bernoulli-type instance. In the following,
the two policies Js ≺ Jd and Jd ≺ Js refer to List Scheduling where the deterministic jobs
additionally are ordered in Shortest Processing Time order, i.e., in non-decreasing pj .
Clearly, the sorting of jobs as well as following the respective priority order when scheduling
the jobs has polynomial time complexity. Hence, we make the following observation.
Observation 3.4. The policies Js ≺ Jd and Jd ≺ Js are polynomial-time policies.
First, we consider instances with few deterministic or few stochastic jobs.
Lemma 3.5. Let t, t0 ∈ {s, d}, with t 6= t0 , refer to the two different job types. The policy Jt ≺ Jt0
is a 3-approximate policy for Bernoulli-type instances satisfying nt0 ≤ 2m with non-uniform
deterministic job sizes.
Proof. By Observation 3.4, the policies Js ≺ Jd and Jd ≺ Js run in polynomial time.
The cost of Jt ≺ Jt0 is at most the cost of scheduling Jt and the cost of scheduling the ith
and the (m + i)th job in Jt0 on machine i (if these jobs exist), starting after the jobs of Jt on
machine i have completed. Let Sj denote the (random) starting time of job j ∈ J under the
policy Jt ≺ Jt0 . By linearity of expectation,
X
j∈J

E[Cj ] =

X

E[Cj0 ] +

X

E[Cj0 ] +

≤3

X

E[ Cj0 ]

j∈Jt0

j∈Jt

X

E[Sj + Pj ]

j∈Jt0

j∈Jt

≤3

X

E[Cj∗ ].

j∈J

Based on this result, we assume ns > 2m and nd > 2m for the remainder of this section.
Next, we distinguish two cases depending on the number of stochastic jobs relative to the
number of deterministic jobs. Both cases rely on a careful analysis of the job-set individual
cost for the stochastic jobs. More precisely, we show for a set Jd0 ⊆ Jd with |Jd0 | ≤ ns that the
P
cost of Js ≺ Jd0 is bounded by O(m) j∈Js ∪Jd E[ Cj∗ ].
Lemma 3.6. Let Jd0 ⊆ Jd with ns ≥ |Jd0 | > 2m. Then, Js ≺ Jd0 is an O(m)-approximation for
the job set Jd0 ∪ Js .
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For the proof of this lemma, we use the following technical result that gives some properties
of the random variable X counting the number of long stochastic jobs. Recall that
 Xj is the
1
random variable indicating whether or not Pj is equal to l. That is, Xj ∼ Ber l , and X can
P
be written as j∈Js Xj .
We consider arbitrary Bernoulli trials with success probability q ∈ (0, 1). Let Xj ∼ Ber(q)
P
for j ∈ [n] and let X = nj=1 Xj . Let Zi be the random variable denoting the position of
the ith success, i.e., the ith variable in {Xj : Xj = 1, j ∈ [n]}. The following lemma states
some elementary properties of Zi .
Lemma 3.7. Let m ∈ N with 2m < n. Let i ∈ [λm] with λ ∈
(i) E[Zi | X = k] =

i
k+1 (n

hj ki
n
m

and let k ∈ [n]. Then,

+ 1),

(ii) E[Zi | λm ≤ X < (λ + 1)m] ≤
(iii) E[n − Zm | m ≤ X < 2m] ≥

i
λm+1 (n

+ 1), and

n
4m .

Proof. For r ∈ [n], the random variable X (r) := rj=1 Xj follows a binomial distribution with
size parameter r and success probability q as the Xj are independent Bernoulli-distributed
random variables with success probability q.


]
Let us recall that P E | F = P[E∩F
P[F ] for two events E and F with P[F ] > 0.
P

Ad (i) For i, z ∈ [k] with i ≤ z,
{Zi = z} = {Xz = 1} ∩ {X (z−1) = i − 1},
i.e., the event that the ith success happens in trial z is equivalent to observing that the zth
trial is a success after having seen i − 1 successes among the first z − 1 trials.
Intersecting with the event {X = k}, we obtain
{Xz = 1} ∩ {X (z−1) = i − 1} ∩ {X = k} = {Xz = 1} ∩ {X (z−1) = i − 1} ∩ {X − X (z) = k − i}.
Since the underlying Bernoulli trials of the three events on the right side are independent,
these events are as well. We conclude
h





P Zi = z | X = k =

i

h

i

P[Xz = 1]· P X (z−1) = i − 1 · P X − X (z) = k − i
P[X = k]

=

z−1
i−1

·
n
k

n−z 
k−i

,

where we used that X (z−1) and X − X (z) are binomially distributed with success probability q
and size parameter z − 1 and n − z, respectively.

With the convention qr = 0 for r, q ∈ N with q > r , it follows that
n
 X

 n
n 
E Zi | X = k =
z P Zi = z | X = k
k
k
z=0

!

!
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n
X

=i

z=0

z
i

!

n−z
k−i

!

!

n+1
=i
.
k+1
The last equality follows from the index shift
n
X
z=0

z
i

!

n−z
k−i

!

=

n+1
X
z=1

!

z−1
i

n+1−z
k−i

!

and the following observation: The last line in the above calculation asks in how many ways
one can pick k + 1 successes among n + 1 trials. We can partition this based on the position of
the (i + 1)st success for a fixed i. The (i + 1)st success can be positioned between the (i + 1)st
and the (n − k + i)th trial. If the (i + 1)st success is at position z, there have to be i successes
among the first z − 1 trials and, since we want to pick k + 1 successes, the remaining n + 1 − z
trials have to contain k − i successes. Summing over all positions l of the (i + 1)st success
yields the equality.
Ad (ii) With the Law of Total Expectation (Theorem 2.1), we can use (i) to prove the
statement as follows. Conditioning Zi on the event {X = k | λm ≤ k < (λ + 1)m} yields
(λ+1)m−1



X



E Zi | λm ≤ X < (λ + 1)m =



 



E Zi | X = k P X = k | λm ≤ X < (λ + 1)m .

k=λm

Applying (i), we get that this equals
(λ+1)m−1

X
k=λm



i
(n + 1)P X = k | λm ≤ X < (λ + 1)m .
k+1

Since λm + 1 clearly is a lower bound on the denominator of every summand, this is at most
i
(n + 1)
λm + 1

(λ+1)m−1

X





P X = k | λm ≤ X < (λ + 1)m

k=λm

The Law of Total Expectation, Theorem 2.1, concludes the calculation with




E Zi | λm ≤ X < (λ + 1)m ≤

i
(n + 1).
λm + 1

Ad (iii) With (i) it follows that




m
(n + 1)
m+1
nm + n − nm − m
=
m+1
n
≥
,
4m

E n − Zm | X = m = n −
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where we used n > 2m for the last inequality. Using again the Law of Total Expectation as
in (ii), the statement follows.
Proof of Lemma 3.6. By Observation 3.4, the policy Js ≺ Jd0 runs in polynomial time.
We analyze the performance of Js ≺ Jd0 by conditioning on the number X of long jobs. We
index the deterministic jobs in order of their processing times, i.e., p1 ≤ · · · ≤ p|Jd0 | .
For the case 0 ≤ X < m, let k ∈ N with 0 ≤ k < m. If a realization satisfies X = k, then
there exists at least one machine that does not schedule stochastic jobs and starts processing
deterministic jobs at time 0 in SPT order. Thus,
#

"

E

X

Cj X = k ≤ k · l +

X

j · pj .

j∈Jd0

j∈J

Using a bound by Eastman, Even, and Isaacs [EEI64] on the single-machine scheduling cost
in terms of the cost of a schdule on m machines, we have
#

"

E

X

Cj X = k ≤ k · l + m

X

Cj0 .

j∈Jd0

j∈J

Since the optimal policy also has to process the k long stochastic jobs,
#

"

E

X

Cj∗

X =k ≥k·l+

where

Cj0 ,

j∈Jd0

j∈J

Cj∗

X

denotes the completion time of j under an optimal policy. Thus,
#

"

E

X

#

"

Cj X = k ≤ mE

X

Cj∗

|X=k .

j∈J

j∈J

n

j

ko

Consider now the case λm ≤ X < (λ + 1)m for λ ∈ 1, . . . , nms . All stochastic jobs are
finished at the latest by time (λ + 1) l. Hence, from time (λ + 1) l on, all machines process
deterministic jobs only. Thus,
X

E[Cj | λm ≤ X < (λ + 1)m] ≤

j∈J

X

E[Cj0 | λm ≤ X < (λ + 1)m] + (λ + 1)l|Jd0 |.

j∈J

As noted in Observation 3.3, the first term is a lower bound on the optimal cost and it remains
to bound the second term, i.e., (λ + 1)l|Jd0 |.
Note that a non-anticipatory policy does not know the positions of the long jobs. Thus, such
a policy cannot start any of the stochastic jobs coming after the first (k · m) long ones before
time k · l for 1 ≤ k ≤ λ. Recall that Zkm is the (random) position of the (k · m)th long job.
Hence, ns − Zkm stochastic jobs are delayed by at least k · l.
ns
For λ = 1, Lemma 3.7 (iii) implies that scheduling only Js costs at least l 4m
, i.e.,

X
j∈Js

E[Cj0 | m ≤ X < 2m] ≥ l

ns
1
≥
(λ + 1)l|Jd0 |.
4m
8m
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For 2 ≤ λ ≤ b nms c, with Lemma 3.7 (ii) it follows
X

E[Cj0 | λm ≤ X < (λ + 1)m] ≥

j∈Js

λ
X

lE[ ns − Zkm | λm ≤ X < (λ + 1)m ]

k=1

≥ lns
≥

λ
X
λm − km

k=1
lλ|Jd0 |

2λm

8
1
≥ (λ + 1)l|Jd0 |.
16
Using again the Law of Total Expectation (Theorem 2.1) and combining the above results,
X

E[Cj ] ≤ max{16, 8m}

X

E[Cj∗ ].

j∈J

j∈J

This concludes the proof.
If the instance contains less deterministic jobs than stochastic jobs, then Lemma 3.6 immediately implies that Js ≺ Jd is an O(m)-approximate policy.
Lemma 3.8. The policy Js ≺ Jd is O(m)-approximate if 2m < nd ≤ ns .
For the case with more deterministic jobs than stochastic jobs, we partition the deterministic
jobs into two parts Jd,1 and Jd,2 and use the List Scheduling order Jd,1 ≺ Js ≺ Jd,2 where
the deterministic jobs are again ordered by non-decreasing processing times. The first set Jd,1
contains the deterministic jobs {1, . . . , jd } and the second set Jd,2 the jobs {jd + 1, . . . , nd }.
P
Choosing job jd maximal such that ns Cj0d ≤ j∈Jd Cj0 allows us to simultaneously bound the
cost incurred due to scheduling Js after Jd,1 and due to scheduling Jd,2 after Js . This job
P
exists since ns ≤ nd and j∈Jd Cj0 ≥ nd C10 . (Recall that the job-set individual cost for the
deterministic jobs corresponds to scheduling in SPT order.)
Lemma 3.9. List Scheduling in the order Jd,1 ≺ Js ≺ Jd,2 is an O(m)-approximate policy.
Proof. Since j∈Jd Cj0 can be computed in polynomial time, job jd can be determined in
polynomial time as well. Hence, the policy Jd,1 ≺ Js ≺ Jd,2 runs in polynomial time.
P

The scheduling cost of the policy Jd,1 ≺ Js ≺ Jd,2 can be naturally split into the three parts
corresponding to the respective job sets. Clearly,
X
j∈Jd,1

E[ Cj ] ≤

X

Cj0 .

j∈Jd

Observe that the policy starts scheduling stochastic jobs no later than Cj0d by construction.
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Hence, the cost incurred by the stochastic jobs can be bounded by
X

E[ Cj ] ≤ ns Cj0d +

j∈Js

X

E[ Cj0 ] ≤

j∈Js

X

E[ Cj0 ].

j∈J

It remains to bound the cost of scheduling Jd,2 after the stochastic jobs in Js . These cost are
bounded by List Scheduling at time 0 in the order Js ≺ Jd,2 and adding |Jd,2 |Cj0d , i.e.,
X

X

E[ Cj ] ≤ |Jd,2 |Cj0d +

E[ CjLS ].

j∈Jd,2 ∪Js

j∈Jd,2

The first term on the right side is upper bounded by the set-individual scheduling cost of the
deterministic jobs as SPT implies Cj0 ≤ Ck0 for j < k. The second term can be bounded with
P
Lemma 3.6 if |Jd,2 | ≤ ns . As jd was chosen maximal, it holds that ns Cj0d +1 > j∈Jd Cj0 . This
implies
X
|Jd,2 | X 0
C ,
Cj0 ≥ |Jd,2 |Cj0d +1 >
ns j∈J j
j∈J
d

d,2

where Cj0 , for j ∈ Jd,2 , refers to the set-individual cost when scheduling all deterministic jobs.
Rearranging yields
P
0
j∈Jd,2 Cj
|Jd,2 | ≤ ns P
0 ≤ ns .
j∈Jd Cj
Lemma 3.6 and the above observation on completion times under SPT imply that
X

E[ Cj ] ≤

j∈Jd,2

X

Cj0 + O(m)

X

E[ Cj∗ ].

j∈Js ∪Jd,2

j∈Jd

Combining the cost individually incurred by the sets Jd,1 , Js , and Jd,2 , we obtain
X
j∈J

E[ Cj ] ≤ O(m)

X

E[ Cj∗ ].

j∈J

We conclude with a policy for scheduling Bernoulli-type instance.
Algorithm 3.1: List scheduling policy for Bernoulli-type instances with non-uniform deterministic jobs
At any time when a machine is idle, select the next job to schedule according to the following
priority order:
if m = 1 do
use SEPT
else-if nd ≤ 2m do
use Js ≺ Jd
else-if ns ≤ 2m do
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use Jd ≺ Js
else-if ns ≥ nd do
use Js ≺ Jd
else
P
jd ← max{j ∈ Jd : ns Cj0 ≤ k∈Jd Ck0 }
Jd,1 ← {1, . . . , jd }
Jd,2 ← {jd + 1, . . . , nd }
use Jd,1 ≺ Js ≺ Jd,2

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Algorithm 3.1 is a list scheduling policy that selects one out of four
index policies, SEPT, Jd ≺ Js , Js ≺ Jd , and Jd,1 ≺ Js ≺ Jd,2 , depending on the numbers of
jobs and machines. The approximation ratio follows from the fact that SEPT is optimal on
a single machine [Rot66] and from Lemmas 3.5, 3.8, and 3.9. Since we can select the correct
case in polynomial time and any of these policies runs in polynomial time, Algorithm 3.1 is
indeed an O(m)-approximate policy.

3.4 Further Results on Bernoulli-Type Instances
After having shown the O(m)-approximate policy for Bernoulli-type instances with arbitrary
deterministic jobs, we further analyze instances with identical deterministic jobs. We are
particularly interested in relationships between relevant parameters that allow us to obtain
constant approximate scheduling policies. This interest guides the structure of this section:
We dedicate a part to each combination of parameters for which we are able to obtain constant
approximation ratios. Interestingly, there remains a gap depending on the expected number
of long stochastic jobs. Hence, this section does not provide an O(1)-approximate policy for
every Bernoulli-type instance.

3.4.1 Less Stochastic Than Deterministic Jobs
We show that Jd ≺ Js is O(1)-approximate if there are less stochastic than deterministic jobs.
Lemma 3.10. Let c ∈ N. The policy Jd ≺ Js is a (2c + 1)-approximate policy for Bernoulli-type
instances with uniform deterministic job sizes if nd > m and ns ≤ cnd .
Proof.l When
scheduling in order Jd ≺ Js , machines start processing jobs in Js no later than
m
nd
time m p ≤ 2 nmd p when all jobs in Jd have completed. Thus, the total cost of scheduling Js
after Jd is
X
X
X
nd
E[Cj0 ] + ns · 2 p ≤
E[Cj0 ] + 2c
E[Cj0 ] .
m
j∈J
j∈J
j∈J
s

s

d

Adding the job-set individual cost of the deterministic jobs Jd implies the approximation
ratio (2c + 1) and Observation 3.4 bounds the running time.
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3.4.2 Many Long Stochastic Jobs in Expectation
Recall that Xj denotes the random variable indicating whether or not Pj = l and X counts the
number of such stochastic jobs j. Motivated by Lemma 3.7, that analyzes the expected number
of stochastic jobs after having observed a certain number of long ones, we consider instances
where, in expectation, the number of stochastic long jobs is at least a constant fraction more
than the number of machines. We show that Js ≺ Jd achieves a constant approximation ratio
if additionally nd ≤ ns holds.
Lemma 3.11. For Bernoulli-type instances satisfying nd ≤ ns and E[ X ] ≥ (1 + ε)m, the
scheduling policy Js ≺ Jd is a 4+3ε
ε -approximate policy.
Proof. Again, Observation 3.4 bounds the running time of Js ≺ Jd .
The cost for stochastic jobs incurred by the policy Js ≺ Jd is bounded by the set-individual
P
scheduling cost, i.e., by j∈Js E[ Cj0 ]. Hence, it remains to bound the cost for scheduling
the deterministic jobs after all stochastic jobs finish. This cost can be bounded from above
P
by nd Cmax (Js ) + j∈Jd Cj0 , where Cmax (Js ) is a random variable representing the makespan
l m
of the stochastic jobs. Since we use List Scheduling, the makespan of Js is given by l X
m ,
which is at most l
is bounded by



X
m



+ 1 . Hence, in expectation, the scheduling cost of the deterministic jobs

nd E[ Cmax (Js ) ] ≤ lnd
where we used nd ≤ ns and

ns
l

E[ X ]
+1
m

!

nd ns
1
= lnd +
≤ 1+
m
1+ε


 2
n
s

m

,

= E[ X ] ≥ (1 + ε)m.

For bounding the term on the right side, we use a valid inequality for any scheduling policy Π
and any subset of jobs J 0 ⊆ J discovered by Möhring, Schulz, and Uetz [MSU99]:
2



X

h

E[ Pj ]E CjΠ

j∈J 0

i

1 X
m−1 X
1 X
≥
E[ Pj ] +
E[ Pj ]2 −
Var[Pj ].
2m j∈J 0
2 j∈J 0
2m j∈J 0

Note that the set-individual cost of the stochastic jobs is given by the cost of List Scheduling in an arbitrary order. Applying this observation and the above bound to J 0 = Js and
using E[ Pj ] = 1 as well as Var[Pj ] = l − 1, we obtain
2



X
j∈Js

1 X 
1 X 2 m−1 X
E[ Cj0 ] ≥
1 +
1 −
(l − 1)
2m j∈J
2 j∈J
2m j∈J
s

s

s

n2
ns l
≥ s −
2m
2
ε
n2s
≥
,
2(1 + ε) m
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where we used again that
X
j∈J

ns
l



E[ Cj ] ≤ 1 +

≥ (1 + ε)m by assumption. Combining these two bounds yields
1
1+ε

 2
n
s

m

+

X

X

Cj0 +

j∈Jd

E[ Cj0 ] ≤

j∈Js

4 + 3ε X
E[ Cj∗ ].
ε j∈J

3.4.3 Bounded Processing Times of Stochastic Jobs
In this section, we consider Bernoulli-type instances where the processing time of the stochastic
jobs is bounded from above by the average load per machine caused by deterministic jobs. We
dp
show that, if Pj ≤ 2 nm
for all jobs and all realizations, then Js ≺ Jd achieves a constant
approximation ratio.
dp
Lemma 3.12. For Bernoulli-type instances satisfying nd ≤ ns , E[ X ] ≤ (1 + ε)m and l ≤ 2 nm
,
the policy Js ≺ Jd is a (9 + 4ε)-approximate policy.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.11, the cost for scheduling the deterministic jobs after
P
finishing all stochastic jobs is bounded from above by nd Cmax (Js ) + j∈Jd Cj0 . In expectation,
the first term can be bounded by
nd E[ Cmax (Js ) ] ≤ lnd +
Using first

ns
l

dp
≤ (1 + ε)m and then l ≤ 2 nm
yields

nd ns
.
m

n2d p
.
m
By a result of Eastman, Even, and Isaacs [EEI64], this term can be bounded by
nd E[ Cmax (Js ) ] ≤ 2(2 + ε)

X

nd E[ Cmax (Js ) ] ≤ 4(2 + ε)

Cj0 .

j∈Jd

Combining these results with Observation 3.3 on the job-set individual cost and Observation 3.4
on the running time of Js ≺ Jd concludes the proof.

3.4.4 Bounded Makespan of Deterministic Jobs
In this section, we analyze the policy Jd ≺ Js for Bernoulli-type instances where the makespan
of deterministic jobs is bounded by a constant. We show that this policy achieves a constant
approximation ratio.
Lemma 3.13. If a Bernoulli-type instance satisfies
approximate policy.

nd p
m

≤ c, then Jd ≺ Js is a (c + 2)-

Proof. For the policy Jd ≺ Js , the scheduling cost caused by the deterministic jobs coincides
P
with the corresponding job-set individual cost, i.e., with j∈Jd Cj0 . The cost of scheduling
P
the stochastic jobs after the deterministic jobs, is at most ns Cmax (Jd ) + j∈Js E[ Cj0 ]. As
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the deterministic jobs are processed without idle time by List Scheduling, the first term is
bounded by




nd p
nd p
≤ ns 1 +
.
ns Cmax (Jd ) = ns
m
m
P

Since j∈Js E[ Pj ] = ns is a valid lower bound on the job-set individual cost for the stochastic
dp
jobs and since nm
≤ c by assumption, we have
ns Cmax (Jd ) ≤ (c + 1)

X

E[ Cj0 ].

j∈Js

Combining these bounds and using Observations 3.3 and 3.4 shows the statement.

3.4.5 At least m − 1 Expected Long Stochastic Jobs
In this part, we consider Bernoulli-type instances where the number of expected long jobs is at
least m − 1, i.e., E[ X ] ≥ m − 1. Depending on the size of deterministic jobs relative to E[ Pj ],
we distinguish two cases. If p ≤ E[ Pj ], then we show that Jd ≺ Js is a constant approximate
policy while Js ≺ Jd achieves a constant approximation ratio if p ≥ E[ Pj ].
A key ingredient to both results of this section is again the following valid inequality by
Möhring, Schulz, and Uetz [MSU99] for any scheduling policy Π and any job subset J 0 ⊆ J :
2



X

h

E[ Pj ]E CjΠ

j∈J 0

i

1 X
m−1 X
1 X
E[ Pj ]2 −
Var[Pj ].
E[ Pj ] +
≥
2m j∈J 0
2 j∈J 0
2m j∈J 0

Applied to J 0 = Js ∪ Jd , we simplify this to
X
j∈Js

h

i

E CjΠ + p

X
j∈Jd

h

i

E CjΠ ≥

 1
 m−1
1  2
ns + 2nd ns p + n2d p2 + ns + nd p2 −
ns (l − 1)
2m
2
2m

(3.1)
nd ns p
≥
,
m
where we used that E[ X ] ≥ m − 1 implies that ns ≥ (m − 1)(l − 1).
Lemma 3.14. For any Bernoulli-type instance satisfying p ≤ 1,
the policy Jd ≺ Js is a 3-approximate policy.

nd p
m

≥ 1, and E[ X ] ≥ m − 1,

Proof. We bound again the cost of scheduling the stochastic jobs after the deterministic jobs
P
by ns Cmax (Jd ) + j∈Js E[ Cj0 ], where the first term is bounded:


ns Cmax (Jd ) ≤ ns

2ns nd p
nd p
+1 ≤
.
m
m
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Recall that E[ Pj ] = 1 for j ∈ Js . Using this and p ≤ 1, we apply Equation (3.1) to obtain
X

E[ Cj∗ ] ≥

j∈J

X

E[ Cj∗ ] + p

j∈Js

X

E[ Cj∗ ] ≥

j∈Jd

nd ns p
.
m

Therefore, the policy Jd ≺ Js achieves an approximation ratio of 3. Further, Observation 3.4
bounds the running time of Jd ≺ Js .
Lemma 3.15. For any Bernoulli-type instance satisfying p ≥ 1 and E[ X ] ≥ m − 1 ≥ 1, the
policy Js ≺ Jd is a 4-approximate policy.
Proof. Observation 3.4 gives the desired polynomial bound on the running time.
The lcost
m forPscheduling the deterministic jobs after the stochastic jobs can again bebounded

X
by nd l m + j∈Jd Cj0 per realization. In expectation, the first term is at most nd nms + l .
Using the assumption E[ X ] ≥ m − 1 in the form l ≤

ns
m−1

≤

2ns
m ,

this term is at most nd



3ns
m



.

In order to bound this term, we use again Equation (3.1) to obtain
p

X
j∈J

E[ Cj∗ ] ≥

X
j∈J

E[ Pj ]E[ Cj∗ ] ≥

nd ns p
.
m

Dividing by p bounds the cost of the scheduling policy Js ≺ Jd by 4

P

j∈J

E[ Cj∗ ].

3.4.6 Discussion
By combining the previous results, we observe that the remaining cases for Bernoulli-type
np p
instances satisfy ns > nd , m
≥ c and E[ X ] < m − 1. The difficulty with such instances lies
in the fact that there is a positive probability that Js ≺ Jd blocks all machines and delays all
deterministic jobs past time l, the long processing time of the stochastic jobs.
As we have also seen in Section 3.3, if the realized number of long jobs exceeds the number
of machines by at least a constant fraction, then the set-individual cost for scheduling the
stochastic jobs is sufficient for bounding the cost of the deterministic ones. However, if we only
have constantly many more realized long jobs than machines, then the set-individual cost only
allows for an O(m)-approximate policy but does not yield a constant performance guarantee.
Interestingly, known results about stochastic scheduling policies can be used to obtain O(1)approximate policies if the expected number of long jobs is at least m − 1 which in turn implies
a better lower bound on any scheduling policy. If an instance has at most m − 2 long jobs in
expectation, then the large processing time of stochastic jobs (and hence the additional cost for
delaying the deterministic jobs by l) is too large to be balanced by the probability that many
stochastic processing times turn out to be long. Hence, the cost of Js ≺ Jd cannot be bounded
with the lower bounds on an optimal policy that are currently in use. Similarly, with the lower
bounds currently known, the sheer number of stochastic jobs prevents Jd ≺ Js from being O(1)approximate. We also tried to analyze “mixed” policies where we schedule stochastic jobs
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until a constant fraction of machines is blocked with long jobs before completely switching to
deterministic jobs. The problem here is that we force ourselves to delay a considerable fraction
of stochastic jobs to be scheduled after all deterministic jobs while an optimal policy might be
lucky in the same realization and schedule all of these jobs at time zero.
It remains an interesting open question whether Bernoulli-type instances allow for O(1)approximate policies. We believe that better lower bounds on the cost of the optimal scheduling
policy are necessary to improve upon our O(m)-approximate policy. Except for the bound
by Möhring, Schulz, and Uetz [MSU99], we are not capable of exploiting the fact that any
policy has to schedule both types of jobs and hence incurs some “mixed” cost, i.e., the cost
for scheduling a subset of the jobs of one type before the other type (and thus delaying the
second) or assigning a particular type of jobs only to a subset of machines.

3.5 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we rule out distribution-independent approximation factors for minsum scheduling for simple index policies, including List Scheduling in SEPT, LEPT, and LVF order.
This strong lower bound holds even for Bernoulli-type instances. It may surprise that such
simple, yet stochastic, instances already seem to capture the inherent difficulties of adaptive
stochastic scheduling. We believe that understanding the seemingly most simple Bernoullitype instances is a key for making progress on approximate policies for stochastic scheduling
problems. The general importance of high-variance jobs has also been observed in earlier
work [MSU99, MUV06, Sch08, IMP15, GMUX17].
For Bernoulli-type instances with arbitrary deterministic jobs, we also give an O(m)-approximate list scheduling policy. The key ingredient to this analysis is the improved lower bound on
the optimal cost due to exploiting the properties of the underlying probability distributions.
It would be a major improvement to generalize this lower bound to arbitrary probability
distributions. Generally, it is a common understanding that improving upon lower bounds is
fundamental for designing O(1)-approximate scheduling policies.
The setting with a fixed number m of machines is of particular interest. While the special
case m = 1 is solved optimally by SEPT [Rot66], even the problem on m = 2 machines is open.
For Bernoulli-type instances, the index policy we give in this note is, in fact, a constant-factor
approximation. Any generalization would be of interest. Notice that our lower bound for
arbitrary index policies as well as earlier lower bounds on SEPT [CFMM14, IMP15] rely on a
large number of machines. Thus, even SEPT or some other simple index policy might give a
constant factor approximation for constant or bounded m.
For general instances, our lower bound for index policies suggests that future research on
more sophisticated scheduling policies is necessary for O(1)-approximate policies.
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4

Online Load Balancing with
Reassignment
We investigate an online variant of load balancing with restricted assignment. In the
offline setting, there are n jobs given which need to be processed by m machines with
the goal to minimize the maximum machine load. Each job j has a processing time pj
and can only be processed by a subset of the machines. In the online variant of this
model, the jobs are only revealed incrementally and have to be immediately assigned to
a machine before the next job is revealed.
Since there exist strong lower bounds even for the special case of pj = 1 for all j, we
allow our online algorithm to reassign a job j at a cost of cj ≥ 0. This model contains
two online models as special cases: The model with unit reassignment cost is referred
to as recourse model while migration refers to cj = pj . In this chapter, we generalize
a result by Gupta, Kumar, and Stein [GKS14] on online load balancing with recourse
to the setting with arbitrary cost. That is, for unit processing times, we maintain a
P
constant competitive assignment with reassignment cost linear in j cj . For arbitrary
processing times, we give an O(log log mn)-competitive algorithm with reassignment
P
cost O(1) j cj .
Bibliographic Remark: This chapter is based on unpublished, joint work with
S. Berndt and N. Megow.
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4 Online Load Balancing with Reassignment

4.1 Introduction
We analyze an algorithm for an online scheduling problem. A set J of n jobs has to be assigned
to m machines to minimize the maximum load Cmax . We focus on the case of restricted
assignment where each job is characterized by a processing time pj ∈ N and a set of machines
it is allowed to be processed by. The online model we consider is based on the online-list
model, where jobs are revealed one by one and any online algorithm has to irrevocably assign
the job to one of its machines before the next job is revealed. That is, the jobs are revealed in
the order 1, . . . , n, and upon arrival of job j, the scheduler learns the processing time pj and
the set of machines that can process j. The algorithm has to assign j to one of its machines
before job j + 1 is revealed.
Restricted assignment is a special case of scheduling on unrelated machines where each job j
has a processing time pi,j that depends on the machine i the job is assigned to. Restricted
assignment can be modeled by requiring pi,j ∈ {pj , ∞} for each job j and each machine i.
We note that all known lower bounds on the competitive ratio of online algorithms for load
balancing on unrelated machines already hold for restricted assignment.
Azar, Naor, and Rom [ANR92] give a lower bound of Ω(log n) for any online algorithm,
even if pi,j ∈ {1, ∞}. In recent years, several models have been developed to circumvent such
lower bounds by either giving the online algorithm more power or decreasing the knowledge
or power of the adversary. In this chapter, we choose the former model where the online
algorithm is allowed to revoke assignment decisions at a certain cost. That is, upon arrival of a
new job, previously revealed and assigned jobs might be reassigned at a job-dependent cost. Of
course, if one did not impose any bound on these reassignment cost, then the algorithm could
simulate the current offline optimum. Therefore, we assume that each job j has a non-negative
assignment cost cj that any scheduler has to pay when it (re)assigns j to a particular machine.
In particular, the assignment cost of an offline optimum is given by the sum of the assignment
costs of the current set of jobs.
As described in Chapter 2, we use competitive analysis to evaluate the performance of an
online algorithm. That is, an online algorithm is c-competitive if, for each instance and after
∗ , where C ∗
each arrival of a new job, its makespan is bounded by c Cmax
max is the minimal
makespan of any feasible schedule for the current job set. Further, we say that an online
algorithm has a reassignment factor of β if its amortized reassignment cost over the first k
P
rounds is bounded by β kj=1 cj for each k ∈ [n]. The aim is to design a c-competitive online
algorithm with bounded reassignment factor.
Migration and recourse The model with reassignment cost generalizes both the recourse
model — by setting cj = 1 — and the migration model with cj = pj . We refer to these special
reassignment factors by recourse and migration factor, respectively. We note that in these
two special cases the first assignment usually does not incur any cost. Both models have been
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analyzed from an amortized as well as from a worst-case point of view. In the latter, the
reassignment cost in round k is required to be bounded by βck . Clearly, any worst-case bound
translates to a bound in the amortized setting while the reverse is not necessarily true.
Westbrook [Wes00] is the first to consider online scheduling with reassignments. He considers the case where jobs may arrive and depart. Here, the optimal makespan may decrease
over time. Therefore, he designs algorithms that are c-competitive against the current optimal
load. He gives constant competitive algorithms with constant migration factor and constant
recourse factor, respectively, for
 as related machines. For arbitrary reassign identical as well
maxj {cj /pj }
ment costs, the algorithm is O logδ minj {cj /pj } -competitive with reassignment factor O(δ) for
max {c /p }

some parameter δ with 1 ≤ δ ≤ minjj{cjj/pjj} . Andrews, Goemans, and Zhang [AGZ99] improve
upon these results giving algorithms that are constant competitive against the current optimal
load with constant reassignment factor for identical and related machines.
√
Even for load balancing on identical machines, there is a lower bound of 3 ≈ 1.88 on the
competitive ratio of online algorithms by Rudin and Chandrasekaran [IC03] while the best
known algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of 1.92 and is due to Albers [Alb99]. Sanders,
Sivadasan, and Skutella [SSS09] improve upon this lower bound when using migration. More
precisely, they obtain a 23 -competitive algorithm with worst-case migration factor 43 . Moreover,
they design a family of (1 + ε)-competitive algorithms with worst-case migration factor β(ε)
allowing for trade-off between the quality of a solution and its migration cost. In the online
setting, they call such a family of algorithms robust PTAS. Also for identical parallel machines,
Skutella and Verschae [SV16] develop a robust PTAS for two problems, minimizing the maximum load and maximizing the minimum load on any machine, with an amortized bound on the
migration factor. When jobs can be preempted, Epstein and Levin [EL14] give a 1-competitive,
1
.
i.e., optimal, algorithm with worst-case migration factor 1 − m
Awerbuch et al. [AAPW01] investigate (among other problems) load balancing on unrelated
machines and give an O(log m)-competitive algorithm reassigning each job at most O(log m)
times. For the special case where pi,j ∈ {1, ∞} for each job j and each machine i, their algorithm is 16-competitive using O(log m) recourse if the optimal makespan is at least Ω(log m).
Gupta, Kumar, and Stein [GKS14] give an online algorithm for the general restricted assignment problem that is O(log log mn)-competitive with constant recourse. For the special case of
restricted assignment with unit-size jobs, they give a O(1)-competitive algorithm with constant
recourse. Further, they consider an online flow problem with a single source where sinks arrive
online that want to receive one unit of flow from the source. If there is a feasible offline solution with cost C ∗ , thenthe algorithm
violates the capacities by a factor at most (2 + ε) with

2
∗
rerouting cost at most 1 + ε C for ε > 0. The rerouting cost are defined as follows: If the
flow on an arc is increased or decreased, then an arc-dependent cost has to be paid per unit.
For restricted assignment with unit-size jobs, Bernstein et al. [BKP+ 17] give an 8-competitive
online algorithm with constant recourse that simultaneously achieves the competitive ratio for
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every `p -norm for p ∈ [1, ∞]. That is, if l = (l1 , . . . , lm ) is the
qPload vector of a given jobp
to-machine assignment, then the `p -norm of l is defined by p m
i=1 li for p < ∞ and `∞
is maxi li . They achieve this by carefully following a particular optimal assignment with ma∗ ) such that l ≤ 8l∗ after each arrival.
chine loads (l1∗ , . . . , lm
i
i
Further related work Azar, Naor, and Rom [ANR92] give a strong lower bound of Ω(log m)
on the competitive ratio of any online algorithm for the restricted assignment problem, even
if pi,j ∈ {1, ∞}. Since in their example n = m, this additionally gives a lower bound of Ω(log n).
They also give an online algorithm matching this lower bound for the general load balancing
problem with restricted assignment. For randomized algorithms, they show that the exact
competitive ratio is in [ln m, ln m+1], where ln m denotes the natural logarithm of m for m > 0.
If jobs may arrive and depart, Azar, Broder, and Karlin [ABK94] give a lower bound
√
√
of Ω( m) and, since n = Θ(m) in their lower bound example, simultaneously of Ω( n).
√
Azar et al. [AKP+ 97] give an algorithm with matching competitive ratio O( m).
Recourse and migration in online optimization has been studied for a variety of additional
problems; among them matching problems [GKS14, BKP+ 17, BHR19], connectivity problems,
such as Minimum Spanning Tree and Traveling Salesperson [MSVW16] as well as
Steiner Tree [GGK16, IW91], and packing problems [EL09, EL13, BJK20, JK19]. Online
optimization with reassignment cost has been considered for load balancing problems [Wes00,
AGZ99] and for Bin Packing [FFG+ 18].
Our contribution We generalize the result by Gupta, Kumar, and Stein [GKS14] on online load balancing with recourse to the setting where job reassignments incur job-dependent
costs. We are able to match their competitive ratio of O(log log mn) (up to constants) with
P
reassignment cost O(1) nj=1 cj . We note that our result also implies a competitive ratio
of O(log log mn) with constant migration factor for online load balancing with migration.

4.2 Online Flows with Rerouting
Our results rely on and are inspired by the online flow algorithm with rerouting designed by
Gupta, Kumar, and Stein [GKS14]. Hence, we describe their algorithm in this section.
We consider the following online flow problem. We are given a directed graph G = (V, A)
with vertices V and arcs A. Each arc a ∈ A has a capacity ua ∈ Z+ and a cost ca ≥ 0.
Moreover, there is a source vertex s ∈ V . In round t, vertex vt ∈ V is specified as sink and
the task is to (unsplittably) send one unit of flow from s to vt , in addition to the unit flows
already being routed from the source to the vertices v1 , . . . , vt−1 , without violating the arc
capacities ua . Throughout this chapter we assume that the underlying offline problem admits
a feasible solution while an online algorithm may violate some capacity constraints.
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Easy examples show that, in order to satisfy all the demands specified by the various sinks,
any deterministic online algorithm has to violate the arc capacities to some extent. Then, for
determining the quality of an algorithm, we are interested in two properties: (i) the minimal
factor by which any arc capacity is violated and (ii) the total cost of the flow. In round t,
that is after satisfying the demand of vertices v1 , . . . , vt , let (fa (t))a∈A ∈ NA denote the flow
found by the online algorithm. We say that the algorithm is c-competitive if fa (t) ≤ cua holds
for each arc a and each round t. Although this notion of competitiveness is orthogonal to
the classical use of describing the ratio between the cost of the optimum and the cost of the
algorithm, it allows for an easier description when we ultimately talk about load balancing
with restricted assignment.
We observe that this problem generalizes load balancing with restricted assignment and
unit-size jobs in the following way. In the offline problem, we create for each machine and for
∗ , the
each job one vertex and add one vertex s as source. Given the optimal makespan Cmax
∗
source connects to each machine-vertex i by an arc with capacity us,i = Cmax
and cost cs,i = 0.
Further, between each machine-vertex i and each job-vertex j, we draw an arc (i, j) with
capacity 1 and cost cj if and only if j can be scheduled by machine i, i.e., if pi,j = 1. By
specifying each job-vertex as sink with unit demand, we obtain an instance of the offline
version of the above introduced flow problem. The online flow problem assumes that the
graph is known upfront while online load balancing is characterized by having the jobs, i.e., in
the reduction the job-vertices, revealed one by one. We emphasize that the graph we created
has a very special structure. Before a job-vertex is specified as a sink, sending flow along its
incident arcs violates the flow conservation at this vertex since all incident arcs are entering
this node. Thus, any algorithm that always maintains a feasible solution to the flow problem
will not use any of these arcs. The shortest-augmenting-path algorithm designed in [GKS14]
satisfies this condition.
The just developed reduction implies that the lower bound of Ω(log m) on the competitive
ratio for any online algorithm without reassignment for load balancing with restricted assignment also holds for the online flow problem using the above definition of competitiveness for
this problem. To beat this strict lower bound, we allow the online algorithm to reroute flow at
a certain cost. More precisely, every time the flow sent along an arc a is decreased or increased
by one unit, the cost ca has to be paid. Let C ∗ be the cost of an optimal solution after the
first t rounds. We aim at developing algorithms that violate the arc capacities by at most a
constant factor and simultaneously reroute flow at a cost bounded by O(C ∗ ).
To this end, we have a closer look at the shortest path algorithm developed by Gupta,
Kumar, and Stein [GKS14]. Let f be the flow in graph G after round t. We define the residual
network Gt on the vertex set V as follows: For every arc a ∈ A let ā be its backward arc,
i.e., a = (v, w) and ā = (w, v). Set uta = cua − fa and utā = fa , where c is the competitive
ratio we are aiming for. Moreover, let cta = ctā = ca . That is, in contrast to the classical
shortest-augmenting-path algorithm, the backward arc of every arc with positive flow has cost
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identical to its forward arc. If vertex vt is specified as sink in round t, then use a shortest path
algorithm to find P , a shortest path from s to vt in the residual network Gt . We augment
the flow f along P by one unit, i.e., if a ∈ P , then the flow along a is increased by one unit,
while ā ∈ P implies that fa is decreased by one unit.
Gupta, Kumar, and Stein show that this algorithm
 maintains a (2 + ε)-competitive flow

2
while the cost of rerouting the flow is at most 1 + ε times the cost of an offline optimum.
We restate their main result on maintaining flows online. For the proof we refer to [GKS14].
Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 6.1 in [GKS14]). If there is a feasible solution f ∗ to the flow instance G
with source s and sinks v1 , . . . , vt of cost C ∗ , the total cost of augmentations
by
 performed

2
the adapted shortest-augmenting-path algorithm on instance G is at most 1 + ε C ∗ . The
capacities on the arcs are violated by at most a factor of (2 + ε).

4.3 Online Load Balancing with Reassignment
In this section, we prove the main result of this chapter, namely, the existence of a randomized O(log log mn)-competitive online algorithm for load balancing with restricted assignP
ment, whose reassignment cost is bounded by O(1) nj=1 cj . We start by explaining a result
by [GKS14] for the special case of unit-size jobs as an immediate corollary of Theorem 4.1.
Then, we proceed similarly to the proof of Theorem 8.1 in [GKS14]: We partition the set of
jobs according to their processing times into big and small jobs with the classification being
relative to the current guess of the makespan. For small jobs, we use the algorithm developed
for unit-size jobs to obtain a fractional assignment that will then guide the assignment probabilities of our randomized algorithm. Big jobs are further classified into groups of roughly
equal processing time such that the algorithm for unit-size jobs can explicitly handle their
assignment. Since we treat each of the O(log log mn) classes of big jobs separately, the loss in
the competitive ratio compared to the online flow problem is immediate.

4.3.1 Unit-Size Jobs
We start by giving an intuition on how we will use the result on online flows for online load
balancing with restricted assignment. Consider again the special case with pi,j ∈ {1, ∞} for
each job j and each machine i. As explained above, this problem can directly be translated
∗ , the optimal makespan, is known in advance.
to the online flow problem assuming that Cmax
This assumption is not a restriction as we can employ a standard guess-and-double framework
at the cost of losing an additional factor of 2 in the competitive ratio. Specifically, we start by
∗
guessing Cmax
= 1, i.e., we assign the arcs (s, i) for i ∈ [m] a capacity of (2 + ε), where ε > 0
is the parameter that describes the trade off between competitive ratio and reassignment cost
in Theorem
 4.1. That is, our algorithm will be 2(2 + ε)-competitive with reassignment cost
at most 1 + 2ε . In general, let round t refer to the point in time when job jt is revealed.
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∗
In general, if Cmax
is the guess of the optimal makespan in round t, then the arcs (s, i)
∗ . If the shortest augmenting path algorithm does not
for i ∈ [m] have capacity (2 + ε)Cmax
find a feasible flow in this network, then Theorem 4.1 implies that the true optimum is strictly
∗ . Hence, we double C ∗
greater than Cmax
max and rerun the shortest augmenting path algorithm
∗ .
on the residual network Gt with the updated capacities us,i = (2 + ε)Cmax

As the failure of the shortest augmenting path algorithm before doubling gives a lower bound
on the optimal makespan, we obtain the following corollary; see also Section 7 in [GKS14].
∗
Corollary 4.2. Let 0 < ε ≤ 1. If there is a feasible solution with makespan Cmax
and assign∗
ment cost C to the (offline) load balancing problem with restricted assignment and unit-size
jobs, then the shortest augmenting path algorithm combined with a guess-and-double frame∗
work maintains
a schedule with makespan at most 2(2 + ε)Cmax
and reassignment cost at

2
∗
most 1 + ε C .

We note that this result may overestimate the actual reassignment cost due to the following
observation: In the online flow problem, increasing or decreasing the flow along an arc a by
one unit costs ca . When balancing load online with reassignment, the reassignment of job j
costs cj . However, the reduction we use implies that reassigning one unit-size job j from
machine i to machine i0 is equivalent to decreasing the flow along the arc (i, j) by one unit
while simultaneously increasing the flow along the arc (i0 , j) by one unit. This implies that the
cost for rerouting the unit-flow associated with job j is 2cj .

4.3.2 Small Jobs
Our algorithm classifies jobs as big and small depending on the current guess of the optimal
makespan and the total number of jobs. Let us assume that we know n, the number of jobs,
∗ , the optimal makespan. We justify this assumption when designing the algorithm
and Cmax
∗
for the complete instance. Let γ = log mn. We say a job j is big if pj ≥ Cmax
γ , and otherwise,
the job is small. Our algorithm treats these jobs differently, and we start by only considering
the small jobs, JS , of the instance. We prove the following result.
Theorem 4.3. There is a randomized online algorithm maintaining an assignment of the small
∗
jobs JS with expected makespan at most O(1)Cmax
while incurring an expected reassignment
P
cost at most O(1) j∈JS cj .
For simplicity, we assume that the set JS of small jobs is indexed in the order of the arrival
of jobs, i.e., JS = {1, . . . , nS }, where nS = |JS |. For scheduling the small jobs, we first
consider a fractional assignment of the jobs to machines in each time step. We interpret this
fractional assignment as a probability distribution of the jobs over the machines and would
like to obtain an integral assignment by applying classical rounding schemes. However, as we
aim at designing an online algorithm with bounded reassignment cost, we cannot round the
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solution in round t independently of the solution after round t − 1 while hoping to control the
total reassignment cost. Thus, we follow the careful rounding scheme developed by [GKS14].
Formally, for job j with processing time pj and assignment cost cj , we generate pj unit-size
c
jobs with reassignment cost pjj and consider them as an input to online load balancing with
unit-size jobs as solved in Section 4.3.1. The set of machines that are able to process a unit-size
job associated with j is identical to the set of feasible machines for job j. We interpret the
assignment of the associated unit-size jobs as fractional assignment of the original job.
Consider round t, i.e., the assignment after job t has arrived and was fractionally assigned
by the algorithm in pt steps, one part per step. We are only interested in the final assignment
(of all unit-size jobs) and discard the intermediate assignments while job t was only partially
assigned. Let xi,j (t) be the number of unit-size jobs of job j that are assigned to machine i
Pt
at time t. Then, the total load on machine i at time t is given by li (t) =
j=1 xi,j (t).
Consider a machine i with xi,j (t) = xi,j (t − 1). Then, no unit-size job is moved from or to
machine i. Hence, the reassignment cost for such a machine is equal to zero. For machine i
with xi,j (t − 1) > xi,j (t), exactly xi,j (t − 1) − xi,j (t) unit-size jobs are moved from machine i to
machines i0 with xi0 ,j (t − 1) < xi0 ,j (t). By definition, reassigning one unit-size job associated
c
with j has actual cost pjj . However, as observed in Section 4.3.1, the transformation to the
c
online flow problem implies that reassigning one unit-size job from i to i0 costs us 2 pjj as it
involves decreasing the flow on the edge between j and i and increasing the flow on the edge
between j and i0 . Hence, the assignment cost incurred due to the arrival of job t is given by

c(t) :=

t
m X
X
cj
i=1 j=1

pj

xi,j (t − 1) − xi,j (t) .

(4.1)

∗ , the algorithm maintains a fractional schedule with
If there is a schedule with makespan Cmax
P
P
∗
makespan at most 6Cmax
and reassignment cost at most ts=1 c(s) ≤ 3 tj=1 cj by setting ε = 1
in Corollary 4.2.

Since we are interested in an assignment of the original jobs j, we need to translate the fractional assignment (xi,j (t))i,j at time t to an integral assignment without significantly
increasing


xi,j (t) m
the reassignment cost. A standard approach is to interpret the variables
as a probpj
i=1
ability distribution over the possible assignments of job j to the machines. In other words,

 x (t)
if Xj (t) ∈ [m] is the random variable dictating the assignment of j, then P Xj (t) = i = i,jpj .
Since the unit-size jobs associated with j have the same set of feasible machines, xi,j (t) = 0
if pi,j = ∞. Hence, the assignment given by Xj (t) for 1 ≤ j ≤ t is feasible.
However,

 simply drawing the random variables Xj (t) according to the distribution given
xi,j (t) m
by
does not allow us to bound the reassignment cost of the actual jobs in terms of
pj
i=1
the bound c(t) defined in Equation (4.1). Therefore, we use the rounding approach developed
by [GKS14] that takes the realization of Xj (t − 1), i.e., the assignment of j in round t − 1, into
account when drawing the new assignment Xj (t). In round t, the newly arrived job t is always
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x


(t) m

assigned according to the probabilities i,tpt
since there is no previous assignment that
i=1
needs to be taken into account.
Fix a small job j ∈ JS with j < t. We construct the following complete bipartite directed
graph G(t) with vertex set V (t−1)∪V (t) and arc set V (t−1)×V (t), denoted by A(t). The two
vertex sets V (t − 1) and V (t) contain one vertex for each machine, i.e., V (s) = {i(s) : i ∈ [m]}
for s ∈ {t − 1, t}. An arc a = (i(t − 1), i0 (t)) has cost ca = 0 if i = i0 . Otherwise, the cost
c
for arc a ∈ A equals the reassignment cost of one of j’s unit sized jobs, i.e., ca := pjj . Each
vertex i(t − 1) is a source with demand di(t−1) = −xi,j (t − 1), while each vertex i(t) is a sink
P
P
with demand di(t) = xi,j (t). Since i xi,j (t − 1) = pj = i xi,j (t), we can solve the min-cost
transportation problem for the pj units of flow from V (t − 1) to V (t); for details please refer to
the book on network flows [AMO93]. Consider now the integral assignment Xj (t−1) = i of j at
time t. Then, pick one of the xi,j (t − 1) units placed at i uniformly at random independently of
other jobs j 0 6= j. Suppose this unit is sent to node i0 (t) by the solution to the transportation
problem. Set Xj (t) = i0 . The following lemma gives some useful properties of the random
variables that enable us to bound the reassignment cost of the integral assignment. As these
properties are only mentioned but not proven in [GKS14], we provide a full proof here.
Lemma 4.4. The random variables Xj (t) for 1 ≤ j ≤ t ≤ nS satisfy the following properties:
(i) Xj (t) and Xj 0 (t) are independent for j 6= j 0 ,
(ii) P[Xj (t) = i] =

xi,j (t)
pj ,

and

(iii) P[Xj (t − 1) 6= Xj (t)] =

1
i∈[m]:
pj (xi,j (t
P[Xj (t−1)=i]>0

P

− 1) − xi,j (t))+ , where x+ = max{x, 0}.

Proof. We fix a time t.
Ad (i) Solving the transportation problem independently for each job implies Property (i).
Ad (ii) We prove this by induction on round t. Consider j = 1, the first small job that arrived.
Clearly, P[X1 (1) = i] = xi1p1(1) by definition. Suppose now that (ii) holds for all jobs 1 ≤ j ≤ t−1
in round t−1. Consider the fractional assignment (xi,j (t))i,j after job t arrived. Let fi,i0 denote
the flow from machine vertex i(t−1) to vertex i0 (t) as given by the optimal solution to the minfi,i0
.
cost transportation problem. If Xj (t − 1) = i, then the probability that Xj (t) = i0 is xi,j (t−1)
By the Law of Total Expectation (Theorem 2.1) and by the induction hypothesis,
h

i

P Xj (t) = i0 =

X

h

i h

i

P Xj (t) = i0 | Xj (t − 1) = i P Xj (t − 1) = i

i∈[m]:
P[Xj (t−1)=i]>0

=

X
i∈[m]:
P[Xj (t−1)=i]>0

=

fi,i0
xi,j (t − 1)
xi,j (t − 1)
pj

xi0 ,j (t)
,
pj
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where the last equality follows from fii0 being a feasible solution to the transportation problem.
Ad (iii) Recall that ci(t−1),i(t) = 0. For a machine i with xi,j (t − 1) > xi,j (t), the optimal
solution to the transportation problem sends xi,j (t − 1) − xi,j (t) unit jobs to other machines.


x (t−1)−x (t)
Thus, P Xj (t) 6= Xj (t − 1) | Xj (t − 1) = i = i,j xi,j (t−1)i,j . For i with xi,j (t − 1) ≤ xi,j (t) the
optimal hsolution to the transportation problem
sends xi,j (t − 1) unit jobs from i(t − 1) to i(t).
i
Thus, P Xj (t) 6= Xj (t − 1) | Xj (t − 1) = i = 0. Therefore,
h

i

h

X

P Xj (t) 6= Xj (t − 1) =

i h

i

P Xj (t) 6= Xj (t − 1) | Xj (t − 1) = i P Xj (t − 1) = i

i∈[m]:
P[Xj (t−1)=i]>0


X

=

+

xi,j (t − 1) − xi,j (t)

i∈[m]:
P[Xj (t−1)=i]>0

+



xi,j (t − 1) − xi,j (t)

X

=

i∈[m]:
P[Xj (t−1)=i]>0

xi,j (t − 1)
pj

xi,j (t − 1)

pj

,

where the first equality holds because of the Law of Total Expectation (Theorem 2.1) and the
second equality follows from Property (ii) and the observation discussed above.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We first show that the above described algorithm incurs a total cost
P S
of at most 3 nj=1
cj while maintaining a solution that has a small load on each machine in
P
expectation. To this end, let Li (t) := j:Xj (t)=i pj denote the random load on machine i at
∗
time t. We start with showing that E[Li (t)] ≤ 6Cmax
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Since a bound on the
expected load per machine is not sufficient to bound the expectation of the maximum load,


∗
i.e., E maxi Li (t) , afterwards, we show how to guarantee a makespan less than 18Cmax
with
probability one at the loss of another constant factor in the reassignment cost.
With Lemma 4.4, it follows




E Li (t) =

t
X
j=1

P[Xj (t) = i]pj =

t
X
xi,j (t)
j=1

pj

pj = li (t),

where li (t) is the fractional load on machine i after having assigned job t. By Corollary 4.2,
∗
∗ .
we know that max1≤i≤m li (t) ≤ 6Cmax
if there exists a feasible solution with makespan Cmax
Now consider the reassignment cost c̃(t) our algorithm incurs over the course of the arrival of t
small jobs. For 1 ≤ j ≤ t, the algorithm pays cj whenever Xj (t − 1) 6= Xj (t). Thus, with
Property (iii) of Lemma 4.4, we have




E c̃(t) =

t
X
j=1
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=

t
X
j=1

≤

X
i∈[m]:
P[Xj (t−1)=i]>0

t X
m
X
cj
j=1 i=1

pj

cj
(xi,j (t) − xi,j (t − 1))+
pj

|xi,j (t) − xi,j (t − 1)|

= c(t).
Again, with Corollary 4.2, the expected total cost of the randomized algorithm is bounded
P
P
by nt=1 c(t) ≤ 3 nj=1 cj .








Unfortunately, bounding E Li (t) does not imply a bound on E max1≤i≤m Li (t) as noted
by [GKS14]. Indeed, a simple balls into bins argument shows that even though the expected

load of each machine is at most a constant, the expected maximum of the loads is Ω logloglogmm .
We use the fact that we are only considering small jobs in order to get a better bound.
Consider a time t as well as a machine i. Define the random variable Yi,j (t) to indicate
P
whether or not j is assigned to i at time t. So, Yi,j = 1{Xj (t)=i} and Li (t) = j∈JS pj Yi,j .
hP

i

∗
∗
We have E
j∈JS pj Yi,j (t) = li (t) ≤ 6Cmax (t) as discussed above. Here, Cmax (t) denotes
the optimal makespan in round t. Now, we bound the probability that the makespan of our
∗ (t) in round t. We start by giving a union bound on this probability
schedule exceeds 18Cmax

h

P max li (t) ≥
i

i

∗
18Cmax
(t)
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∗
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∗
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(t)
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#

X

P

i=1

j∈JS

Yi,j (t)pj
≥ 18γ .
γ ∗
Cmax (t)
:
Y

Fix a machine i and a round t and observe that the random variables γ Ci,j∗
hP

Yi,j (t)pj
dently distributed in [0, 1] with E
∗
j∈JS γ Cmax
(t)
∗
Cmax
Hoeffding bound (Theorem 2.3) with ε = 18 li (t)(t)

"

P

#

X
j∈JS

Yi,j (t)pj
γ ∗
≥ 18γ ≤ exp
Cmax (t)
:



i

(t)pj

max (t)

=

γ C ∗li (t)(t)
max

are indepen-

≤ 6γ. Applying the Chernoff∗

(t)
− 1 and thus ε2 ≥ 18 Cmax
yields
li (t)

li (t)γ
−ε
∗ (t)
3Cmax
2



≤ exp(−6γ) ≤

1
.
(mt)6

Inserting this in the bound calculated above gives
h

i

∗
P max li (t) ≥ 18Cmax
(t) ≤
i

1
.
m5 t6

Hence, for one instance with n jobs, the probability that the makespan of our algorithm
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∗ (t) in some round t is bounded by
exceeds 18Cmax

h

i

∗
P ∃t : max li (t) ≥ 18Cmax
(t) ≤
i

nS
1 X
1
1 π6
1.02
≤
≤ 5.
5
6
5
m t=1 t
m 945
m

∗ , we
Hence, whenever the randomized rounding algorithm incurs a makespan more than 18Cmax
just restart the algorithm from scratch and fast-forward to time t. Then, we reassign all small
P
jobs accordingly incurring a reassignment cost of at most C := j∈JS cj . If we observe such a
failure mode, we run the algorithm independently of all previous runs. Hence, the
k
 probability
≤ 21k
that we observe such a failure mode k times for one instance is bounded by 1.02
m5
for m ≥ 2. Thus, the expected cost of possible failure modes is bounded by
∞
X
k=1

Ck

 k
1

2

= 2C

if m ≥ 2. We conclude that the algorithm is O(1)-competitive in expectation with expected
P
reassignment cost at most O(1) j∈JS cj when combined with the failure mode.

4.3.3 Arbitrary Jobs
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5. There is a randomized online algorithm maintaining an assignment with ex∗
pected makespan at most O(log log mn)Cmax
while incurring an expected reassignment cost of
Pn
∗
at most O(1) j=1 cj , where Cmax is the optimal makespan.
The proof of the theorem follows the idea in [GKS14] for the proof of their Theorem 8.1.
Consider an arbitrary job set J and let p0j := 2blog pj c . Define p0i,j = p0j if pi,j = pj and p0i,j = ∞
otherwise. By a fairly standard argument, this implies that the optimal makespan of the
original instance is at most twice the optimal makespan of the modified instance. Hence, at
the loss of an additional factor 2 in the competitive ratio, we assume from now on that the
processing times are powers of two and say job j belongs to class Ck if pj ∈ [2k−1 , 2k ) for k ∈ N.
For simplicity, let us start with supposing that we know n, the number of jobs we will
∗ , the optimal makespan. Based on these two values, we classify each
encounter, and Cmax
arriving job as big or as small. We use JB and JS to refer to these two types of jobs.
∗
Let γ = log mn. We say a job j is big if pj ≥ Cmax
γ , and otherwise, the job is small. As jobs
may only arrive, each job makes the transition from big to small at most once. Hence, using
∗
again a guess-and-double framework for Cmax
and the current value of n enables us to justify
this assumption.
Our algorithm treats these jobs differently: A small job j is assigned by the randomized
algorithm described in Section 4.3.2
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4.4 Concluding Remarks
For big jobs, we use the partitioning into classes Ck and consider each class separately. The
rounding of the processing times upon arrival implies that jobs in the same class have the same
processing time, and, thus, we obtain an instance of online load balancing with unit-size jobs
by scaling the instance by 2k−1 .
Formally, after the arrival of the first job 1, we round down p1 to the next power of 2 before
∗
setting Cmax
= 2p1 . Given m, we additionally set γ = log m as n = 1 currently holds. With
each new job, we update γ = log mn.
∗
Then, we classify each job as big job if its processing time is at least Cmax
γ , otherwise the
job is small. Based on the type of job j, we run the algorithm for small jobs (Section 4.3.2),
or we invoke the algorithm for unit-size jobs (Section 4.3.1) for class Ck , where k = blog pj c.
Whenever the shortest-augmenting-path algorithm used a class of big jobs reports that it
∗
cannot find a solution with makespan at most 3Cmax
or the randomized algorithm for small
∗ , we double C ∗ . If a previously
jobs cannot find a solution with makespan at most 18Cmax
max
∗
,
we
treat
this
transition
as a new arrival
big job becomes small due to such an update of Cmax
γ
of a small job and invoke the algorithm for small jobs before assigning the new job j.
Before proving the main result of this chapter, we need to analyze the algorithm’s performance when assigning big jobs. The rounding of the processing times upon arrival implies that
jobs in the same class have the same processing time, and, thus, we obtain an instance of online
load balancing with unit-size jobs by scaling the instance by 2k−1 . Since there are O(log log mn)
classes of big jobs, Corollary 4.2 immediately yields the following result on big jobs.
Corollary 4.6. There is an online algorithm maintaining an assignment of the big jobs JB with
P
∗
expected makespan at most O(log log mn)Cmax
and reassignment cost at most O(1) j∈JB cj .
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Theorem 4.3 guarantees that the algorithm maintains a schedule for
∗
the small jobs of makespan at most O(1)Cmax
while incurring a reassignment cost of at
P
most O(1) j∈JS cj . Corollary 4.6 implies that the schedule for the big jobs has makespan
P
∗
at most O(log log mn)Cmax
with total cost bounded by O(1) j∈JB cj . Hence, the algo∗
rithm achieves a makespan of at most O(log log mn)Cmax
with total reassignment cost at
P
most O(1) j∈J cj .

4.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we design an online algorithm for load balancing with reassignment cost.
Somewhat surprisingly, the competitive ratios achieved in all three reassignment models is
equal (up to constants). It remains an interesting open question whether the problem admits a
constant competitive algorithm in any reassignment model with constant reassignment factor
or if there even exists an online algorithm allowing for tradeoff between the competitive ratio
and reassignment factor. We would like to point out that the analysis of the algorithm is tight,
and thus for affirmatively answering these questions one needs to design a new algorithm.
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Further interesting research directions include maximizing the minimal load and considering
the fully dynamic setting where items might leave as well. The difficulty in both settings is
that there might be time points where the optimum is equal to 0 which makes these types of
problems notoriously difficult for approximation. One way to overcome these difficulties would
be to aim for competitive ratios with an additive constant; such an approach is developed, e.g.,
in [BRVW20], for online load balancing on identical machines.
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5

Online Throughput Maximization

We study an online scheduling problem where jobs with deadlines arrive online over
time at their release dates, and the task is to determine a preemptive schedule on m
machines which maximizes the number of jobs that complete before their deadline. To
circumvent known impossibility results, we make a standard slackness assumption by
which the feasible time window for scheduling a job is at least 1 + ε times its processing
time, for some ε > 0. We design a simple admission scheme that achieves a competitive

ratio of O 1ε . This is best possible as our matching lower bound shows.
On the technical side, we develop a combinatorial tool for analyzing the competitive
ratio of a certain class of non-migratory online algorithms. As the next chapter shows,
this tool is also of interest in a closely related problem.
Bibliographic Remark: The lower bound and an early version of the algorithm for
one machine as well as parts of its analysis are based on joint work with L. Chen,
N. Megow, K. Schewior, and C. Stein [CEM+ 20]. The generalization to multiple
machines and the remaining parts of the analysis are based on joint work with N.
Megow and K. Schewior [EMS20]. Therefore, some parts correspond to or are identical
with [CEM+ 20] and [EMS20].
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5 Online Throughput Maximization

5.1 Introduction
We consider a model in which jobs arrive online over time at their release date rj ≥ 0. Each job
has a processing time pj ≥ 0, and a deadline dj ≥ 0. In order to complete, a job must receive
a total of pj units of processing time in the interval [rj , dj ). There are m identical machines
to schedule jobs. We allow preemption, that is, the processing of a job can be interrupted and
resumed at some later point in time. Further, we distinguish migratory and non-migratory
algorithms. If an algorithm is migratory or it is allowed to use migration, then any preempted
job may resume processing on any machine while it may only be completed by the machine it
first started on otherwise. In a feasible schedule, no job is run in parallel with itself and no
machine processes more than one job at any time. If a schedule completes a set S of jobs, then
the cardinality |S| of the set S is its throughput, which has to be maximized.
We analyze the performance of algorithms using standard competitive analysis [ST85] in
which the performance of an algorithm is compared to that of an optimal offline algorithm
with full knowledge of the future. More precisely, an online algorithm A is called c-competitive
if it achieves for any input instance I a total value of |A(I)| ≥ 1c |Opt(I)|, where Opt(I) is
the set of jobs scheduled by an optimal (offline) algorithm and A(I) the one scheduled by A.
The problem becomes hopeless when preemption is not allowed: whenever an algorithm
starts a job j without being able to preempt it, it may miss the deadlines of an arbitrary
number of jobs that would have been schedulable if j had not been started. Therefore, we
focus on preemptive online throughput maximization.
Hard examples for online algorithms tend to involve jobs that arrive and then must immediately be processed since dj − rj ≈ pj . It is entirely reasonable to bar such jobs from a
system, requiring that any submitted job contains some slack. That is, we must have some
separation between pj and dj − rj . To this end, we say that an instance has ε-slack if every
job satisfies dj − rj ≥ (1 + ε)pj . We develop an algorithm whose competitive ratio depends
on ε; the greater the slack, the better we expect the performance of our algorithm to be.
This slackness parameter captures certain aspects of Quality-of-Service provisioning and admission control, see, e.g., [GGP97, LWF96], and it has been considered in previous work, e.g.,
in [AKL+ 15, BH97, GNYZ02, Gol03, LMNY13, SS16]. Other results for scheduling with deadlines use speed scaling, which can be viewed as another way to add slack to the schedule; see,
e.g., [ALLM18, BCP11, IM18, PS10].
Related work Preemptive online scheduling and admission control have been studied rigorously. There are several results regarding the impact of deadlines on online scheduling; see,
e.g., [BHS94, GNYZ02, Gol03] and references therein.
For maximizing the throughput on a single machine, Baruah, Haritsa, and Sharma [BHS94]
show that, in general, no online algorithm achieves a bounded competitive ratio. Thus, their
result justifies our assumption on ε-slackness of each job. Moreover, they consider special
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cases such as unit-size jobs or agreeable deadlines where they provide constant-competitive algorithms even without further assumptions on the slack of the jobs. Here, deadlines are agreeable if rj ≤ rj 0 for two jobs j and j 0 implies dj ≤ dj 0 . Despite the strong impossibility results
for general instances, Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs [KP03] give a randomized
  O(1)-competitive
algorithm. No deterministic algorithm has been known prior to our Θ 1ε -competitive algorithm [CEM+ 20].
When the scheduler is concerned with machine utilization, i.e., she wants to maximize the
total processing time of completed jobs, the problem becomes more tractable. On a single machine, Baruah et al. [BKM+ 91, BKM+ 92] provide a best-possible online algorithm achieving a
competitive ratio of 4, even without any slackness assumptions. Baruah and Haritsa [BH97] are
the first to investigate the problem under the assumption of ε-slack and give a 1+ε
ε -competitive
algorithm which is asymptotically best possible. For parallel machines (though without migration), DasGupta and Palis [DP00] show that a simple greedy algorithm achieves the same
performance guarantee of 1+ε
ε and give an asymptotic matching lower bound. Schwiegelshohn
and Schwiegelshohn [SS16]
show that migration helps the online algorithm and improve the
q
m 1
competitive ratio to
ε for m machines. We emphasize that this result is in contrast to our
results as our non-migratory algorithm is also O

 
1
ε

-competitive in the migratory setting.




For maximizing the weight of the completed jobs, Lucier et al. [LMNY13] give an O ε12 competitive algorithm in the most general weighted setting. Prior to considering slackness,
1
for any deterministic single-machine
Baruah et al. [BKM+ 91] showed a lower bound of (1+√
k)2
max w /p

online algorithm, where k = minjj wjj/pjj is the importance ratio of a given instance. Koren and
Shasha give a matching upper bound [KS95] and generalize it to Θ(ln k) for parallel machines
if k > 1 [KS94].
 

Our contribution We give an O 1ε -competitive online algorithm, the threshold algorithm,
for maximizing throughput on parallel identical machines. As we originally developed this
algorithm for a more general setting, we considerably simplify the exposition when compared
to the algorithm in [CEM+ 20]. We observe that, due to this simplification, the single-machine
variant of our algorithm is now identical (up to constants) to the algorithm developed by
Lucier et al. [LMNY13] for maximizing the weighted throughput. On parallel machines, the
algorithms are closely related although we do not need to select the machine a job
 is assigned
1
to as carefully as they do. Our tight analysis shows that this algorithm is O ε -competitive
for maximizing the throughput. In contrast to the analysis in [LMNY13] based on dual fitting,
we give a purely combinatorial analysis. We also prove that our algorithm is optimal by giving
a matching lower bound (ignoring constants) for any deterministic online algorithm.
As a key contribution on the technical side, we give a strong bound on the processing volume
of any feasible non-migratory schedule in terms of the accepted volume of a certain class of
online algorithms. It is crucial for our analysis and might be of independent interest.
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5.2 The Threshold Algorithm
In this section, we present our algorithm for online throughput maximization. Further, we state
the main result and provide a road map for its proof. We assume that an online algorithm is
given the slackness constant ε > 0.

5.2.1 The Threshold Algorithm
To gain some intuition for our algorithm, we first describe informally the underlying design
principles. The threshold algorithm never migrates jobs between machines. In other words,
a job is only processed by the machine it initially was started on. We say the job has been
admitted to this machine. Moreover, a running job can only be preempted by significantly
smaller-size jobs, i.e., smaller by a factor of at least 4ε with respect to the processing time, and
a job j cannot start for the first time when its remaining slack is too small, i.e., less than 2ε pj .
We note that the algorithm developed in [LMNY13] also follows these design principles: It
only admits jobs that are smaller by a factor of γ, the threshold parameter, with respect to the
processing time of the currently running job. Second, it only starts jobs for the first time if the
remaining slack is at least µ − 1, where µ is the gap parameter. By setting γ = 4ε and µ = 1 + 2ε ,
we essentially recover the algorithm developed in [LMNY13]. For the sake of self-containment,
we give a formal description of the threshold algorithm adapted to our setting.
At any time τ , the threshold algorithm maintains two sets of jobs: admitted jobs, which
have been started before or at time τ , and available jobs. A job j is available if it is released
before or at
 timeτ , is not yet admitted, and τ is not too close to its deadline, i.e., rj ≤ τ and
dj − τ ≥ 1 + 2ε pj . The intelligence of the threshold algorithm lies in how it admits jobs.
The actual scheduling decision then is simple and independent of the admission of jobs: at
any point in time and on each machine, schedule the shortest job that has been admitted to
this machine and has not completed its processing time. In other words, we schedule admitted
jobs on each machine in Shortest Processing Time (SPT) order. The threshold algorithm
never explicitly considers deadlines except when deciding whether to admit jobs. In particular,
jobs can even be processed after their deadline.
At any time τ , when there is a job j available and a machine i idle, i.e., i is not processing any
previously admitted job j 0 , the shortest available job j ? is immediately admitted to machine i
at time aj ? := τ . There are two events that trigger a decision of the threshold algorithm:
the release of a job and the completion of a job. If one of these events occurs at time τ , the
threshold algorithm invokes the preemption subroutine. This routine iterates over all machines
and compares the processing time of the smallest available job j ? with the processing time of
job j that is currently scheduled on machine i. If pj ? < 4ε pj , job j ? is admitted to machine i
at time aj ? := τ and, by the above scheduling routine, immediately starts processing. We
summarize the threshold algorithm in Algorithm 5.1.
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Algorithm 5.1: Threshold algorithm
Scheduling routine: At any time τ and on any machine i, run the job with shortest processing time
that has been admitted to i and has not yet completed.
Event: Upon release of a new job at time τ :
Call threshold preemption routine.
Event: Upon completion of a job j at time τ :
Call threshold preemption routine.
Threshold preemption routine:
j ? ← a shortest available job at τ , i.e., j ? ∈ arg min{pj | j ∈ J , rj ≤ τ and dj − τ ≥ (1 + 2ε )pj }
i←1
while j ? is not admitted and i ≤ m do
j ← job processed on machine i at time τ
if j = ∅ do
admit job j ? to machine i
call threshold preemption routine
else-if pj ? < 4ε pj do
admit job j ? to machine i
call threshold preemption routine
else
1. i ← i + 1

5.2.2 Main Result and Road Map of the Analysis
In the analysis we focus on instances with small slack as they constitute the hard case. Note
that instances with large slack clearly satisfy a small-slack assumption. In such a case, we
simply run our algorithm by setting ε = 1 and obtain constant-competitive ratios. Therefore,
we assume for the remainder that 0 < ε ≤ 1.
 

Theorem 5.1. Let 0 < ε ≤ 1. The threshold algorithm is Θ
maximization.
This is an improvement by a factor
(given for weighted throughput).

1
ε

1
ε

-competitive for online throughput

upon the best previously known upper bound [LMNY13]

Road map During the analysis, we use the fact that our algorithm never migrates jobs. In the
analysis, we first compare the throughput of our algorithm to the solution of an optimal nonmigratory schedule. We then use a well-known result by Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs [KP01]
to compare this to an optimal solution that may exploit migration. Here, ωm is the maximal
ratio of the throughput of an optimal migratory schedule to the throughput of an optimal
non-migratory schedule.
Theorem 5.2 (Theorem 1.1 in [KP01]). ωm ≤

6m−5
m .

For relating the throughput of the threshold algorithm to the throughput of an optimal
(non-migratory) schedule, we rely on a key design principle of the threshold algorithm, which
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is that, whenever the job set admitted to a machine is fixed, the scheduling of the jobs follows
the simple SPT order. This enables us to split the analysis into two parts.
In the first part, we argue that the scheduling routine can handle the admitted jobs sufficiently well. That is, an adequate number of the admitted jobs is completed on time; see
Section 5.3. Here, we use again that the threshold algorithm is non-migratory and consider
each machine individually.
For the second part, we observe that the potential admission of a new job j ? to machine i
is solely based on its availability and on its size relative to ji , the job currently processed by
machine i. More precisely, given the availability of j ? , if pj ? < 4ε pji and i is the first machine
with this property, then j ? is admitted to machine i. This implies that 4ε times the maximum of
the processing times of the jobs ji acts as a threshold, and only available jobs with processing
time less than this threshold qualify for admission by the threshold algorithm. Hence, any
available job that the threshold algorithm does not admit has to violate the threshold.
Based on this observation, we develop a general charging scheme for any non-migratory
online algorithm satisfying the property that, at any time τ , the algorithm maintains a timedependent threshold and the shortest available job smaller than this threshold is admitted
by the algorithm. We formalize this description and analyze the competitive ratio of such
algorithms in Section 5.4 before applying this general result to our particular algorithm.

5.3 Successfully Completing Sufficiently Many Admitted Jobs
In this section, we show that the threshold algorithm completes half of all admitted jobs on
time. Since the threshold algorithm is non-migratory, it suffices to consider each machine
separately. We start by defining interruption trees to capture the intricate structure of the
processing intervals. This enables us to construct a worst-case instance for the threshold algorithm where “worst” is with respect to the ratio between admitted and successfully completed
jobs. The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3. Let 0 < ε ≤ 1. Then the threshold algorithm completes at least half of all admitted
jobs before their deadline.
Interruption trees To analyze the performance of the threshold algorithm on a given instance,
we consider the final schedule per machine and investigate it retrospectively. Our analysis
crucially relies on understanding the interleaving structure of the processing intervals that the
algorithm constructs. This structure is due to the interruption by smaller jobs and can be
captured well by a tree or forest in which each job is represented by one vertex. A job vertex
is the child of another vertex if and only if the processing of the latter is interrupted by the
first one. The leaves correspond to jobs with contiguous processing. We also add a machine
job Mi for i ∈ [m] with processing time ∞ and admission date −∞. The children of machine
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job Mi are all jobs admitted to machine i that did not interrupt the processing of another job.
Thus, we can assume that the instance is represented by m trees which we call interruption
trees. An example of an interruption tree is given in Figure 5.1.
Let π(j) denote the parent of j. Further, let Tj be the subtree of the interruption tree rooted
in job j and let the forest T−j be Tj without its root j. By slightly abusing notation, we denote
the tree/forest as well as the set of its job vertices by T∗ .
M

t

Figure 5.1: Gantt chart of a single-machine schedule generated by the threshold algorithm and
the resulting interruption tree

Instance modifications The proof of Theorem 5.3 relies on two technical results that enable
us to restrict to instances with one machine and further only consider jobs that are contained in
the interruption tree created on this instance. We start with the following observation. Let I
be an instance of online throughput maximization with the job set J and let J ⊆ J be the set
of jobs admitted by the threshold algorithm at some point. It is easy to see that a job j ∈
/J
does not influence the scheduling or admission decisions of the threshold algorithm. The next
lemma formalizes this statement and follows immediately from the just made observations.
Lemma 5.4. For any instance I for which the threshold algorithm admits the job set J ⊆ J , the
reduced instance I 0 containing only the jobs J forces the threshold algorithm with consistent tie
breaking to admit all jobs in J and to create the same schedule as produced for the instance I.
The proof of the main result compares the number of jobs finished on time, F ⊆ J, to the
number of jobs unfinished by their respective deadlines, U = J \ F . To further simplify the
instance, we use that the threshold algorithm is non-migratory and restrict to single-machine
instances. To this end, let F (i) and U (i) denote the finished and unfinished, respectively, jobs
on machine i.
Lemma 5.5. Let i ∈ [m]. There is an instance I 0 on one machine with job set J 0 = F (i) ∪ U (i) .
Moreover, the schedule of the threshold algorithm for instance I 0 with consistent tie breaking is
identical to the schedule of the jobs J 0 on machine i. In particular, F 0 = F (i) and U 0 = U (i) .
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Proof. By Lemma 5.4, we can restrict to the jobs admitted by the threshold algorithm. Hence,
let I be such an instance with F (i) ∪ U (i) being admitted to machine i. As the threshold
algorithm is non-migratory, the sets of jobs scheduled on two different machines are disjoint.
Let I 0 consist of the jobs in J 0 := F (i) ∪ U (i) and one machine. The threshold algorithm on
instance I admits all jobs in J . In particular, it admits all jobs in J 0 to machine i.
We inductively show that the schedule for the instance I 0 is identical to the schedule on
machine i in instance I. To this end, we index the jobs in J 0 in increasing admission time
points in instance I.
It is obvious that job 1 ∈ J 0 is admitted to the single machine at its release date r1 as
happens in instance I since the threshold algorithm uses consistent tie breaking. Suppose
that the schedule is identical until the admission of job j ? at time aj ? = τ . If j ? does not
interrupt the processing of another job, then j ? will be admitted at time τ in I 0 as well.
Otherwise, let j ∈ J 0 be the job that the threshold algorithm planned to process at time τ
before the admission of job j ? . Since j ? is admitted at time τ in I, j ? is available at time τ ,
satisfies pj ? < 4ε pj , and did not satisfy both conditions at some earlier time τ 0 with some
earlier admitted job j 0 . Since the job set in I 0 is a subset of the jobs in I and we use consistent
tie breaking, no other job j ∗ ∈ J 0 that satisfies both conditions is favored by the threshold
algorithm over j ? . Therefore, job j ? is also admitted at time τ by the threshold algorithm in
instance I 0 . Thus, the schedule created by the threshold algorithm for J 0 is identical to the
schedule of J on machine i in the original instance.
We want to show that the existence of a job j that finishes after its deadline implies that
the subtree Tj rooted in j contains more finished than unfinished jobs. To this end, we prove a
stronger statement about the number of finished and unfinished jobs in any subtree Tj based
on the length of the interval [aj , Cj ) where aj is again the admission date of job j and Cj is
its completion time. We want to analyze the schedule generated by the threshold algorithm in
the interval [aj , Cj ), i.e., the schedule of the jobs in Tj . Let Fj denote the set of jobs in Tj that
finish on time. Similarly, we denote the set of jobs in Tj that complete after their deadlines,
i.e., that are unfinished at their deadline, by Uj ; we call these jobs unfinished for simplification
throughout the proof.
Lemma 5.6. If Cj − aj ≥ (β + 1)pj for β > 0, then |Fj | − |Uj | ≥

j

4β
ε

k

.

To prove this lemma, we further restrict the instances we need to consider. Lemma 5.4,
Lemma 5.5, and the next lemma justify this restriction. After restricting to single-machine
instances and excluding all jobs not contained in the interruption tree for this machine, we
exploit the special structure of the schedule generated by the threshold algorithm when proving
the next lemma. To this end, we introduce some notation to talk about the position of a
particular job in the tree relative to the root of the tree. More precisely, we define the height
of an interruption tree to be the edge-length of a longest path from root to leaf and the height
of the node j in the tree to be the height of Tj .
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k

j

Lemma 5.7. Let j be a job in the interruption tree with Cj −aj ≥ (β+1)pj and |Fj |−|Uj | < 4β
ε .
0
0
0
?
There exists an instance I with |Fj | − |Uj | = |Fj | − |Uj | and an unfinished height-1 job j in I 0
satisfying the following properties.
(P1) No job is admitted in [dj ? , Cj ? ).
(P2) The union of the processing intervals of the children of j ? is an interval.
Before proving this lemma, we use it to show Lemma 5.6.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. Toward a contradiction, suppose that there is an instance such that jthere
k
is a job j admitted by the threshold algorithm with Cj − aj ≥ (β + 1)pj and |Fj | − |Uj | < 4β
ε .
Among all such instances let I be an instance with the minimal number of jobs.
j k

The goal is to construct an instance I 0 that satisfies Cj −aj ≥ (β +1)pj and |Fj |−|Uj | < 4β
ε
although it uses fewer jobs than I. By Lemma 5.7, we can assume without loss of generality that
the instance I satisfies the Properties (P1) and (P2). These assumptions enable us to create a
new instance I 0 that merges three jobs to one larger job without violating Cj − aj ≥ (β + 1)pj
or increasing |Fj | − |Uj |. The three jobs will be leaves with the same (unfinished) parent j ?
in Tj . In fact, if j ? is an unfinished job, then Cj ? − aj ? ≥ (1 + 2ε )pj ? . Any job k that may
postpone j ? satisfies pk < 4ε pj ? . Hence, if the children of j ? are all leaves, there exist at least
three jobs that interrupt j ? .

To this end, consider an unfinished job j ? as in Lemma 5.7. The modification has three
steps. In the first step, we merge three jobs in T−j ? . In the second step, we replace j ? by a
similar job j ∗ to ensure that the instance still satisfies the ε-slack assumption. In the third
step, we adapt jobs k ∈
/ T−j ? to guarantee that j ∗ is admitted atjthek right point in time. Then,
and Cj − aj ≥ (β + 1)pj .
we show that the resulting instance still satisfies |Fj | − |Uj | < 4β
ε
0
Parts of the instance I and I are shown in Figure 5.2.
π(j ? )

π(j ? )

j?

c1

aj ?

j∗

c0

c2

c3

dj ? Cj ?

τ

rc 0

Cc0 = aj ∗

Cj ∗

τ

Figure 5.2: Modifications to obtain instance I 0 in the proof of Lemma 5.6. The deadline of
job j ∗ satisfies dj ∗ > Cj 8 and is not shown anymore.
Since j ? is admitted at aj ? ≤ dj ? + (1 + 2ε )pj ? and not finished by the threshold algorithm
on time, Cj ? − aj ? ≥ (1 + 2ε )pj ? . Any job that may postpone j ? satisfies pk < 4ε pj ? . Hence,
there have to be at least three jobs that interrupt j ? . Among these, consider the first three
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jobs c1 , c2 , and c3 (when indexed in increasing order of release dates). We create a new instance
by deleting c1 , c2 , and c3 and adding a new job c0 such that c0 is released at the admission date
of j ? in I and it merges c1 , c2 , and c3 , i.e.,
rc0 := aj ? ,

pc0 := pc1 + pc2 + pc3 ,

and

dc0 := rc0 + (1 + ε)pc0 .

Second, we replace j ? by a new job j ∗ that is released at rj ∗ := aj ? + pc0 , has the same
processing time, i.e., pj ∗ = pj ? , and has a deadline dj ∗ := max{dj ? , rj ∗ + (1 + ε)pj ∗ }.
In the third step of our modification, we replace every job k with rk ∈ [rj ? , aj ? ] and pk ≤ pj ?
by a new job k 0 that is released
after j ∗ , i.e., rk0 := rj ∗ + % for % > 0. More precisely,
 slightly

we choose % such that % < 1 − 2ε pk for each job k that is subjected to this modification.
It is important to note that we do not change the processing time or the deadline of k 0 ,
i.e., pk0 = pk and dk0 = dk . This ensures that k 0 finishes on time if and only if k finishes on
time. This modification is feasible, i.e., dk0 − rk0 ≥ (1 + ε)pk0 , because of two reasons. First,
Cj ? − rj ∗ = Cj ? − (aj ? + pc0 ) = Cj ? − aj ? − (pc1 + pc2 + pc3 ) ≥ pj ?




as c1 , c2 , and c3 postponed j ? by their processing times in I. Second, dk − Cj ? ≥ 1 + 2ε pk
because we only consider jobs that are admitted at some point later than Cj ? by the threshold
algorithm. Then,
ε
ε
pk + pj ? − % ≥ 2 +
pk − % ≥ (1 + ε)pk0 ,
−%≥ 1+
2
2


d − r = dk − C
k0

k0

j?

+C

j?

−r

j∗







where the last but one inequality follows from the fact that only jobs with pk ≤ pj ? are affected
by the modification and the last inequality is due to the sufficiently small choice of %.
So far, we have already seen that the resulting instance is still feasible. It is left to show
that c0 completes at rc0 + pc0 as well as that j ∗ is admitted at rj ∗ and it completes at Cj ? .
0
?
?
?
0
Since it holds that pc0 < 3ε
4 pj < pj , the new job c is the smallest available job at aj = rc
?
0
and any job that was interrupted by j is interrupted by c as well. The jobs in T−j ? are released
one after the other by Property (P2) and rc1 > aj ? . Thus, if j ∗ has at least one child c4 left after
the modification, it holds that rc4 = rc1 +pc1 +pc2 +pc3 = aj ? +pc0 +(rc1 −aj ? ) > rj ∗ . Hence, no
remaining child is released in [rc0 , rj ∗ ] in the modified instance. Any other job k ∈ Tj released
/ T−j ? . Because pc0 < pj ? , this implies that pk ≥ 4ε pc0 holds
in [rc0 , rj ∗ ] satisfies pk ≥ 4ε pj ? as k ∈
as well, i.e., no such job k interrupts c0 . Therefore, c0 completes at rj ∗ .

Job j ∗ is admitted at rj ∗ if it is the smallest available job at that time. We have already
seen that none of the remaining children of j ? is released in [aj ? , rj ∗ ] that might prevent the
threshold algorithm from admitting j ∗ at rj ∗ . Furthermore, the third step of our modification
guarantees that any job k ∈ Tj \ Tj ? that has processing time at most pj ∗ is released after rj ∗ .
Therefore, j ∗ is the smallest available job at time rj ∗ by construction, and it is admitted. As
argued above, the modified instance is still feasible and the interval [aπ(j ? ) , Cπ(j ? ) ) is still the
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interval of the schedule of jobs in Tπ(j ? ) .
However, the second step of our modification might lead to Cj ∗ ≤ dj ∗ which implies that j ∗
finishes on time while j ? does not finish on time. This changes the values of |Fj | and |Uj |.
Clearly, in the case that j ∗ completes before dj ∗ , |Uj0 | = |Uj | − 1. By a careful analysis, we see
that in this case the number of finished jobs decreases by one as well because the three finished
jobs c1 , c2 and c3 are replaced by only one job that finishes before its deadline. Formally, we
charge the completion of c0 to c1 , and the completion of j ∗ to c2 which leaves c3 to account
for the decreasing number of finished jobs. Hence, |Fj0 | − |Uj0 | = |Fj | − |Uj |. If j ∗ does not
finish by dj ∗ , then |Fjj0 | −k |Uj0 | = (|Fj | − 2) − |Uj |. Therefore, the modified instance I 0 also
but contains fewer jobs than I does. This is a contradiction.
satisfies |Fj0 | − |Uj0 | < 4β
ε
Now we proceed with proving Lemma 5.7.
Proof of Lemma 5.7. Letj I kbe an instance and let job j be a job in its interruption tree
and Cj − aj > (β + 1)pj . The construction of the instance I 0
satisfying |Fj | − |Uj | < 4β
ε
j

k

consists of several modifications that maintain |Fj0 | − |Uj0 | < 4β
and Cj − aj > (β + 1)pj
ε
0
without increasing the number of jobs compared to I. We use ∗ to refer to the object in
the modified instance I 0 corresponding to ∗ in I. The modifications are shown in Fig. 5.3.
By Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, we can assume that there is only one machine in this instance and
that the instance I contains only the jobs admitted by the threshold algorithm. We start by
showing the following three claims.
(C1) The instance contains at most |Tj | + 1 jobs.
(C2) The height of the interruption tree Tj0 is at least two.
(C3) Each job of height one is unfinished.
Ad (C1) We observe that pk < pj for any job k ∈ T−j . Hence, aj < rk for any such job by
definition of the threshold algorithm. We distinguish two cases to prove the claim.
If dj − aj ≥ (1 + ε)pj , we set rj0 = aj , p0j = pj , and d0j = dj and do not modify the remaining
jobs in T−j to define the set Tj0 . Then, we set J 0 = Tj0 to create a new feasible instance I 0 with
slack ε. Clearly, the schedule produced by the threshold algorithm on instance I 0 is identical
to the schedule of the threshold algorithm for instance I in the interval [aj , Cj ) when using
consistent tie breaking.
If dj − aj < (1 + ε)pj , then rj < aj . Therefore, we set rj0 = dj − (1 + ε)pj and do not
change any other parameter of the jobs in Tj to obtain the set Tj0 . The modified instance I 0
consists of the jobs in Tj0 plus one additional job 0 to ensure that the threshold algorithm
indeed produces the same schedule in the interval [aj , Cj ) in both instances. More precisely,
let r00 = dj − (1 + ε)pj , p00 = (1 + ε)pj − (dj − aj ) , and d00 = r00 + (1 + ε)p00 . As p00 < pj = p0j ,
the threshold algorithm admits job 0 at rj0 and finishes this job at time rj0 + p00 = aj . Thus, the
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threshold algorithm admits job j also in instance I 0 at time aj as it is the smallest available job.
Since the remaining jobs have the same parameters in both instances, the schedules produced
by the threshold algorithm for the interval [aj , Cj ) are identical.
Ad (C2) We show that the height of Tj is at least two. Toward a contradiction, suppose
that Tj is a star centered at j. Since any leaf finishes by definition of the threshold
j kalgorithm,
− 1, this
the root j is the only job that could possibly be unfinished. As |Fj | − |Uj | ≤ 4β
ε
implies that there are at most

j

4β
ε

k

leaves in Tj . Then,
$

Cj − aj =

X
k∈Tj

%

4β
ε
pk < pj +
· pj ≤ pj + βpj ,
ε
4

where we used pk < 4ε pj for each leaf k ∈ Tj . This contradicts Cj − aj ≥ (β + 1)pj .
Ad (C3) Let k be a finished job of height one and let ` be the last completing child of k.
The parent π(k) of k exists because the height of Tj is at least two by (C2) and k is of height
one. We create a new instance by replacing ` by a job `0 with release date r`0 := Ck − p` and
identical processing time, i.e., p`0 := p` . The deadline of `0 is d`0 := r`0 + (1 + ε)p`0 .
We argue that k finishes at r`0 in the new instance and that `0 finishes at Ck . Since ` is not
interrupted, r`0 − a` = Ck − p` − a` = Ck − C` , which is the remaining processing time of k
at a` . If we can show that k is not preempted in [a` , r`0 ) in the new instance, k completes
at a` + Ck − C` = r`0 . Since ` is the last child of k, any job k 0 released within [a` , Ck ) is
scheduled later than Ck . (Recall that, after aj , we restrict to jobs in the interruption tree Tj .)
at r`0 < Ck ≤ dk .
Thus, pk0 ≥ 4ε pk > p` . Hence, k is not interrupted in [a` , r`0 ) and completes

ε
ε
2
0
At time r`0 , job ` is the smallest available job and satisfies p`0 < 4 pk < ( 4 ) pπ(k) . Thus, `0 is
admitted at r`0 and is not interrupted until r`0 + p` = Ck by a similar argumentation about the
jobs k 0 that are released in [a` , Ck ). Hence, `0 completes at r`0 + p`0 < d`0 . Moreover, outside
the interval [a` , Ck ) neither the instance nor the schedule changed. Since `0 is released after k
completes, `0 becomes a child of π(k). This modification does not alter the length of [aj , Cj )
or the number of finished and unfinished jobs. However, k now has one less child. Iteratively
applying this modification to any child of k yields that k is now a finished job of height zero.
Modifying each finished job of height one proves the claim.
Ad (P1) We prove that no child of j ? is completely scheduled in [dj ? , Cj ? ). If there is a
child c with dj ? ≤ ac , it does not prevent the algorithm from finishing j ? on time. Hence, it
could become a child of π(j ? ) in the same way we handled the last child of an finished job in
the previous claim. That is, we can create a new instance in which c is a child of π(j ? ) and j ?
is still unfinished. (See red job in Fig. 5.3.)
Ad (P2) We show that the processing intervals of the children of j ? form an interval with
endpoint max{dj ? , Cmax } where Cmax := maxc∈T−j ? Cc . We further prove that they are released
and admitted in increasing order of their processing times. More formally, we index the children
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in increasing order of their processing times, i.e, pc1 ≤ pc2 ≤ . . . ≤ pct . Then, we create a new
instance with modified release dates such that each child is released upon completion of the
previous child. That is, rc0 t := max{dj ? , Cmax } − pct and rc0 h−1 := rc0 h − pch−1 for h ∈ {2, . . . , t}
where the processing times are not changed, i.e., p0ch = pch . In order to ensure that the modified
instance is still feasible, we adapt the deadlines d0ch := rc0 h + (1 + ε)p0ch .
It is left to show that the modifications did not affect the number of finished or unfinished
0
jobs. Obviously, the threshold algorithm still admits every job in Tj0? . A job k ∈
/ T−j
? released
ε
ε
in [aj ? , Cj ? ) satisfies pk ≥ 4 pj ? > 4 pc for all c ∈ T−j ? . Hence, these jobs do not interrupt
0
either j ? or any of its children. They are still scheduled after Cj ? , and every child c ∈ T−j
?
?
completes before its deadline. We also need to prove that j still cannot finish on time.
If Cmax ≤ dj ? , every child is completely processed in [aj ? , dj ? ). Hence, job j ? is still interrupted for the same amount of time before dj ? in I 0 as it is in I. Thus,
Cj0 ? = aj ? + pj ? +

X

p c = aj ? + p j ? +

0
t∈T−j
?

X

pc = Cj ? > dj ? .

c∈T−j ?

If Cmax > dj ? , let ` be the child in I with C` = Cmax . Then, rc0t = Cmax −p0ct ≤ C` −p` < dj ? ,
where we used that no child is completely processed in [dj ? , Cj ? ) by (P1) and that ct is the
child of j ? with the largest processing time. Thus, the delay of j ? in [aj ? , dj ? ) is identical
P
to c∈T−j ? pc − (C` − dj ? ). Hence, j ? still cannot finish on time. In this case, Cj0 ? = Cj ? holds
as well. Hence, the modified jobs in I 0 still cover the same interval [aj ? , Cj ? ).
π(j ? )

π(j ? )

j?

j?

c1

aj ?

dj ?

Cj ?τ

c2

c3

aj ?

d j ? Cj ?

τ

Figure 5.3: Modifications to obtain instance I 0 in the proof of Lemma 5.7

Proof of Theorem 5.3
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let U be the set of jobs that are unfinished by their deadline but whose
ancestors (except the machine jobs Mi ) have all completedon time.
Every job j ∈ U was

ε
admitted by the algorithm at some time aj with dj − aj ≥ 1 + 2 pj . Since j is unfinished,


we have Cj − aj > dj − aj ≥ 1 +

ε
2



pj . By Lemma 5.6, |Fj | − |Uj | ≥

j

4·ε/2
ε

k

= 2. Thus,

|Tj | = |Fj | + |Uj | ≤ 2|Fj | − 2 < 2|Fj |.
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Since every ancestor of such a job j finishes on time, this completes the proof.

5.4 Competitiveness: Admitting Sufficiently Many Jobs
 

This section shows that the threshold algorithm admits sufficiently many jobs to be O 1ε competitive. As mentioned before, this proof is based on the observation that, at time τ ,
the threshold algorithm admits any available job if its processing time is less than 4ε maxi pji
where pji is the job processed by machine i at time τ . We start by formalizing this observation
for a class of non-migratory online algorithms before proving that this enables us to bound the
number of jobs any feasible schedule successfully schedulesduring
a particular period. Then,

1
we use it to show that the threshold algorithm is indeed O ε -competitive.

5.4.1 A Class of Online Algorithms
In this section, we investigate a class of non-migratory online algorithms. To this end, we
generalize the notion of an available job as follows: Let δ ∈ (0, ε). We say a job j is available
at time τ if it is released before or at time τ , dj − τ ≥ (1 + δ)pj , and is not yet admitted by
the online algorithm.
We consider a non-migratory online algorithm A satisfying the following properties.
(P1) A only admits available jobs.
(P2) Retrospectively, for each time τ and each machine i, there is a threshold ui,τ ∈ [0, ∞]
such that any job j that was available and not admitted by A at time τ satisfies pj ≥ ui,τ
for every i.
(P3) The function u(i) : R → [0, ∞], τ 7→ ui,τ is piece-wise constant and right-continuous for
every machine i ∈ [m]. Further, there are only countably many points of discontinuity.
(This last property is used to simplify the exposition.)
Key Lemma on the Size of Non-Admitted Jobs
For the proof of the main result in this section, we rely on the following strong, structural
lemma about the volume processed by a feasible non-migratory schedule in some time interval
and the size of jobs admitted by a non-migratory online algorithm satisfying (P1) and (P2) in
the same time interval. We define uτ = maxi ui,τ for each time point τ .
Let σ be a feasible non-migratory schedule. Without loss of generality, we assume that σ
completes all jobs that it started on time. Let X σ be the set of jobs completed by σ and not
admitted by A. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let Xiσ be the set of jobs in X σ processed by machine i. Let Cx
be the completion time of job x ∈ X σ in σ.
Lemma 5.8. Let 0 ≤ ζ1 ≤ ζ2 and fix x ∈ Xiσ as well as Y ⊂ Xiσ \ {x}. If
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(R) rx ≥ ζ1 as well as ry ≥ ζ1 for all y ∈ Y ,
(C) Cx ≥ Cy for all y ∈ Y , and
(P)

P

y∈Y

py ≥

ε
ε−δ (ζ2

− ζ1 )

hold, then px ≥ uζ2 , where uζ2 = maxi ui,ζ2 is the threshold imposed by A at time ζ2 . In
particular, if uζ2 = ∞, then no such job x exists.
Proof. We show the lemma by contradiction. More precisely, we show that, if px < uζ2 , the
schedule σ cannot complete x on time and, hence, is not feasible.
Remember that x ∈ Xiσ implies that A did not admit job x at any point τ . At time ζ2 , there
are two possible reasons why x was not admitted: px ≥ uζ2 or dx − ζ2 < (1 + δ)px . In case of
the former, the statement of the lemma holds. Toward a contradiction, suppose px < uζ2 and,
thus, dx − ζ2 < (1 + δ)px has to hold. As job x arrives with a slack of at least εpx at its release
date rx and rx ≥ ζ1 by assumption, we have
ζ2 − ζ1 ≥ ζ2 − dx + dx − rx > −(1 + δ)px + (1 + ε)px = (ε − δ)px .

(5.1)

Since all jobs in Y complete earlier than x by Assumption (C) and are only released after ζ1
ε
(ζ2 − ζ1 ) + px by (P).
by (R), the volume processed by σ in [ζ1 , Cx ) on machine i is at least ε−δ
Moreover, σ can process at most a volume of (ζ2 − ζ1 ) on machine i in [ζ1 , ζ2 ). These two
bounds imply that σ has to process job parts with a processing volume of at least
δ
ε
(ζ2 − ζ1 ) + px − (ζ2 − ζ1 ) >
(ε − δ)px + px = (1 + δ)px
ε−δ
ε−δ
in [ζ2 , Cx ), where the inequality follows using Inequality (5.1). Thus, Cx > ζ2 + (1 + δ)px > dx ,
which contradicts the feasibility of σ.
Observe that, by (P1) and (P2), the online algorithm A admits an available job that satisfies pj < uτ . In particular, if uτ = ∞ for some time point τ , then A admits any available job.
Hence, for 0 ≤ ζ1 ≤ ζ2 with uζ2 = ∞, there does not exist a job x ∈ Xiσ and a set Y ⊂ Xiσ \ {x}
satisfying (R), (C), and (P) for any machine i.
Bounding the Number of Non-Admitted Jobs
In this section, we use the Properties (P1), (P2), and (P3) to bound the throughput of a nonmigratory optimal (offline) algorithm. To this end, we fix an instance as well as an optimal
schedule with job set Opt. Let A be a non-migratory online algorithm satisfying (P1) to (P3).
Let X be the set of jobs in Opt that the algorithm A did not admit. We assume without loss
of generality that all jobs in Opt complete on time. Let X ⊆ X be the set of jobs scheduled on
any fixed machine with highest throughput, i.e., no machine in the optimal schedule processes
more jobs from X than |X|. Without loss of generality, let 1 be a machine where A achieves
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lowest throughput. Assumption (P3) guarantees that the threshold u1,τ is piece-wise constant
and right-continuous, i.e., u(1) is constant on intervals of the form [τt , τt+1 ). Let I represent
the set of maximal intervals It = [τt , τt+1 ) where u(1) is constant. That is, u1,τ = ut holds for
all τ ∈ It and u1,τt+1 6= ut , where ut := u1,τt , The main result of this section is the following
theorem.
Theorem 5.9. Let X be the set of jobs that are scheduled on a machine with highest throughput
in an optimal schedule. Let I = {I1 , . . . , IT } be the set of maximal intervals on a machine of A
with lowest throughput such that the machine-dependent threshold is constant for each interval
and has the value ut in interval It = [τt , τt+1 ). Then,
|X| ≤

where we set

τt+1 −τt
ut

T
X

ε τt+1 − τt
+ T,
ε
−
δ
ut
t=1

= 0 if ut = ∞ and

τt+1 −τt
ut

= ∞ if {τt , τt+1 } ∩ {−∞, ∞} =
6 ∅ and ut < ∞.

We observe that T = ∞ trivially proves the statement as X contains at most finitely many
jobs. The same is true if τt+1ut−τt = ∞ for some t ∈ [T ]. Hence, for the remainder of this
section we assume without loss of generality that I only contains finitely many intervals and
that τt+1ut−τt < ∞ holds for every t ∈ [T ].
To prove this theorem, we develop a charging scheme that assigns jobs x ∈ X to intervals
in I. The idea behind our charging scheme is that Opt does not contain arbitrarily many jobs
that are available in It since ut provides a natural lower bound on their processing times. In
particular, the processing time of any job that is released during interval It and not admitted
by the algorithm exceeds the lower bound ut . Thus, the charging scheme relies on the release
date rx and the size px of a job x ∈ X as well as on the precise structure of the intervals
created by A.
The charging scheme we develop is based on a careful modification of the following partition (Ft )Tt=1 of the set X. Fix an interval It ∈ I and define the set Ft ⊆ X as the set that
contains all jobs x ∈ X released during It , i.e., Ft = {x ∈ X : rx ∈ It }. Since, upon release, each job x ∈ X is available and not admitted by A, the next fact directly follows from
Properties (P1) and (P2).
Fact 5.10. For all jobs x ∈ Ft it holds px ≥ ut . In particular, if ut = ∞, then Ft = ∅.
In fact, the charging scheme maintains this property and only assigns jobs in X to intervals It
if px ≥ ut . In particular, no job will be assigned to an interval with ut = ∞.
We now formalize how many jobs in X are assigned to a specific interval It . Let
ϕt :=
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ε τt+1 − τt k
+1
ε−δ
ut
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if ut < ∞, and ϕt = 0 if ut = ∞. We refer to ut as the target number of It . As discussed
before, we assume τt+1ut−τt < ∞, and, thus, the target number is well-defined. If each of the
sets Ft satisfies |Ft | ≤ ϕt , then Theorem 5.9 immediately follows. In general, |Ft | ≤ ϕt does not
have to be true since jobs in Opt may be preempted and processed during several intervals It .
Therefore, for proving Theorem 5.9, we show that there always exists another partition (Gt )Tt=1
of X such that |Gt | ≤ ϕt holds.
The high-level idea of this proof is the following: Consider an interval It = [τt , τt+1 ). If Ft
does not contain too many jobs, i.e., |Ft | ≤ ϕt , we would like to set Gt = Ft . Otherwise, we
find a later interval It0 with |Ft0 | < ϕt0 such that we can assign the excess jobs in Ft to It0 .
Proof of Theorem 5.9. As observed, it suffices to show the existence of a partition G = (Gt )Tt=1
of X such that |Gt | ≤ ϕt in order to prove the theorem.
In order to repeatedly apply Lemma 5.8, we only assign excess jobs x ∈ Ft to Gt0 for t < t0 if
their processing time is at least the threshold of It0 , i.e., px ≥ ut0 . By our choice of parameters,
a set Gt0 with ϕt0 many jobs of size at least ut0 “covers” the interval It0 = [τt0 , τt0 +1 ) as often
as required by (P) in Lemma 5.8, i.e.,
$
X

px ≥ ϕt0 · ut0 =

x∈Gt0

ε τt0 +1 − τt0
ε−δ
ut0

%

!

+ 1 · ut0 ≥

ε
(τt0 +1 − τt0 ).
ε−δ

(5.2)

The proof consists of two parts: the first one is to inductively (on t) construct the partition G = (Gt )Tt=1 of X, where |Gt | ≤ ϕt holds for t ∈ [T − 1]. The second one is the proof that
a job x ∈ Gt satisfies px ≥ ut which will imply |GT | ≤ ϕT . During the construction of G we
define temporary sets At ⊂ X for intervals It . The set Gt is chosen as a subset of Ft ∪ At of
appropriate size. In order to apply Lemma 5.8 to each job in At individually, alongside At , we
construct a set Yx,t and a time τx,t ≤ rx for each job x ∈ X that is added to At . Let Cy∗ be
the completion time of some job y ∈ X in the optimal schedule Opt. The second part of the
proof is to show that x, τx,t , and Yx,t satisfy
(R) ry ≥ τx,t for all y ∈ Yx,t ,
(C) Cx∗ ≥ Cy∗ for all y ∈ Yx,t , and
(P)

P

y∈Yx,t

py ≥

ε
ε−δ (τt

− τx,t ).

This implies that x, Y = Yx,t , ζ1 = τx,t , and ζ2 = τt satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.8,
and thus the processing time of x is at least the threshold at time τt , i.e., px ≥ uτt ≥ ut .
Constructing G = (Gt )T
t=1 . We inductively construct the sets Gt in the order of their
indices. We start by setting At = ∅ for all intervals It with t ∈ T . We define Yx,t = ∅ for each
job x ∈ X and each interval It . The preliminary value of the time τx,t is the minimum of the
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starting point τt of the interval It and the release date rx of x, i.e., τx,t := min{τt , rx }. We
refer to the step in the construction where Gt was defined by step t.
Starting with t = 1, let It be the next interval to consider during the construction with t < T .
Depending on the cardinality of Ft ∪ At , we distinguish two cases. If |Ft ∪ At | ≤ ϕt , then we
set Gt = Ft ∪ At .
If |Ft ∪ At | > ϕt , then we order the jobs in Ft ∪ At in increasing order of completion times in
the optimal schedule. The first ϕt jobs are assigned to Gt while the remaining |Ft ∪ At | − ϕt
jobs are added to At+1 . In this case, we might have to redefine the times τx,t+1 and the
sets Yx,t+1 for the jobs x that were newly added to At+1 . Fix such a job x. If there is no
job z in the just defined set Gt that has a smaller release date than τx,t , we set τx,t+1 = τx,t
and Yx,t+1 = Yx,t ∪ Gt . Otherwise let z ∈ Gt be a job with rz < τx,t that has the smallest
time τz,t . We set τx,t+1 = τz,t and Yx,t+1 = Yz,t ∪ Gt .
Finally, we set GT = FT ∪ AT . We observe that uT < ∞ implies ϕT = ∞ because τT +1 = ∞.
Since this contradicts the assumption ϕt < ∞ for all t ∈ [T ], this implies uT = ∞. We will
show that px ≥ uT for all x ∈ GT . Hence, GT = ∅. Therefore |GT | = ϕT = 0.

Bounding the size of the jobs in Gt . We consider the intervals again in increasing order of
their indices and show by induction that any job x in Gt satisfies px ≥ ut which implies Gt = ∅
if ut = ∞. Clearly, if x ∈ Ft ∩ Gt , Fact 5.10 guarantees px ≥ ut . Hence, in order to show the
lower bound on the processing time of x ∈ Gt , it is sufficient to consider jobs in Gt \ Ft ⊂ At .
To this end, we show that for such jobs (R), (C), and (P) are satisfied. Thus, Lemma 5.8
guarantees that px ≥ uτt ≥ ut because uτt ≥ u1,τt = ut by definition. Hence, At = ∅ if ut = ∞
since in this case the global bound is also unbounded, i.e., uτt ≥ ut = ∞.
By construction, A1 = ∅. Hence, (R), (C), and (P) are satisfied for each job x ∈ A1 .
Suppose that the Conditions (R), (C), and (P) are satisfied for all x ∈ As for all 1 ≤ s < t.
Hence, for s < t, the set Gs only contains jobs x with px ≥ us . Fix x ∈ At . We want to show
that px ≥ ut . By the induction hypothesis and by Fact 5.10, py ≥ ut−1 holds for all y ∈ Gt−1 .
Since x did not fit in Gt−1 anymore, |Gt−1 | = ϕt−1 .
We distinguish two cases based on Gt−1 . If there is no job z ∈ Gt−1 with rz < τx,t−1 ,
then τx,t = τx,t−1 , and (R) and (C) are satisfied by construction and by the induction hypothesis. For (P), consider
X
y∈Yx,t

py =

X
y∈Yx,t−1

py +

X

py

y∈Gt−1

ε
(τt−1 − τx,t−1 ) + ut−1 · ϕt−1
≥
ε−δ
ε
ε
≥
(τt−1 − τx,t−1 ) +
(τt − τt−1 )
ε−δ
ε−δ
ε
=
(τt − τx,t ) ,
ε−δ
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where the first inequality holds due to the induction hypothesis. By Lemma 5.8, px ≥ uτt ≥ ut .
If there is a job z ∈ Gt−1 with rz < τx,t−1 ≤ τt−1 , then z ∈ At−1 . In step t − 1, we chose z
with minimal τz,t−1 . Thus, ry ≥ τy,t−1 ≥ τz,t−1 for all y ∈ Gt−1 and rx ≥ τx,t−1 > rz ≥ τz,t−1
which is Condition (R) for the jobs in Gt−1 . Moreover, by the induction hypothesis, ry ≥ τz,t−1
holds for all y ∈ Yz,t−1 . Thus, τx,t and Yx,t satisfy (R). For (C), consider that Cx∗ ≥ Cy∗ for
all y ∈ Gt−1 by construction and, thus, Cx∗ ≥ Cz∗ ≥ Cy∗ also holds for all y ∈ Yz,t−1 due to the
induction hypothesis. For (P), observe that
X

py =

y∈Yx,t

X

py +

y∈Yz,t−1

X

py

y∈Gt−1

ε
(τt−1 − τz,t−1 ) + ut−1 · ϕt−1
ε−δ
ε
ε
≥
(τt−1 − τz,t−1 ) +
(τt − τt−1 )
ε−δ
ε−δ
ε
≥
(τt − τx,t ).
ε−δ
≥

Here, the first inequality follows from the induction hypothesis and the second from the definition of ut−1 and ϕt−1 . Hence, Lemma 5.8 implies px ≥ uτt ≥ ut .
We note that px ≥ ut for all x ∈ Gt and for all t ∈ [T ].
Bounding |X|. By construction, we know that Tt=1 Gt = X. We start with considering
intervals It with ut = ∞. Then, It has an unbounded threshold, i.e., uτ = ∞ for all τ ∈ It ,
and Ft = ∅ by Fact 5.10. In the previous part we have seen that the conditionsj for Lemmak 5.8
ε τt+1 −τt
+1.
are satisfied. Hence, Gt = ∅ if ut = ∞. For t with ut < ∞, we have |Gt | ≤ ϕt = ε−δ
ut
As explained before, this bounds the number of jobs in X.
S

5.4.2 Admitting Sufficiently Many Jobs
In this section, we show the following theorem and give the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.11. An optimal non-migratory (offline) algorithm completes at most a factor
more jobs on time than admitted by the threshold algorithm.



8
ε +4



Proof. As in the previous section, fix an instance and an optimal solution Opt. Let X be the set
of jobs in Opt that the threshold algorithm did not admit. We assume without loss of generality
that all jobs in Opt finish on time. Further, let J denote the set of jobs that the threshold

algorithm admitted. Then, X ∪ J is a superset of the jobs in Opt. Thus, |X| ≤ 8ε + 3 |J|
implies Theorem 5.11.
To this end, let X ⊆ X denote the jobs in Opt scheduled on a machine with highest
throughput. Without loss of generality, let 1 be again a machine where the threshold algorithm
achieves lowest throughput. Let J denote
the

 jobs scheduled by the threshold algorithm on the
8
first machine. Then, showing |X| ≤ ε + 3 |J| suffices to prove the main result of this section.
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Given that the threshold algorithm satisfies Assumptions (P1), (P2), and (P3), Theorem 5.9
already provides a bound on the cardinality of X in terms of the intervals corresponding
to the schedule on the least loaded machine. Thus, it remains to show that the threshold
algorithm indeed qualifies for applying Theorem 5.9 and that the bound developed therein can
be translated to a bound in terms of |J|.
We start by showing that the threshold algorithm satisfies the assumptions necessary for
applying Theorem
5.9.
Clearly, as the threshold algorithm only admits a job j at time τ


ε
if dj − τ ≥ 1 + 2 pj , setting δ = 2ε proves that the threshold algorithm satisfies (P1).
For (P2), we retrospectively analyze the schedule generated by the threshold algorithm. For a
time τ , let ji denote the job scheduled on machine i. Then, setting ui,τ := 4ε pji or ui,τ = ∞
if no such job ji exists, indeed provides us with the machine-dependent threshold necessary
for (P2). This discussion also implies that u(i) has only countably many points of discontinuity
as there are only finitely many jobs in the instance, and that u(i) is right-continuous.
Hence, let I denote the set of maximal intervals It = [τt , τt+1 ) for t ∈ [T ] of constant
threshold u1,τ . Thus, by Theorem 5.9,
|X| ≤

T
X

ε τt+1 − τt
+ T.
ε−δ
ut
t=1

(5.3)

As the threshold ui,τ is proportional to the processing time of the job currently scheduled
on machine i, the interval It either represents an idle interval of machine 1 (with u1,τ = ∞) or
corresponds to the uninterrupted processing of some job j on machine 1. We denote this job
by jt if it exists. We consider now the set I j ⊆ I of intervals with jt = j for some particular
job j ∈ J. As observed, these intervals correspond to job j being processed which happens for
a total of pj units of time. Combining with ut = 4ε pj for It ∈ I j , we get
X τt+1 − τt

ut

t:It ∈I j

As δ = 2ε , we additionally have that

ε
ε−δ

=

pj
ε
4 pj

4
= .
ε

= 2. Hence, we rewrite Equation (5.3) by

8
|X| ≤ |J| + T.
ε
It remains to bound T in terms of |J| to conclude the proof. To this end, we recall that the
admission of a job j to a machine interrupts the processing of at most one previously admitted
job. Hence, the admission of |J| jobs to machine 1 creates at most 2|J| + 1 intervals.
If the threshold algorithm does not admit any job to machine 1 with lowest throughput,
i.e., |J| = 0, then u1,τ = ∞ for each time point τ . Hence, there exists no job in the instance
that the threshold algorithm did not admit. Thus, |X| ≤ |J | = |J| which completes the proof.
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Otherwise, 2|J| + 1 ≤ 3|J|. Therefore,


|X| ≤

8
+ 3 |J|.
ε


Combining with the observation about X and J previously discussed, we obtain


|Opt| ≤ |X ∪ J| ≤ m|X| + |J| ≤ m

8
+ 3 |J| + |J| ≤
ε




8
+ 4 |J|,
ε


which concludes the proof.
Finalizing the proof of Theorem 5.1
Proof of Theorem 5.1. In Theorem 5.3 we show that the threshold algorithm completes at
least half of all admitted jobs J on times. Theorem 1.1 in [KP01] (Theorem 5.2) gives a
bound on the throughput of an optimal migratory schedule in terms of the throughput of
an optimal non-migratory solution. In Theorem 5.9, we bound the throughput |Opt| of an
optimal non-migratory solution in terms of |J|. Combining these theorems shows that the
threshold algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of c = 6 · 2 · 8ε + 4 = 96
ε + 48.

5.5 Lower Bound on the Competitive Ratio
We give a lower bound, that (up to constants) matches our upper bound in Theorem 5.1. This
shows that the threshold algorithm is best possible for online throughput maximization.
 

Theorem 5.12. Every deterministic online algorithm has a competitive ratio Ω

1
ε

.

 

The proof idea is as follows: We release Ω 1ε levels of jobs. In each level, the release date of
any but the first job is the deadline of the previous job. Whenever an online algorithm decides
to complete a job from level ` (provided
  no further jobs are released), then the release of jobs
in level ` stops and a sequence of O 1ε jobs in level ` + 1 is released. Jobs in level ` + 1 have
processing time that is too large to fit in the slack of a job of level `. Thus, an algorithm has
to discard the job started at level ` to run a job of level ` + 1. This implies that it can only
finish one job while the optimum can finish a job from every other level.
1
1
such that 8ε
∈ N. Toward a contradiction, suppose there
Proof of Theorem 5.12. Let ε < 10
1
is an online algorithm with competitive ratio c < 8ε
. We construct an adversarial instance in
which each job j belongs to one of 2 · dc + 1e levels and fulfills dj = rj + (1 + ε) · pj . The
processing time for any job j in level ` is pj = p(`) = (2ε)` . This (along with the interval
structure) makes sure that no two jobs from consecutive levels can both be completed by a
single schedule, which we will use to show that the online algorithm can only complete a single
job throughout the entire instance. The decrease in processing times between levels, however,
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makes sure that the optimum finishes a job from every other level, resulting in an objective
value of dc + 1e, which contradicts the algorithm being c-competitive.
The sequence starts with level 0 at time 0 with the release of one job j with processing
time p(0) = 1 and, thus, deadline dj = 1 + ε. We will show inductively that, for each level `,
there is a time t` when there is only a single job j` left that the algorithm can still finish, and
(`)
`
this job is from the
 current level ` and, thus, pj` = p = (2ε) . We will also make sure that
at t` at most a 23 -fraction of the time window of j` has passed. From t` on, no further jobs
from level ` are released, and jobs from level ` + 1 start being released or, if ` = 2 · dc + 1e − 1,
we stop releasing jobs altogether. It is clear that t0 exists.
Consider some time t` , and we will release jobs from level ` + 1 leading to time t`+1 . The
first job j from level ` + 1 has release date t` and, by the above constraints, dj = t` + (1 + ε) · pj ,
where pj = p(`+1) = (2ε)`+1 . As long as no situation occurs that fits the above description
of t`+1 , we release an additional job of level ` + 1 at the deadline of the previous job from
this level (with identical time-window length and processing time). We show that we can find
1
1
jobs from level ` + 1 have been released. Note that the deadline of the 8ε
th
time t`+1 before 8ε
1
(`)
job from level ` + 1 is t` + 8ε · (1 + ε) · 2ε · p , which is smaller than the deadline of dj`
1
since dj` − t` ≥ 13 · p(`) by the induction hypothesis and ε < 10
. This shows that, unless more
1
than 8ε jobs from level ` + 1 are released (which will not happen as we will show), all time
windows of jobs from level ` + 1 are contained in that of j` .
1
Note that there must be a job j ? among the 8ε
first ones in level ` + 1 that the algorithm
completes if no further jobs are released within the time window of j ? : By the induction
hypothesis, the algorithm can only hope to finish a single job released before time t` and the
1
optimum could complete 8ε
jobs from level ` + 1, so j ? must exist for the algorithm to be ccompetitive. Now we can define j`+1 to be the first such job j ? and find t`+1 within its time
window: At the release date of j ? , the algorithm could only complete j` . However, since the
1
, it must have worked
algorithm finishes j`+1 if there are no further jobs released, and ε < 10
p(`+1)
2
on j`+1 for more than 2 units of time until r`+1 + 3 · p(`+1) =: t`+1 . This quantity, however,
exceeds the slack of j` , meaning that the algorithm cannot finish j` anymore as the slack of j`
is εp(`) = 2` ε`+1 . Therefore, t`+1 has the desired properties.

This defines t2·dc+1e , and indeed the algorithm will only finish a single job. We verify that
an optimal algorithm can schedule a job from every other level. Note that, among levels of
either parity, processing times are decreasing by a factor of 4ε2 between consecutive levels. So,
for any job j, the total processing time of jobs other than j that need to be processed within
the time window of j adds up to less than
∞
X

(4ε2 )` · pj = 4ε2 ·

`=1

∞
X
`=0

(4ε2 )` · pj =

4ε2
· pj
1 − 4ε2

4
1
≤
·
4 · εpj < ε · pj = dj − rj − pj ,
10 1 − 100
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which completes the proof.

5.6 Concluding Remarks
We provide an online algorithm for scheduling deadline-sensitive jobs on identical parallel

machines. We close the problem with the best (up to constants) competitive ratio Θ 1ε .
Our lower bound points at two research directions: First, it is constructed on a single machine
and it is not immediately clear how to translate this to the multiple-machine setting. In fact,
the impossibility result for jobs without slack also relies on a single machine and, up to date, it
is not yet answered if slack is even necessary for achieving non-trivial competitive ratios in the
presence of multiple machines. Moreover, for the more tractable problem of machine utilization
the competitive ratio even improves with an increasing number of machines as shown in [SS16].
Second, we only use unit-weight jobs in the lower bound as this is the setting we are mostly
interested in. However, there is no better lower
setting.
That is,

  bound in the weighted 
1
1
there is still a gap between our lower bound Ω ε and the upper bound O ε2 by Lucier et
al. [LMNY13]. It would be interesting to close this gap. The analysis of our algorithm crucially
relies on the fact that jobs are only preempted by significantly smaller jobs. In the weighted
variant, interruption must also happen for longer yet more valuable jobs, which shows that one
would need to develop new techniques to improve the analysis. Of course, it is also possible
that there is another algorithm with yet another analysis that closes this gap.
Another interesting question asks whether randomization allows for improved results. On a
single machine, there is indeed an O(1)-competitive randomized algorithm, even without any
slack assumption [KP03]. We are not aware of lower bounds that rule out similar results on
multiple machines.
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6

Online Throughput Maximization
with Commitment

We consider again online throughput maximization where jobs with deadlines arrive
online over time at their release dates. The task is to find a preemptive schedule on m
machines maximizing the number of jobs that finish on time. We quantify the impact
that provider commitment requirements have on the performance of online algorithms.
We require again that jobs contain some slack ε > 0. We present the first online
algorithm for handling commitment on parallel machines for arbitrary slack ε. When

the scheduler must commit upon starting a job, the algorithm is Θ 1ε -competitive.
Somewhat surprisingly, this is the same optimal performance bound (up to constants)
as for scheduling without commitment. If commitment decisions must be made before a
job’s slack becomes less than a δ-fraction of its processing time, we prove a competitive

1
ratio of O ε−δ
for 0 < δ < ε. This result nicely interpolates between commitment
upon starting a job and commitment upon arrival. For the latter model, we show that
no (randomized) online algorithm admits a bounded competitive ratio.
Finally, we observe that for scheduling with commitment restricting to unit weights is
essential; for job-dependent weights, we rule out competitive deterministic algorithms.
Bibliographic Remark: The presented lower bounds are based on joint work with L.
Chen, N. Megow, K. Schewior, and C. Stein [CEM+ 20]. The algorithm and its analysis
are based on joint work with N. Megow and K. Schewior [EMS20]. Therefore, some
parts correspond to or are identical with [CEM+ 20] and [EMS20].
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6 Online Throughput Maximization with Commitment

6.1 Introduction
The model we consider in this chapter is almost identical to the one in Chapter 5. To recap,
jobs from an unknown job set J arrive online over time at their release dates rj . Each job j ∈ J
has a processing time pj ≥ 0 and a deadline dj . There are m identical parallel machines to
process these jobs or a subset of them. A job is said to complete if it receives pj units of
processing time within the interval [rj , dj ). We allow preemption, i.e., the processing of a job
can be interrupted at any time. We distinguish schedules with and without migration. If we
allow migration, then a preempted job can resume processing on any machine whereas it must
run completely on the same machine otherwise. The task is to find a feasible schedule with
maximum throughput. In the three-field notation by Graham et al. [GLLRK79b], this problem
P
is denoted by P | online rj , pmtn | (1 − Uj ).
We assess the performance of online algorithms with standard competitive analysis. This
means, we compare the throughput of an online algorithm with the throughput achievable by
an optimal offline algorithm that knows the job set in advance. To circumvent known lower
bounds involving “tight” jobs with dj − rj ≈ pj , we require that jobs contain some slack ε > 0,
i.e., every job j satisfies dj − rj ≥ (1 + ε)pj . As in the previous chapter, the competitive ratio
of our online algorithm will be a function of ε; the greater the slack, the better should the
performance of our algorithm be.
In contrast to Chapter 5, we focus on the question how to handle commitment requirements
in online throughput maximization. Modeling commitment addresses the issue that a highthroughput schedule may abort jobs close to their deadlines in favor of many shorter and more
urgent tasks [FBK+ 12], which may not be acceptable for the job owner. Consider a company
that starts outsourcing mission-critical processes to external clouds and that may require a
certain provider-side guarantee, i.e., service providers have to commit to complete admitted
jobs before they cannot be moved to other computing clusters anymore. In other situations, a
commitment to complete jobs might be required even earlier just before starting the job, e.g.,
for a faultless copy of a database as companies tend to rely on business analytics to support
decision making. Since analytical tools, which usually work with copies of databases, depend
on faultless data, the completion of such a copy process must be guaranteed once it started.
We distinguish three different models for scheduling with commitment: (i) commitment upon
job arrival, (ii) commitment upon job admission, and (iii) δ-commitment. In the first, most
restrictive model, an algorithm must decide immediately at a job’s release date if the job will
be completed or not. In the second model, an algorithm may discard a job any time before its
start, its admission. This reflects the situation when the start of a process is the critical time
point after which the successful execution is essential (e.g., faultless copy of a database). In the
third model, δ-commitment, an online algorithm must commit to complete a job when its slack
has reduced from the original slack requirement of at least an ε-fraction of the job size to a
δ-fraction for 0 < δ < ε. Then, the latest feasible time for committing to job j is dj − (1 + δ)pj .
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This models an early-enough commitment (parameterized by δ) for mission-critical jobs.
Previous results For related work on online throughput maximization without commitment
requirements, we refer to the previous chapter and the references therein.
Commitment upon job arrival In the most restrictive model, Lucier et al. [LMNY13] rule
out competitive online algorithms for any slack parameter ε when jobs have arbitrary weights.
The special case wj = pj , or machine utilization, is much more tractable than weighted
or unweighted throughput maximization. A simple greedy algorithm achieves the best possible competitive ratio 1+ε
ε on a single machine, even for commitment upon arrival, as shown
by the analysis of DasGupta and Palis [DP00] and the matching lower bound by Garay et
al. [GNYZ02]. For scheduling with commitment upon arrival on m parallel identical map
chines, there is an O( m 1/ε)-competitive algorithm and an almost matching lower bound by
Schwiegelshohn and Schwiegelshohn [SS16].

When preemption is not allowed, Goldwasser and
1
Kerbikov [GK03] give a best possible 2 + ε -competitive algorithm on a single machine. Very
recently, Jamalabadi, Schwiegelshohn, and Schwiegelshohn [JSS20] extend this model to parallel machines; their algorithm is near optimal with a performance guarantee approaching ln 1ε
as m tends to infinity.
Commitment upon admission and δ-commitment In our previous work [CEM+ 20], we
give a more elaborate variant of the threshold algorithm that achieves the first non-trivial upper
bound for both models on a single machine. For commitment upon job admission, Lucier et
al. [LMNY13] give a heuristic that empirically performs very well but for which they cannot
show a rigorous worst-case bound. In fact, later, Azar et al. [AKL+ 15] show that no bounded
competitive ratio is possible for weighted throughput maximization for small ε. For δ = 2ε
in the δ-commitment
 model, they design(in the context of truthful mechanisms) an online
1
1
algorithm that is Θ √
+ (√
-competitive if the slack ε is sufficiently large, i.e.,
3
3
1+ε−1
1+ε−1)2
if ε > 3. They leave open if this latter condition is an inherent property of any committed
scheduler in this model, and our lower bound for weights answers this affirmatively.
Machine utilization is better understood: We note that, as commitment upon arrival clearly
is more restrictive than commitment upon admission and δ-commitment, the previously mentioned results immediately carry over and provide
competitive ratios. Without pre bounded

1
emption, Goldwasser [Gol03] gives an optimal 2 + ε -competitive algorithm on a single machine and Lee [Lee03] gives an O



m

√
m
ε



-competitive algorithm on m parallel identical machines.

Our contribution Our main result is an algorithm that is best possible (up to constant
factors) for online throughput maximization with commitment on parallel identical machines.
Our algorithm does not migrate jobs and still achieves a competitive ratio that matches the
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general lower bound for migratory algorithms. Further, we show a strong lower bound for
scheduling with commitment upon job arrival, even for randomized algorithms.
Impossibility result for commitment upon job arrival In this most restrictive model, an
algorithm must decide immediately at a job’s release date if the job will be completed or not.
We show that no (randomized) online algorithm admits a bounded competitive ratio. Such a
lower bound has only been shown by exploiting arbitrary job weights [LMNY13,Yan17]. Given
our strong negative result, we do not consider this commitment model any further.
Scheduling with commitment For scheduling with commitment upon admission,
we give
 
1
an (up to constant factors) optimal online algorithm with competitive ratio Θ ε . For scheduling with δ-commitment, our result interpolates between the models commitment
  upon starting
ε
a job and commitment upon arrival. If δ ≥ 2 , the competitive ratio is Θ 1ε which is best
possible as we showed in Chapter 5. For δ → ε, the commitment requirement essentially implies commitment upon job arrival which has unbounded competitive ratio. Note that we give
the first online algorithms for online throughput maximization with commitment on parallel
identical machines with bounded competitive ratio for arbitrary slackness parameter ε.
Instances with arbitrary weights are hopeless without further restrictions. We show that
there is no deterministic online algorithm with bounded competitive ratio for δ-commitment.
Informally, our construction implies that there is no deterministic online algorithm with bounded
competitive ratio in any commitment model in which a scheduler may have to commit to a
job before it has completed. This is hard to formalize but may give guidance for the design of
alternative commitment models. Our lower bound for δ-commitment is as follows: For δ, ε > 0
with δ ≤ ε < 1 + δ, no deterministic online algorithm has a bounded competitive ratio. In
particular, this rules out bounded performance guarantees for ε ∈ (0, 1). We remark that for
sufficiently large slackness, i.e., ε > 3, Azar et al. [AKL+ 15] provide an online algorithm that
has bounded competitive ratio. Our new lower bound answers affirmatively their open question
whether high slackness is indeed required.
Finally, our impossibility result for weighted jobs and the positive result for instances without
weights clearly separates the weighted from the unweighted setting.
Our techniques The challenge in online scheduling with commitment is that, once we committed to complete a job, the remaining slack of this job has to be spent very carefully. The
key component of our algorithm is a job admission scheme which is implemented by different
parameters. The high-level objectives are:
(i) Never start a job for the first time if its remaining slack is too small (parameter δ),
(ii) during the processing of a job, admit only significantly shorter jobs (parameter γ), and
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(iii) for each admitted shorter job, block some time period (parameter β) during which no
other jobs of similar size are accepted.
The first two goals are quite natural and have been used before (see Chapter 5 and [LMNY13]),
while the third goal is crucial for our new tight result when scheduling with commitment. The
intuition is the following: suppose we committed to complete a job with processing time 1 and
have only a slack of O(ε) left before the deadline of this job. Suppose that c substantially
smaller jobs of size 1c arrive, where c is the competitive ratio we aim for. On the one hand,
if we do not accept any of them, we cannot hope to achieve c-competitiveness. On the other
hand, accepting too many of them fills up the slack and, thus, leaves no room for even smaller
jobs. The idea is to keep the flexibility for future small jobs by only accepting an ε-fraction of
jobs of similar size (within a factor two).
We distinguish two time periods with different regimes for accepting jobs. During the
scheduling interval of job j, a more restrictive acceptance scheme ensures the completion of j
whereas in the blocking period we guarantee the completion of previously accepted jobs. In
contrast to the threshold algorithm in Chapter 5, where the processing time of the currently
scheduled job provides a uniform acceptance threshold, this distinction enables us to ensure
the completion of every admitted job without being too conservative in accepting jobs.

6.2 The Blocking Algorithm
In this section, we describe the blocking algorithm which handles scheduling with commitment.
We assume that the slackness constant ε > 0 and, in the δ-commitment model, δ ∈ (0, ε) are
given. If δ is not part of the input or if δ ≤ 2ε , then we set δ = 2ε .
The algorithm never migrates jobs between machines, i.e., a job is only processed by the
machine that initially started to process it. In this case, we say the job has been admitted to
this machine. Moreover, our algorithm commits to completing a job upon admission. Hence, its
remaining slack has to be spent very carefully on admitting other jobs to still be competitive.
As our algorithm does not migrate jobs, it transfers the admission decision to the shortest
admitted and not yet completed job on each machine. Thus, a job only admits significantly
shorter jobs and prevents the admission of too many jobs of similar size. To this end, the
algorithm maintains two types of intervals for each admitted job, a scheduling interval and
a blocking period. A job can only be processed in its scheduling interval. Thus, it has to
complete in this interval while admitting other jobs. Job j only admits jobs that are smaller
δ
< 1. For an admitted job k, job j creates a blocking period of length
by a factor of γ = 16
at most βpk , where β = 16
δ , which blocks the admission of similar-length jobs (cf. Figure 6.1).
The scheduling intervals and blocking periods of jobs admitted by j will always be pairwise
disjoint and completely contained in the scheduling interval of j.
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scheduling interval

blocking period

τ

Figure 6.1: Scheduling interval, blocking period, and processing intervals

Scheduling jobs Similar to the threshold algorithm, the blocking algorithm follows the
Shortest Processing Time (SPT) order for the set of uncompleted jobs assigned to a
machine, which is independent of the admission scheme. SPT ensures that j has highest
priority in the blocking periods of any job k admitted by j.

Admitting jobs The algorithm keeps track of available jobs at any time point τ . A job j
with rj ≤ τ is called available if it has not yet been admitted to a machine by the algorithm
and its deadline is not too close, i.e., dj − τ ≥ (1 + δ)pj .
Whenever a job j is available at a time τ and when there is a machine i such that time τ
is not contained in the scheduling interval of any other job admitted to i, the shortest such
job j is immediately admitted to machine i at time aj := τ , creating the scheduling interval
S(j) = [aj , ej ), where ej = aj + (1 + δ)pj and an empty blocking period B(j) = ∅. In general,
however, the blocking period is a finite union of time intervals associated with job j, and its
size is the sum of lengths of the intervals, denoted by |B(j)|. Four types of events trigger a
decision of the algorithm at time τ : the release of a job, the end of a blocking period, the end
of a scheduling interval, and the admission of a job. In any of these four cases, the algorithm
calls the class admission routine. This subroutine iterates over all machines i and checks if j,
the shortest job on i whose scheduling interval contains τ , can admit the currently shortest
available job j ? .
To this end, any admitted job j checks if pj ? < γpj . Only such jobs qualify for admission
by j. Upon admission by j, job j ? obtains two disjoint consecutive intervals, the scheduling
interval S(j ? ) = [aj ? , ej ? ) and the blocking period B(j ? ) of size at most βpj ? . At the admission
of job j ? , the blocking period B(j ? ) is planned to start at ej ? , the end of j ? ’s scheduling
interval. During B(j ? ), job j only admits jobs k with pk < 21 pj ? .
Hence, when job j decides if it admits the currently shortest available job j ? at time τ , it
makes sure that j ? is sufficiently small and that no job k of similar (or even smaller) processing
time is blocking τ , i.e., it checks that τ ∈
/ B(k) for all jobs k with pk ≤ 2pj ? admitted to the
same machine. In this case, we say that j ? is a child of j and that j is the parent of j ? ,
denoted by π(j ? ) = j. If job j ? is admitted at time τ by job j, the algorithm sets aj ? = τ
and ej ? = aj ? + (1 + δ)pj ? and assigns the scheduling interval S(j ? ) = [aj ? , ej ? ) to j ? .
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If ej ? ≤ ej , the routine sets fj ? = min{ej , ej ? + βpj ? } which determines B(j ? ) = [ej ? , fj ? ).
As the scheduling and blocking periods of children k of j are supposed to be disjoint, we have
to update the blocking periods. First consider the job k with pk > 2pj ? admitted to the
same machine whose blocking period contains τ (if it exists), and let [e0k , fk0 ) be the maximal
interval of B(k) containing τ . We set fk00 = min{ej , fk0 + (1 + δ + β)pj ? } and replace the
interval [e0k , fk0 ) by [e0k , τ ) ∪ [τ + (1 + δ + β)pj ? , fk00 ). For all other jobs k with B(k) ∩ [τ, ∞) 6= ∅
admitted to the same machine, we replace the remaining part of their blocking period [e0k , fk0 )
by [e0k + (1 + δ + β)pj ? , fk00 ) where fk00 := min{ej , fk0 + (1 + δ + β)pj ? }. In this update, we follow
the convention that [e, f ) = ∅ if f ≤ e. Observe that the length of the blocking period might
decrease due to such updates.
Note that ej ? > ej is also possible as j does not take the end of its own scheduling interval ej
into account when admitting jobs. Thus, the scheduling interval of j ? would end outside j’s
scheduling interval and inside j’s blocking period. During B(j), the parent π(j) of j, did
not allocate the interval [ej , ej ? ) for completing jobs admitted by j but for ensuring its own
completion. Hence, the completion of both j ? and π(j) is not necessarily guaranteed anymore.
To prevent this, we modify all scheduling intervals S(k) (including S(j)) that contain time τ
of jobs admitted to the same machine as j ? and their blocking periods B(k). For each job k
admitted to the same machine with τ ∈ S(k) (including j) and ej ? > ek we set ek = ej ? . We
also update their blocking periods (in fact, single intervals) to reflect their new starting points.
If the parent π(k) of k does not exist, B(k) remains empty; otherwise we set B(k) := [ek , fk )
where fk = min{eπ(k) , ek + βpk }. Note that, after this update, the blocking periods of any but
the largest such job will be empty. Moreover, the just admitted job j ? does not get a blocking
period in this special case.
During the analysis of the algorithm, we show that any admitted job j still completes
before aj + (1 + δ)pj and that ej ≤ aj + (1 + 2δ)pj holds in retrospect for all admitted jobs j.
Thus, any job j that admits another job j ? tentatively assigns this job a scheduling interval of
length (1 + δ)pj ? but, for ensuring its own completion, it is prepared to lose (1 + 2δ)pj ? time
units of its scheduling interval S(j). We summarize the blocking algorithm in Algorithm 6.1.
Algorithm 6.1: Blocking algorithm
Scheduling routine: At all times τ and on all machines i, run the job with shortest processing time
that has been admitted to i and has not yet completed .
Event: Upon release of a new job at time τ :
Call admission routine.
Event: Upon ending of a blocking period or scheduling interval at time τ :
Call admission routine.
Admission routine:
j ? ← a shortest available job at τ , i.e., j ? ∈ arg min{pj | j ∈ J , rj ≤ τ and dj − τ ≥ (1 + δ)pj }
i←1
while j ? is not admitted and i ≤ m do
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K ← the set of jobs on machine i whose scheduling intervals contain τ
if K = ∅ do
admit job j ? to machine i
aj ? ← τ and ej ? ← aj ? + (1 + δ)pj ?
S(j ? ) ← [aj ? , ej ? ) and B(j ? ) ← ∅
call admission routine
else
j ← arg min{pk | k ∈ K}
if j ? < γpj and τ ∈
/ B(j 0 ) for all j 0 admitted to i with pj 0 ≤ 2pj ? do
admit job j ? to machine i
aj ? ← τ and ej ? ← aj ? + (1 + δ)pj ?
if ej ? ≤ ej do
fj ? ← min{ej , ej ? + βpj ? }
S(j ? ) ← [aj ? , ej ? ) and B(j ? ) ← [ej ? , fj ? )
else
S(j ? ) ← [aj ? , ej ? ) and B(j ? ) ← ∅
modify S(k) and B(k) for k ∈ K
update B(j 0 ) for j 0 admitted to machine i with B(j 0 ) ∩ [τ, ∞) 6= ∅
call admission routine
else
i←i+1

Main Result and Road Map of the Analysis During the analysis, it is sufficient to concentrate
on instances with small slack, as also noted in Chapter 5. For ε > 1, we run the blocking
algorithm with ε = 1, which only tightens the commitment requirement, and obtain constant
competitive ratios. Thus, we assume 0 < ε ≤ 1.
Theorem 6.1. Consider throughput
 maximization on parallel identical machines with or without

1
migration. There is an O ε−δ0 -competitive online algorithm with commitment, where δ 0 = 2ε
n

in the commitment-upon-admission model and δ 0 = max δ, 2ε

o

in the δ-commitment model.

We note that, in the δ-commitment model, committing to the completion of a job j at an
earlier point in time clearly satisfies committing at a remaining slack of δpj . Therefore, we
may assume δ ∈ [ 2ε , ε) and thus avoid dealing with δ 0 .
As in the previous chapter, we exploit that the blocking algorithm does not migrate any job.
In other words, we compare again the throughput of our algorithm to the solution of an optimal
non-migratory schedule. Then, we use the result by Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs [KP01,
Theorem 1.1] on optimal migratory and non-migratory schedules to extend the analysis to the
migratory setting; see Theorem 5.2.
The special structure of the blocking algorithm allows us again to split the proof of the result
into two parts. The first part, Section 6.3, is to show that the blocking algorithm completes all
admitted jobs on time. In the second part, Section 6.4, we show that the blocking algorithm
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belongs to the class of online algorithms analyzed in Chapter 5 for bounding the throughput of
an optimal, non-migratory solution. Then, our strong structural result (Theorem 5.9) enables
us to prove that the blocking algorithm admits sufficiently many jobs to be competitive.

6.3 Completing All Admitted Jobs on Time
We show that the blocking algorithm finishes every admitted job on time in Theorem 6.3. As
the blocking algorithm does not migrate jobs, it suffices to consider each machine individually
in this section. The proof relies on the following observations: (i) The sizes of jobs admitted
by job j that interrupt each others’ blocking periods are geometrically decreasing, (ii) the
scheduling intervals of jobs are completely contained in the scheduling intervals of their parents,
and (iii) scheduling in SPT order guarantees that job j has highest priority in the blocking
periods of its children. We start by proving the following technical lemma about the length
of the final scheduling interval of an admitted job j, denoted by |S(j)|. In the proof, we use
that π(k) = j for two jobs j and k implies that pk < γpj .
Lemma 6.2. Let 0 < δ < ε be fixed. If γ > 0 satisfies (1 + 2δ)γ ≤ δ, then the length of the
scheduling interval S(j) of an admitted job j is upper bounded by (1 + 2δ)pj . Moreover, S(j)
contains the scheduling intervals and blocking periods of all descendants of j.
Proof. By definition of the blocking algorithm, the end point ej of the scheduling interval of
job j is only modified when j or one of j’s descendants admits another job. Let us consider
such a case: If job j admits a job k whose scheduling interval does not fit into the scheduling
interval of j, we set ej = ek = ak + (1 + δ)pk to accommodate the scheduling interval S(k)
within S(j). The same modification is applied to any ancestor j 0 of j with ej 0 < ek . This
implies that, after such a modification of the scheduling interval, neither j nor any affected
ancestor j 0 of j are the smallest jobs in their scheduling intervals anymore. In particular, no job
whose scheduling interval was modified in such a case at time τ is able to admit jobs after τ .
Hence, any job j can only admit other jobs within the interval [aj , aj + (1 + δ)pj ). That is,
ak ≤ aj + (1 + δ)pj for every job k with π(k) = j.
Thus, by induction, it is sufficient to show that ak + (1 + 2δ)pk ≤ aj + (1 + 2δ)pj for admitted
jobs k and j with π(k) = j. Note that π(k) = j implies pk < γpj . Hence,
ak + (1 + 2δ)pk ≤ (aj + (1 + δ)pj ) + (1 + 2δ)γpj ≤ aj + (1 + 2δ)pj ,
where the last inequality follows from the assumption (1 + 2δ)γ ≤ δ. Due to the construction
of B(k) upon admission of job k by job j, we also have B(k) ⊆ S(j).
Theorem 6.3. Let 0 < δ < ε be fixed. If 0 < γ < 1 and β ≥ 1 satisfy

β/2
1 + δ − 2(1 + 2δ)γ ≥ 1,
β/2 + (1 + 2δ)

(6.1)
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then the blocking algorithm completes a job j admitted at aj ≤ dj − (1 + δ)pj on time.
Our choice of parameters guarantees that Equation (6.1) is satisfied.
Proof. Let j be a job admitted by the blocking algorithm with aj ≤ dj − (1 + δ)pj . Showing
that job j completes before time d0j := aj + (1 + δ)pj proves the theorem. Due to scheduling in
SPT order, each job j has highest priority in its own scheduling interval if the time point does
not belong to the scheduling interval of a descendant of j. Thus, it suffices to show that at
most δpj units of time in [aj , d0j ) belong to scheduling intervals S(k) of descendants of j. By
Lemma 6.2, the scheduling interval of any descendant k 0 of a child k of j is contained in S(k).
Hence, it is sufficient to only consider K, the set of children of j.
In order to bound the contribution of each child k ∈ K, we impose a class structure on
the jobs in K depending on their size relative to job j. More precisely, we define (Cc (j))c∈N0
γ
where Cc (j) contains all jobs k ∈ K that satisfy 2c+1
pj ≤ pk < 2γc pj . As k ∈ K implies pk < γpj ,
each child of j belongs to exactly one class and (Cc (j))c∈N0 indeed partitions K.
Consider two jobs k, k 0 ∈ K where, upon admission, k interrupts the blocking period of k 0 .
By definition, we have pk < 21 pk0 . Hence, the chosen class structure ensures that k belongs
to a strictly higher class than k 0 , i.e., there are c, c0 ∈ N with c > c0 such that k ∈ Cc (j)
and k 0 ∈ Cc0 (j). In particular, the admission of a job k ∈ Cc (j) implies either that k is the first
job of class Cc (j) that j admits or that the blocking period of the previous job in class Cc (j)
has completed. Based on this distinction, we are able to bound the loss of scheduling time
for j in S(j) due to S(k) of a child k.
Specifically, we partition K into two sets. The first set K1 contains all children of j that
where admitted as the first jobs in their class Cc (j). The set K2 contains the remaining jobs.
We start with K2 . Consider a job k ∈ Cc (j) admitted by j. By Lemma 6.2, we know
that |S(k)| = (1 + µδ)pk , where 1 ≤ µ ≤ 2. Let k 0 ∈ Cc (j) be the previous job admitted
by j in class Cc (j). Then, B(k 0 ) ⊆ [ek0 , ak ). Since scheduling and blocking periods of children
of j are disjoint, j has highest scheduling priority in B(k 0 ). Hence, during B(k 0 ) ∪ S(k) job j
is processed for at least |B(k 0 )| units of time. In other words, j is processed for at least
|B(k0 )|
0
a |B(k
0 )∪S(k)| -fraction of B(k ) ∪ S(k). We rewrite this ratio as
|B(k 0 )|
βpk0
νβ
=
=
,
0
|B(k ) ∪ S(k)|
βpk0 + (1 + µδ)pk
νβ + (1 + µδ)
p
where ν := pkk0 ∈ ( 12 , 2]. By differentiating with respect to ν and µ, we observe that the last
term is increasing in ν and decreasing in µ. Thus, we lower bound this expression by

|B(k 0 )|
β/2
≥
.
0
|B(k ) ∪ S(k)|
β/2 + (1 + 2δ)
Therefore, j is processed for at least a
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β/2
β/2+(1+2δ) -fraction

in

S

k∈K

B(k) ∪

S

k∈K2

S(k).

6.4 Competitiveness: Admitting Sufficiently Many Jobs
We now consider the set K1 . The total processing volume of these jobs is bounded from above
P
γ
by ∞
c=0 2c pj = 2γpj . By Lemma 6.2, |S(k)| ≤ (1 + 2δ)pk . Combining these two observations,
S
we obtain
k∈K1 S(k) ≤ 2(1 + 2δ)γpj . Combining the latter with the bound for K2 , we
conclude that j is scheduled for at least
[aj , d0j ) \

[

S(k) ≥

k∈K



β/2
(1 + δ) − 2(1 + 2δ)γ pj ≥ pj
β/2 + (1 + 2δ)

units of time, where the last inequality follows from Equation (6.1). Therefore, j completes
before d0j = aj + (1 + δ)pj ≤ dj , which concludes the proof.

6.4 Competitiveness: Admitting Sufficiently Many Jobs
After having proved that the blocking algorithm indeed completes all admitted jobs on time in
the previous section, it remains to show that
the

 blocking algorithm admits sufficiently many
1
jobs to achieve the competitive ratio of O ε−δ0 where δ 0 = 2ε for commitment upon admission
n

o

and δ 0 = max 2ε , δ for δ-commitment. To this end, we show that the blocking algorithm
belongs to the class of online algorithms considered in Section 5.4.1. Then, Theorem 5.9
provides a bound on the throughput of an optimal non-migratory schedule. We restate the
necessary properties of an online non-migratory algorithm A for convenience.
(P1) A only admits available jobs.
(P2) Retrospectively, for each time τ and each machine i, there is a threshold ui,τ ∈ [0, ∞]
such that any job j that was available and not admitted by A at time τ satisfies pj ≥ ui,τ
for every i.
(P3) The function u(i) : R → [0, ∞], τ 7→ ui,τ is piece-wise constant and right-continuous for
every machine i ∈ [m]. Further, there are only countably many points of discontinuity.
The first property is clearly satisfied by the definition of the blocking algorithm. For the
second and the third property, we observe that a new job j ? is only admitted to a machine i
during the scheduling interval of another job j admitted to the same machine if pj ? < γpj .
Further, the time point of admission must not be blocked by a similar- or smaller-size job k
previously admitted during the scheduling interval of j. This leads to the bound pj ? < 21 pk for
any job k whose blocking period contains the current time point. Combining these observations
leads to a machine-dependent threshold ui,τ ∈ [0, ∞] satisfying (P2) and (P3).
More precisely, fix a machine i and a time point τ . Using j → i to denote that j was
admitted to machine i, we define ui,τ := minj: j→i,τ ∈S(j) γpj if there is no job k admitted to
machine i with τ ∈ B(k). As usual, we have min ∅ = ∞. Otherwise, we set ui,τ := 21 pk .
We note that the function u(i) is piece-wise constant and right-continuous due to our choice
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of right-open intervals for defining scheduling intervals and blocking periods. Moreover, the
points of discontinuity of u(i) correspond to the admission of a new job, the end of a scheduling
interval, and the start as well as the end of a blocking period of jobs admitted to machine i.
Since we only consider instances with a finite number of jobs, there are at most finitely many
points of discontinuity of u(i) . Hence, we can indeed apply Theorem 5.9.
Then, the following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 6.4. An optimal non-migratory (offline) algorithm can complete at most
a factor

 α+5
1+2δ
ε
more jobs on time than admitted by the blocking algorithm, where α := ε−δ 2β + γ .
Proof. We fix an instance and an optimal solution Opt. We use X to denote the set of jobs in
Opt that the blocking algorithm did not admit. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
all jobs in Opt complete on time. If J is the set of jobs admitted by the blocking algorithm,
then X ∪ J is a superset of the jobs successfully finished in the optimal solution. Hence,
showing |X| ≤ (α + 4)|J| suffices to prove Theorem 6.4.
We compare again the throughput of a highest loaded machine of the optimal solution to the
throughput on a least loaded machine of the blocking algorithm. More precisely, let X ⊆ X
be the jobs in Opt scheduled on a machine with highest throughput and let J ⊆ J be the jobs
scheduled by the blocking algorithm on a machine with lowest throughput. With Theorem 5.9,
we show |X| ≤ (α + 4)|J| to bound the cardinality of X in terms of |J|.
To this end, we retrospectively consider the interval structure created by the algorithm on the
machine that schedules J; let this without loss of generality be the first machine. Let I be the
set of maximal intervals It = [τt , τt+1 ) such that u1,τ = u1,τt for all τ ∈ It . We define ut = u1,τt
for each interval It . As discussed above, the time points τt for t ∈ [T ] correspond to the
admission, the end of a scheduling interval, and the start as well as the end of a blocking
period of jobs admitted to machine 1. As the admission of a job adds at most three time
points, we have that |I| ≤ 3|J| + 1.
As the blocking algorithm satisfies Properties (P1) to (P3), we can apply Theorem 5.9 to
obtain
T
T
X
X
ε τt+1 − τt
ε τt+1 − τt
|X| ≤
+ |I| ≤
+ (3|J| + 1).
ε−δ
ut
ε−δ
ut
t=1
t=1
It remains to bound the first part in terms of |J|. If ut < ∞, let jt ∈ J be the smallest job j
ε τt+1 −τt
with τt ∈ S(j) ∪ B(j). Then, at most ε−δ
(potentially fractional) jobs will be charged
ut
to job jt because of interval It . By definition of ut , we have ut = γpjt if It ⊆ S(jt ), and
if It ⊆ B(jt ), we have ut = 12 pjt . The total length of intervals It for which j = jt holds sums
up to at most (1 + 2δ)pj for It ⊆ S(j) and to at most 2βpj for It ⊆ B(j). Hence, in total, the
ε
charging scheme assigns at most ε−δ
(2β + 1+2δ
γ ) = α jobs in X to job j ∈ J. Therefore,




|X| ≤ α + 3 |J| + 1.
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algorithm
admitted all jobs in the instance, and |X| ≤ |J| follows.
If J = ∅, the blocking


Otherwise, |X| ≤ α + 4 |J|, and we obtain
|Opt| ≤ |X ∪ J| ≤ m|X| + |J| ≤ m(α + 4)|J| + |J| ≤ (α + 5)|J|,
which concludes the proof.
Finalizing the proof of Theorem 6.1
Proof of Theorem 6.1. In Theorem 6.3 we show that the blocking algorithm completes all
admitted jobs J on time. This implies that the blocking algorithm is feasible for the model
commitment upon admission. As no job j ∈ J is admitted later than dj −(1+δ)pj , the blocking
algorithm also solves scheduling with δ-commitment. Theorem 1.1 in [KP01] (Theorem 5.2)
gives a bound on the throughput of an optimal migratory schedule in terms of the throughput
of an optimal non-migratory solution. In Theorem 6.4, we bound the throughput |Opt| of an
optimal non-migratory solution by |J|, the throughput of the blocking algorithm. Combining
these theorems shows that the blocking algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of
!

1 + 2δ 
ε 
2β +
+5 .
c = 6(α + 5) = 6
ε−δ
γ




δ
ε
Our choice of parameters β = 16
δ and γ = 16 implies c ∈ O (ε−δ)δ . For commitment upon
ε
ε
0
arrival or forδ-commitment

  in the case where δ ≤ 2 , we run the algorithm with δ = 2 .
1
Hence, c ∈ O ε−δ
= O 1ε . If δ > 2ε , then we set δ 0 = δ in our algorithm. Thus, δε0 ∈ O(1)
0

and, again, c ∈ O



1
ε−δ 0



.

6.5 Lower Bounds on the Competitive Ratio
We emphasize that the blocking algorithm matches the lower bound presented in the previous
chapter for online throughput maximization when scheduling without commitment. In this
section, we give an impossibility result even for randomized algorithms for scheduling with
commitment upon arrival. Since the δ-commitment requirement essentially tightens to commitment upon arrival if δ converges to ε, the divergence of the competitive ratio of the blocking
algorithm for δ → ε is justified.
Further, we develop several lower bounds for scheduling with commitment in the presence
of weights.

Commitment Upon Arrival
We substantially strengthen earlier results for weighted jobs [LMNY13, Yan17] and show that
the model is hopeless even in the unweighted setting and even for randomized algorithms.
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Theorem 6.5. No randomized online algorithm has a bounded competitive ratio for commitment
upon arrival.
In the proof of the theorem, we use the following algebraic fact.
Lemma 6.6. If some positive numbers q1 , . . . , qk , c ∈ R+ satisfy the properties
P
(i) k`=1 q` ≤ 1 and
P
j−1
(ii) j`=1 q` · 2`−1 ≥ 2 c for all j = 1, . . . , k,
then c ≥ k+1
2 .
Proof. We take a weighted sum over all inequalities in (ii), where the weight of the inequality
corresponding to j < k is 2k−j−1 and the weight of the inequality corresponding to j = k is 1.
The result is
k
k
X
X
(k + 1)
(k + 1) · 2k−2
⇔
q` ≥
.
q` · 2k−1 ≥
c
2c
`=1
`=1
If c <

k+1
2 ,

this contradicts (i).

We proceed to the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 6.5. Consider any ε > 0 and an arbitrary γ ∈ (0, 1). Toward a contradiction,
suppose that there is a (possibly randomized) c-competitive algorithm, where c may depend
on ε.
Let k ∈ N with k ≥ 2c. The instance consists of one machine and at most k waves of jobs,
but the instance may end after any wave.
Wave ` has 2` jobs. Each job from the `th wave has release date k` · γ, deadline 1, and
1−γ
processing time 21` · 1−γ
1+ε . Choosing pj ≤ 1+ε for all jobs j ensures that dj − rj ≥ (1 + ε)pj .
Further, note that the total volume of jobs in wave ` adds up to no more than 1 − γ.
Define q` to be the expected total processing time of jobs that the algorithm accepts from
wave `. We observe:
(i) Since all accepted jobs have to be scheduled within the interval [0, 1], we must have
Pk
`=1 q` ≤ 1.
(ii) For each `, possibly no further jobs are released after wave `. Since, in this case, the
optimum schedules all jobs from wave ` and the jobs’ processing times decrease by a
P
j−1
factor of 2 from wave to wave, it must hold that j`=1 q` · 2`−1 ≥ 2 c for all j ∈ [k].
This establishes the conditions of Lemma 6.6 for q1 , . . . , qk , which implies c ≥ k+1
2 > c. This
gives a contradiction.

Commitment on Job Admission and δ-commitment.
Since scheduling with commitment is more restrictive than scheduling without commitment,
the lower bound Ω( 1ε ) from Theorem 5.12 holds for throughput maximization with commitment
upon job admission and δ-commitment.
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6.5 Lower Bounds on the Competitive Ratio
In the remainder of this section, we consider weighted throughput maximization where jobs
may have arbitrary weights or where the weights are equal to their processing times.
Commitment upon admission For scheduling with arbitrary weights, Azar et al. [AKL+ 15]
rule out any bounded competitive ratio for deterministic algorithms. Thus, our bounded
competitive ratio for the unweighted setting (Theorem 6.1) gives a clear separation between
the weighted and the unweighted setting.
Scheduling with δ-commitment We give a lower bound depending on parameters ε and δ.
Theorem 6.7. Consider scheduling weighted jobs in the δ-commitment model. For δ, ε > 0
with δ ≤ ε < 1 + δ, no deterministic online algorithm has a bounded competitive ratio.
Proof. We reuse the idea of [AKL+ 15] to release the next job upon admission of the previous
one while heavily increasing the weights of subsequent jobs. However, the scheduling models
differ in the fact that the δ-commitment model allows for processing before commitment which
is not allowed in the commitment-upon-admission model.
Toward a contradiction, suppose that there is a c-competitive algorithm. We consider the
following instance with one machine and n jobs with the same deadline d, where d = 1 + ε.
Job j ∈ [n] has weight (c + 1)j which implies that any c-competitive algorithm has to admit
job j at some point even if all jobs 1, . . . , j − 1 are admitted. In the δ-commitment model,
the commitment to job j cannot happen later than d − (1 + δ)pj , which is shortly before the
release date of job j + 1.
More precisely, the first job is released at r1 = 0 with processing time p1 = 1. If jobs 1, . . . , j
have been released, then job j + 1 is released at rj+1 = d − (1 + δ)pj + ϕpj , for ϕ ∈ (0, δ), and
has processing time
pj+1

d − (d − (1 + δ)pj + ϕpj )
1+δ−ϕ
d − rj+1
=
=
pj =
=
1+ε
1+ε
1+ε

1+δ−ϕ
1+ε

!j

.

An instance with n such jobs has a total processing volume of
n
X
j=1

pj =

n−1
X
j=0

1+δ−ϕ
1+ε

!j

1−
=

1


1+δ−ϕ n
1+ε
.
− 1+δ−ϕ
1+ε


Any c-competitive algorithm has to complete the n jobs before d = 1 + ε. This also holds
for n → ∞ and ϕ → 0, and thus 1+ε
ε−δ ≤ 1 + ε is implied. This is equivalent to ε ≥ 1 + δ. In
other words, if ε < 1 + δ, there is no deterministic c-competitive online algorithm.
In particular, there is no bounded competitive ratio possible for ε ∈ (0, 1). A restriction of ε
appears to be necessary since Azar et al. [AKL+ 15] provide such a bound when the slackness
is sufficiently large, i.e, ε > 3. In fact, our bound answers affirmatively the open question
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in [AKL+ 15] whether or not high slackness is indeed required. Again, this strong impossibility
result gives a clear separation between the weighted and the unweighted problem as we show
in the unweighted setting a bounded competitive ratio for any ε > 0 (Theorem 6.1).
Proportional weights For scheduling with commitment,
  it is known that simple greedy algorithms achieve the best possible competitive ratio Θ 1ε [DP00, GNYZ02]. In this section, we
show a weaker lower bound for randomized algorithms.
Theorem 6.8. Consider proportional weights (wj = pj ). For commitment on job admission
 and

1
the δ-commitment model, the competitive ratio of any randomized algorithm is Ω log ε .
j

Proof. Let k = log



1
8ε

k

, and consider a c-competitive algorithm. The instance consists of

one machine and at most k jobs, where job j ∈ [k] arrives at 2ε
time 2j−1 and slack ε2j−1 . The release date of job j is
2ε

Pj−1 `−1
and has processing
`=1 2

j−1
X

1
2`−1 < 2ε · 2log(1/(8ε)) ≤ ,
4
`=1

at which time any job j 0 < j that the algorithm has committed to has at least p1 − 41 =
of processing time left. However, the slack of j is at most
ε · 2j−1 ≤ ε · 2blog(1/(8ε))c−1 ≤

3
4

units

1
.
16

This implies that no algorithm should commit to two jobs at the same time. If q` is the
P
probability that the algorithm commits to job `, then k`=1 q` ≤ 1.
Further, if the algorithm commits to j < k, then this has to happen at the latest at time
rj + ε2

j−1

= 2ε

j−1
X
`=1

2

`−1

j−1

+ ε2

< 2ε

j
X

2`−1 = rj+1 .

`=1

That is, unknowing whether j + 1 will be released or not, the algorithm has to be competitive
with the optimum that only schedules job j. As such an optimum achieves a value of pj = 2j−1 ,
P
j−1
any c-competitive algorithm has to satisfy j`=1 q` · 2`−1 ≥ 2 c .


Therefore, we are able to apply Lemma 6.6 to q1 , . . . , qk , showing c ≥

k+1
2

= Ω log 1ε .

6.6 Concluding Remarks
We answer the major open questions regarding online throughput maximization with commitment requirements and give an optimal online algorithm on identical parallel machines for
P
the problem P | online rj , pmtn | (1 − Uj ) when scheduling with commitment upon admission
or with δ-commitment. Surprisingly, the asymptotic performance of an online scheduler does
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not change significantly under these moderate, yet valuable commitment requirements. For
the most restrictive model, commitment upon arrival, we rule out any online algorithm with
bounded competitive ratio.
As observed in the previous chapter, our lower bounds on the competitive ratio are based
on single-machine instances. Hence, it remains open whether the problem where m is not
part of the input admits an online algorithm with a better competitive ratio as is the case
P
for P m | online rj , pmtn | pj (1 − Uj ) [SS16].
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7

Dynamic Multiple Knapsacks
In the Multiple Knapsack problem, we are given multiple knapsacks with different
capacities and items with values and sizes. The task is to find a subset of items of
maximum total value that can be packed into the knapsacks without exceeding the
capacities. We investigate this problem and special cases thereof in the context of
dynamic algorithms and design data structures that efficiently maintain near-optimal
knapsack solutions for dynamically changing input. More precisely, we handle the arrival
and departure of individual items or knapsacks during the execution of the algorithm
with worst-case update time poly-logarithmic in the number of items. As an optimal
and any approximate solution may change drastically with changing input, we only
maintain implicit solutions and support certain queries in poly-logarithmic time, such
as asking for the packing of an item or the solution value.
While dynamic algorithms are well-studied in the context of graph problems, there is
hardly any work on packing problems and generally much less on non-graph problems.
Given the theoretical interest in knapsack problems and their practical relevance, it is
somewhat surprising that Knapsack has not been addressed before in the context of
dynamic algorithms. Our work bridges this gap.
Bibliographic Remark: This chapter is based on joint work with M. Böhm, N. Megow,
L. Nölke, J. Schlöter, B. Simon, and A. Wiese [BEM+ 20]. Therefore, some parts correspond to or are identical with [BEM+ 20], which is submitted for publication at SODA
2021. The proofs of Sections 7.6 and 7.7 will (also) appear in the PhD thesis by L.
Nölke.
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7.1 Introduction
Knapsack problems are among the most fundamental optimization problems, studied since the
early days of optimization theory. In the most basic variant, the Knapsack problem, there
are given a knapsack with capacity S ∈ N and a set J of n items, where J = [n], and each
item j has a size sj ∈ N and a value vj ∈ N. The goal is to find a subset of items, P ⊆ [n],
P
P
with maximal total value v(P ) = j∈P vj , and with total size s(P ) = j∈P sj , that does not
exceed the knapsack capacity S. In the more general Multiple Knapsack problem, we are
given m knapsacks with capacities Si for i ∈ [m]. Here, the task is to select m disjoint subsets
P1 , . . . , Pm ⊆ J such that subset Pi satisfies the capacity constraint s(Pi ) ≤ Si and the total
P
value of all subsets m
i=1 v(Pi ) is maximized.
The Knapsack problem is N P-complete in its decision variant — in fact, it is one of the 21
problems on Karp’s list of N P-complete problems [Kar72] — and it admits pseudo-polynomial
time algorithms. The first published pseudopolynomial-time algorithm for Knapsack from
the 1950s has running time O(n · S) [Bel57]. The decision variant of Multiple Knapsack
is strongly N P-complete, even for identical knapsack capacities, since it is a special case of
Bin Packing [GJ79, KPP04]. Hence, it does not admit pseudopolynomial-time algorithms,
unless P = N P.
As a consequence of these hardness results, each of the knapsack variants has been studied
extensively over the years through the lens of approximation algorithms. Of particular interest
are approximation schemes, families of polynomial-time algorithms that compute for any constant ε > 0 a (1 + ε)-approximate solution, i.e., a feasible solution with value within a factor
of (1 + ε) of the optimal solution value (see also Chapter 2). The first approximation scheme
for the Knapsack problem is due to Ibarra and Kim [IK75] and has running time polynomial
in n and 1ε . This seminal paper initiated a long sequence of follow-up work, with the latest
improvements appearing only recently [Cha18, Jin19].
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Multiple Knapsack is substantially harder and does not admit (1 + ε)-approximate algorithms with running time polynomial in 1ε , unless P = N P, even with two identical knap1
sacks [CK05]. However, some approximation schemes with exponential dependency
  on ε are
known [Kel99, CK05] as well as improved variants, where the dependency on f 1ε for some
function f is only multiplicative or additive [Jan09, Jan12]. The currently fastest known ap4
proximation scheme has a running time of 2O(log (1/ε)/ε) +poly(n) [Jan12]. All these algorithms
are static in the sense that the algorithm has access to the entire instance, and the instance is
not subject to changes.
The importance of knapsack problems in theory and practice is reflected by the two dedicated books [MT90, KPP04]. Given the relevance of knapsack applications in practice and the
ubiquitous dynamics of real-world instances, it is natural to ask for dynamic algorithms that
adapt to small changes in the packing instance while spending only little time to recompute
the solution. More precisely, during the execution of the algorithm, items and knapsacks arrive
and depart, and the algorithm has to maintain an approximate knapsack solution with a small
update time, preferably poly-logarithmic in the current number of items. A dynamic algorithm for knapsack problems can be seen as a data structure that supports update operations
to insert or remove an item or a knapsack as well as relevant query operations to output the
current solution. We use update time to refer to the running time that is needed to update
the underlying data structure and to compute the new solution. We are the first to analyze
knapsack problems in the context of dynamic algorithms.
Generally, dynamic algorithms constitute a vibrant research field in the context of graph
problems. We refer to the surveys [DEGI10, Hen18, BP11] for an overview on dynamic graph
algorithms. For packing and, generally, for non-graph-related problems, dynamic algorithms
with small update time are much less studied. A notable exception is a result for Bin Packing that maintains a 45 -approximate solution with O(log n) update time [IL98]. This lack
of efficient dynamic algorithms is in stark contrast to the aforementioned intensive research
on computationally efficient algorithms for knapsack problems. Our work bridges this gap
initiating the design of algorithms that efficiently maintain near-optimal solutions.

Our Contribution
In this chapter, we present dynamic algorithms for maintaining approximate knapsack solutions
for two problems of increasing complexity: Multiple Knapsack with identical knapsack sizes
and Multiple Knapsack without further restrictions. Our algorithms are fully dynamic
which means that in an update operation they can handle both, the arrival or departure of an
item and the arrival or departure of a knapsack. Further, we consider the implicit solution or
query model, in which an algorithm is not required to store the solution explicitly in memory
such that the solution can be read in linear time at any given point of the execution. Instead,
the algorithm may maintain the solution implicitly with the guarantee that a query about the
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packing can be answered in poly-logarithmic time. Since Knapsack is already N P-hard even
with full knowledge of the instance, we aim at maintaining (1 + ε)-approximate solutions.
We give worst-case guarantees for update and query times that are poly-logarithmic in n,
the number of items currently in the input, and bounded by a function of ε > 0, the desired
approximation accuracy. For some special cases, we can even ensure a polynomial dependency
on 1ε . In others, we justify the exponential dependency with N P-hardness results. Denote
by vmax the currently largest item value and by Smax the currently largest knapsack capacity.
• For Multiple Knapsack, we design a dynamic algorithm that maintains a (1 + ε)-


log n O(1/ε)
(log m log Smax log vmax )O(1) ,
ε


n
+log m for single items (Section 7.7).
O log
ε2

approximate solution with update time 2f (1/ε)
where f (1/ε) is quasi-linear, and query time



• The exponential dependency on 1ε in the update time for Multiple Knapsack is indeed
necessary, even for two identical knapsacks. We show that there is no (1+ε)-approximate
dynamic algorithm with update time



1
ε

log n

O(1)

, unless P = N P (Section 7.2).

• For Multiple Knapsack with m identical knapsacks, we maintain a (1+ε)-approximate


O(1)



O(1)

solution with update time 1ε log n log Smax log vmax
and query time 1ε log n
if m ≥ 16
log2 n (Section 7.4). For small m, we refer to Section 7.6 for a high-level
ε7
overview and to [BEM+ 20] for the details.
In each update step, we compute only implicit solutions and provide queries for the solution
value, the knapsack of a queried item, or the complete solution. These queries are consistent
between two update steps and run efficiently, i.e., polynomially in log n and log vmax and with a
dependency on ε and the output size. We remark that it is not possible to maintain a solution
with a non-trivial approximation guarantee explicitly with only poly-logarithmic update time
(even amortized) since it might be necessary to change Ω(n) items per iteration, e.g., if a very
large and very profitable item is inserted and removed in each iteration. Therefore, instead of
packing an item implicitly, we transform items into types and for those, we only store slots
that are then filled with items of the correct type upon query.

Methodology
Dynamic linear grouping

We develop this technique to cluster a (sub)set of items into so

O(1)

. Traditionally, linear
called item types of roughly the same size and value in time 1ε log n
grouping is applied for solving bin packing problems, where any feasible solution has to pack
all items [dlVL81]. This property is crucial since the cardinality of the groups depends on the
number of packed items. In knapsack problems, however, a feasible solution may consist of
only a subset of items. We handle this uncertainty by simultaneously executing classical linear
grouping for O(log1+ε n) many guesses of the cardinality of an optimal solution, and thus we
simulate the possible choices which subset to select; see Section 7.3.
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Identical knapsacks As a special case, we consider Multiple Knapsack with identical
capacities in the dynamic setting. We call an item type small or big if its size is at most
or at least an ε-fraction of the knapsacks’ capacity, respectively. As the number of big items
per knapsack is bounded, we use a configuration integer linear program (ILP) to explicitly
assign these items via configurations to knapsacks. Conversely, the ILP assumes that small
items can be packed fractionally and thus assigns those only via a placeholder. Even after
applying dynamic linear grouping, the number of variables is still prohibitively large. Hence,
we would like to apply the Ellipsoid Method with an approximate separation oracle to the
dual problem similar to its application in [KK82, PST95, Rot12]. However, we cannot use any
of their approaches directly due to two additional variables in the dual problem. Instead, we
add an objective function constraint to the dual problem and carefully exploit the connection
between feasible and infeasible dual solutions to obtain a basic feasible solution for the primal
problem. This enables us to approximately solve the LP relaxation and round the so found
solution in time



1
ε

log n log Smax log vmax

O(1)

if m is sufficiently large; see Section 7.4.

Multiple Knapsack We design a dynamic algorithm for Multiple Knapsack with up

O(1/ε)

(log m log Smax log vmax )O(1) . We accomplish this goal by partitioning
date time logε n
the given knapsacks based on their capacity, creating two subproblems of Multiple Knapsack. This separation allows us to design algorithms that exploit the structural properties
specific to each subproblem. One subproblem consists of relatively few (though non-constantly
many) knapsacks, but they are the largest of the instance. While the small number of these
special knapsacks offers more algorithmic freedom, this freedom is necessary since great care
has to be taken when computing a solution. After all, there may be items of high value that
only fit into special knapsacks. The second subproblem contains almost all remaining smaller
knapsacks. The sheer number of these ordinary knapsacks results in a reversed problem, with
the algorithmic handling of the numerous knapsacks being a major hurdle. On the upside,
mistakes are forgiven more easily, allowing us to even discard a small fraction of knapsacks
entirely. Additionally, we create a third partition of knapsacks that lies in-between the two
subproblems (with respect to knapsack capacity). It consists of knapsacks that contribute
negligible value to an optimal solution. This property induces the precise partitioning and
allows us to consider the knapsacks as empty extra knapsacks, which we use to place leftover
items not packed in the subproblems.
The major challenge with this divide-and-conquer approach is to decide which item is assigned to which of the two subproblems. Clearly, for some — special — items this question is
answered by their size as they only fit into special knapsacks, unlike the remaining — ordinary — items. In fact, for them the allocation is so problematic that we resort to downright
putting a number of high-value ordinary items into extra knapsacks. To handle the remainder,
we guess the total size of ordinary items that are put into special knapsacks by an optimal
solution. We then add a virtual knapsack — with capacity equal to this guess — to the ordinary
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subproblem and solve it with the not yet packed ordinary items as input. The input for the
special subproblem then consists of all special items together with bundles of the ordinary
items packed in the virtual knapsack. In Section 7.5, we explain in detail how the ordinary
subproblem is solved while Section 7.6 gives an overview of the special subproblem.

Related Work
Ever since the first approximation scheme for Knapsack due to Ibarra and Kim [IK75], running
times have been improved steadily over the last decades [GL79, Law79, GL80, KP04, Rhe15,


 9/4 

by Jin [Jin19] currently being the fastest. Recent
Cha18, Jin19] with O n log 1ε + 1ε
work on conditional
implies that Knapsack does not admit an FPTAS with
2−δbounds

 lower
1
, for any δ > 0, unless (min, +)-convolution has a subquadratic
running time O n + ε
algorithm [CMWW19, MWW19].
A PTAS for Multiple Knapsack was first discovered by Chekuri and Khanna [CK05]
and an EPTAS due to Jansen [Jan09] is also known. The running time of this EPTAS
5
is 2O(log(1/ε)/ε ) · poly(n). Jansen [Jan12] later presented a second EPTAS with an improved
4
running time of 2O(log (1/ε)/ε) + poly(n). These algorithms are all static and do not explicitly
support efficient update operations except when being run from scratch after each update.
Hence, directly applying such an approximation scheme after each update is prohibitive since
a single item arrival can change a packing solution completely, requiring a full recomputation
with running time polynomial in the input size.
At the heart of the two EPTASs [Jan09, Jan12] lies a configuration ILP for rounded items
and/or knapsacks of exponential size. Even though near-optimal solutions to the LP relaxation
can be found and rounded in time O(poly(n)), this is beyond the scope of the poly-logarithmic
update time we are interested in. Additionally, the configuration ILPs still contain Ω(n)
many constraints and variables which is yet another obstacle when aiming for dynamically
maintaining approximate solutions with poly-logarithmic running time. Hence, to improve the
running time according to our goal of poly-logarithmic update time, a more careful approach
for rounding items has to be developed before similar configuration ILPs can be applied.

7.2 Data Structures and Preliminaries
From the perspective of a data structure that implicitly maintains near-optimal solutions for
Multiple Knapsack, our algorithms support several different update and query operations.
These allow for the input to Multiple Knapsack to change, which causes the computation
of a new solution, or for (parts of) that solution to be output, respectively. The supported
update operations are as follows.
• Insert Item: inserts an item into the input
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• Remove Item j: removes item j from the input
• Insert Knapsack: inserts a knapsack into the input
• Remove Knapsack i: removes knapsack i from the input
These update operations compute a new solution which can be output, entirely or in parts,
using the following query operations.
• Query Item j: returns whether item j is packed in the current solution and if so,
additionally returns the knapsack containing it
• Query Solution Value: returns the value of the current solution
• Query Entire Solution: returns all items in the current solution, together with the
information in which knapsack each such item is packed
Since the solution is allowed to change only after an update, these queries are consistent inbetween two update operations. Nevertheless, the answers to queries are not independent of
each other but depend on the precise order of the queries. This is mostly due to our approach
of reserving slots for items of a particular type and filling these slots with items explicitly only
upon query.
To provide the above functionality, we require the use of additional data structures and
make a few basic assumptions which we now discuss. First, while the model imposes no time
bounds on the computation of an initial solution, we can compute such an initial solution
by inserting one item/knapsack at a time and computing the implicit solution after all the
insertions in time nearly linear in n and m and with additional dependencies on ε and vmax
as in the respective algorithms. For simplicity, we assume that elementary operations such
as addition, multiplication, and comparison of two values can be handled in constant time.
Clearly, this is not true as the parameters involved can be as large as vmax and Smax . However,
as we will show, the number of elementary operations is bounded, and thus their results do not
grow arbitrarily large but are in fact bounded by a polynomial in log n, log m, Smax , and vmax
and some function of 1ε . Thus, we do not explicitly state the size of the involved numbers.
Lastly, we make some standard assumptions on ε. By appropriately decreasing ε, we assume
without loss of generality that 1ε ∈ N and ε ≤ 1. Further, we present our results in the form
of (1 + O(ε))-approximate algorithms to simplify the exposition. For achieving the required
approximation guarantee of 1 + ε, we can appropriately choose some ε0 ∈ Θ(ε) for running the
algorithms without changing the asymptotic dependency of the running time on ε.
Rounding Values A crucial ingredient to our algorithms is the partitioning of items into only
few value classes V` consisting of items j for which (1 + ε)` ≤ vj < (1 + ε)`+1 , for ` ∈ N0 . Upon
arrival of an item, we calculate its value class V`j and store j together with vj , sj , and `j in
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the appropriate data structures of the respective algorithm. We assume all items in V` to have
value (1 + ε)` . Since this technique is rather standard, we do not provide a formal proof of the
next lemma but only give its statement.
Lemma 7.1.

(i) There are at most O



log vmax
ε



many value classes.

(ii) For optimal solutions Opt and Opt0 to the original and rounded instance respectively,
we have (1 + ε)v(Opt0 ) ≥ v(Opt).
Data Structures The targeted running times do not allow for completely reading the instance
in every round but rather ask for carefully maintained data structures that allow us to quickly
compute and store implicit solutions. For access to the input, we maintain an array that for
each item stores the item’s size, value, and value class, and similarly for knapsacks. However,
our dynamic algorithms mostly rely on maintaining sorted lists of up to n items or m knapsacks,
respectively. For all orderings, break ties according to indices. For sorting the items, we will
mostly use their size or their density, the ratio between the value vj and the size sj of an
item j ∈ J .
Since our goal is to design algorithms with poly-logarithmic update times, it is crucial that
the data structures enable accordingly efficient insertion, deletion, and access times. Bayer and
McCreight [BM72] developed such a data structure in 1972, the so-called B-trees that were
later refined by Bayer [Bay72] to symmetric binary B-trees. These trees store elements sorted
according to some key value in their nodes. In contrast to this early work, in each node k, we
additionally store information about the total size, the total value, the total number, or the
total capacity of the elements in the subtree rooted at k.
As observed by Olivié [Oli82] and by Tarjan [Tar83], updating the original symmetric binary B-trees can be done with a constant number of rotations, i.e., by constantly often rearranging subtrees. For our variant of B-trees, this implies that only a constant number of
internal nodes are involved in an update procedure. In particular, if a subtree is removed or
appended to a certain node, only the values of this node and of its predecessors need to be
updated. The number of predecessors is bounded by the height of the tree which is logarithmic in the number of its leaves. Hence, the additional values stored in internal nodes can be
maintained in time O(log n) or O(log m). Storing the additional values such as total size of a
subtree in its root allows us to compute prefixes or the prefix sum with respect to these values
in time O(log n) or O(log m). Prefix computation refers to finding the maximal prefix of the
sorted list such that the elements belonging to the prefix have values that are or whose sum is
bounded by a given input. We return a prefix by outputting the index of its last element.
Lemma 7.2. There is a data structure storing n0 elements sorted with respect to a key value.
Insertion, deletion, or search by key value or index of an element takes time O(log n0 ), and prefixes and prefix sums with respect to additionally stored values can be computed in time O(log n0 ).
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Hardness of Computation To conclude this section, we provide a justification for the different running times of our algorithms for Multiple Knapsack depending on the number
of knapsacks. It is known that Multiple Knapsack with two identical knapsacks does not
admit an FPTAS, unless P = N P [CK05].
1
We are able to extend this result to the case where m < 3ε
. More precisely, we show that
1
and running time
a (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for Multiple Knapsack with m < 3ε
1
polynomial in n and ε would imply that 3-Partition can be decided in polynomial time.
For the dynamic setting, this implies that there is no dynamic algorithm with update time
polynomial in n and 1ε , unless P = N P. We note that this result can be extended to a
larger number knapsacks with arbitrary capacities by adding an appropriate number of small
knapsacks that cannot be used to pack any item.
Theorem 7.3. Unless P = N P, there is no algorithm for Multiple Knapsack that maintains
1
.
a (1 + ε)-approximate solution in update time polynomial in n and 1ε for m < 3ε
Proof. Consider the strongly N P-hard problem 3-Partition where there are 3m items with
P
sizes aj ∈ N such that 3m
j=1 aj = mA. The task is to decide whether there exists a partiP
m
tion (Pi )i=1 of [3m] such that |Pi | = 3 and j∈Pi aj = A for every j ∈ [3m]. We note that this
problem remains strongly N P-hard even if the item sizes aj satisfy A4 < aj < A2 [KPP04,GJ79].
Consider the following instance of Multiple Knapsack: There are m knapsacks with
capacity S = A and 3m items. Each item corresponds to a 3-Partition item with sj = aj
and vj = 1 for j ∈ [3m]. Observe that the 3-Partition instance is a Yes-instance if and only
if the optimal solution to the Knapsack problem contains 3m items.
If Multiple Knapsack admits an algorithm with approximation factor (1+ε) and running
1
, such an algorithm is able to optimally solve
time polynomial in 1ε and n where m < 3ε
the Knapsack instance reduced from 3-Partition. Therefore, such an algorithm decides
3-Partition in polynomial time which is not possible, unless P = N P.

7.3 Dynamic Linear Grouping
We describe and analyze our dynamic approach to linear grouping for an item set J 0 ⊆ J
and a number n0 ≤ |J 0 | such that any optimal solution can pack at most n0 items of J 0 . We
consider J 0 instead of J because one of our dynamic algorithms only uses dynamic linear
grouping on a subset of items. The aim of linear grouping (and of our dynamic version) is to
transform the items into item types of identical size and value to simplify the computation and
achieve the desired update times.
0
0
Theorem 7.4. Given a set J 0 with
 ∩ J | ≤ n for all optimal solutions Opt,
 there
 is an
 |Opt
4 0
log2 n0
log n
0
algorithm with running time O ε4
that transforms the items in J into O ε4
item

types T and ensures v(OptT ) ≥ (1−ε)(1−2ε)
v(Opt). Here, OptT is an optimal solution for
(1+ε)2
the modified instance induced by the item types T and their multiplicities and the items J \ J 0 .
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7.3.1 Algorithm
We now describe the algorithm that we use for proving Theorem 7.4. In the following, we use
the notation X 0 for a set X to refer to X ∩ J 0 while X 00 refers to X \ J 0 . Further, we fix
an optimal solution Opt. Recall that, upon arrival, item values of items in J are rounded to
natural powers of (1+ε) to create the value classes V` , where each item j ∈ V` is of value (1+ε)` .
The idea of the algorithm is based on the following observation: Knowing n` := |Opt ∩ V`0 | is
sufficient to determine the exact subset of V`0 packed in Opt since, without loss of generality,
the smallest n` items are packed. Given n` , the classical linear grouping approach developed by
de la Vega and Lueker [dlVL81] could be applied to create item groups that ultimately reduce
the number of different items. However, in a dynamic context, computing (or even guessing) n`
is intractable. Hence, the algorithm creates item groups simultaneously for various guesses of n`
before rounding the item sizes according to linear grouping. Illustrations of linear grouping
and dynamic linear grouping are shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, respectively.

type t1

type t2

type t3

type t4

type t5

n`

Figure 7.1: Linear grouping for items in V`0 given n` . Dark rectangles correspond to the original
item sizes and light rectangles indicate the rounding to item types.

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

n`

t6

t7

t8

n`

t9

t10

t11

n`

Figure 7.2: Dynamic linear grouping for items in V`0 . Each color corresponds to one guess of n` .
0
The algorithm assumes that `max , thellargest index
m of a value class with V` ∩Opt 6= ∅, is given
0
as input. Next, we set `min := `max − log1+ε nε . Each item j ∈ V`0 for ` ∈
/ {`min , . . . , `max }
is discarded. For each value class ` ∈ {`min , . . . , `max } and each l ∈ {0, . . . , blog1+ε nc}, we
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consider d(1 + ε)l e as guess for n` and do the following. We determine the first n` items of V`0
(sorted by non-decreasing size) and create 1ε almost equal-size groups Gh1 (n
i ` ), . . . , G1/ε (n` ).
1
0
Group G1 (n` ) contains the bεn` c smallest items in V` , and, for general k ∈ ε , Gk (n` ) contains
the bεn` c or dεn` e smallest items in V`0 not contained in Gk0 (n` ) for k 0 < k. If εn` ∈
/ N, we
1
0
ensure that |Gk (n` )|≤ |Gk0 (n` )|
 for
 k ≤ k . If ε was not yet considered as guess for n` , then
1
1
we also create G1 ε , . . . , G1/ε ε , where Gk 1ε contains the kth smallest item in V`0 .
For one guess of n` , let jk (n` ) be the last job in V`0 belonging
to group Gk (n`h). iAfter having

1
determined jk (n` ) for each possible value n` including ε and for each k ∈ 1ε , the size of
each item j ∈ V`0 is rounded up to the size of the next larger item j ? with j ? = jk (n` ) for some
combination of k and n` . That is, each item belongs to an item type t with size st and value vt .
We summarize the algorithm in Algorithm 7.1. Without loss of generality, we use the position
of an item j ∈ V`0 , when V` is sorted by non-decreasing size, to refer to the item itself.
Algorithm 7.1: Dynamic linear grouping
`max ← guess of the largest index of a value class with V`0 ∩ Opt 6= ∅
0
`min ← `max − dlog1+ε nε e
for ` = `min , . . . , `max do
for l = 0, . . . , blog1+ε n0 c do
n` ← d(1 + ε)l e
for k = 1, . . . , 1ε do
determine Gk (n` ) and jk (n` ) ← max{j : j ∈ Gk (n` )}
1
if ε 6= d(1 + ε)l e for some l ∈ {0, . . . , blog1+ε n0 c} do
determine G1 ( 1ε ), . . . , G1/ε ( 1ε )
for k = 1, . . . , 1ε do
jk ( 1ε ) ← max{j : j ∈ Gk ( 1ε )}
for j ∈ V`0 do
j ? ← mink,n` {jk (n` ) : jk (n` ) ≥ j}
s̃j ← sj ?
for ` < `min and ` > `max do
discard each item j ∈ V`0

7.3.2 Analysis
We start by observing that the loss in the objective function due to rounding item values to
1
natural powers of (1 + ε) is bounded by a factor of 1+ε
; see Lemma 7.1. Let V`max be the
0
highest value class with V` ∩ Opt 6= ∅. As `min is chosen such that n0 items of value at
most (1 + ε)`min contribute less than an ε-fraction to v(Opt), the loss in the objective function
by discarding items in value classes V`0 withl ` ∈
/ {`min , . . . , `max
m } is bounded by a factor (1 − ε)
blog1+ε n` c
as we show in Lemma 7.6. By taking only (1 + ε)
items of V`0 instead of n` , we lose
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1
at most a factor of 1+ε
; see Lemma 7.7. Observing that the groups created by dynamic linear
grouping are an actual refinement of the groups created by the classical linear grouping for a
fixed number of items, we pack our items as done in linear grouping: Not packing the group
with the largest items allows us to “shift” all rounded items of group Gk (n` ) to the positions
of the (not rounded) items in group Gk+1 (n` ) at the expense of losing a factor of (1 − 2ε) as
we see in Lemma 7.8. Combining these results then shows the following lemma.

v(Opt), where OptT is an
Lemma 7.5. There is an index `max such that v(OptT ) ≥ (1−ε)(1−2ε)
(1+ε)2
optimal packing for the modified instance induced by the item types T and their multiplicities
and the set J 00 .
Let P1 be the set of solutions that may use all items in J 00 and uses items in J 0 only of
the value classes V` with ` ∈ {`min , . . . , `max }. Let Opt1 be an optimal solution in P1 . The
following lemma bounds the value of Opt1 in terms of Opt.
Lemma 7.6. v(Opt1 ) ≥ (1 − ε)v(Opt).
Proof. From being given `max , we know that v(Opt) ≥ (1 + ε)`max . As n0 is an upper bound on
the cardinality of Opt0 , the items in the value classes V` with ` < `min contribute at most n0 −1
items to Opt0 while the value of one such item is bounded by (1 + ε)`min . Thus, the total value
of items in V0 , . . . , V`min −1 contributing to Opt0 is bounded by
n0 (1 + ε)`min = n0 (1 + ε)`max −dlog1+ε n /εe ≤ ε(1 + ε)`max ≤ εv(Opt),
0

while the items in V` with ` > `max do not contribute to v(Opt).
Let J1 be the set of items in Opt0 restricted to the value classes V` with ` ∈ {`min , . . . , `max }.
Clearly, J1 and Opt00 together can be feasibly packed. Hence,
v(Opt1 ) ≥ v(J1 ) + v(Opt00 ) ≥ v(Opt0 ) − εv(Opt) + v(Opt00 ) ≥ (1 − ε)v(Opt),
which concludes the proof.
From now on, we only consider packings in P1 , i.e., we restrict J 0 to items in the value
classes V` with ` ∈ {`min , . . . , `max }. Let V` be a value class contributing to Opt01 . As explained
above, knowing n` = |V`0 ∩ Opt1 | would be sufficient to determine the items of V`0 in Opt1 ,
i.e., to determine V`0 ∩ Opt1 . In the following lemma, we show that we can additionally
assume that n` = 0 or n` = d(1 + ε)k` e for some k` ∈ N0 . To this end, let P2 contain all the
packings in P1 where the number of big items of each value class V` is either 0 or d(1 + ε)k` e
for some k` ∈ N0 . Let Opt2 be an optimal packing in P2 .
Lemma 7.7. v(Opt2 ) ≥
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1
(1+ε) v(Opt1 ).
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Proof. Consider Opt1 , an optimal packing in P1 . We construct a feasible packing in P2 that
1
v(Opt1 ). Let J2 be the subset of Opt01 where each value
achieves the desired value of (1+ε)
l

m

class V`0 is restricted to the smallest (1 + ε)blog1+ε n` c items in V`0 if V`0 ∩ Opt1 6= ∅.
l

m

Fix one value class V` with V`0 ∩ Opt1 6= ∅. Restricting to the first (1 + ε)blog1+ε n` c items
in V` ∩ Opt01 implies
v(V` ∩ J2 ) ≥ (1 + ε)blog1+ε n` c (1 + ε)` ≥

1
1
(1 + ε)` n` =
v(V`0 ∩ Opt1 ).
1+ε
1+ε

Clearly, J2 ∪ Opt001 is a feasible packing in P2 . Since v(Opt01 ) =
v(Opt2 ) ≥ v(J2 ) + v(Opt001 ) ≥

P`max

`=`min

v(V`0 ∩ Opt1 ),

1
1
v(Opt01 ) + v(Opt001 ) ≥
v(Opt1 ).
1+ε
1+ε

This proves the statement of the lemma.
From now on, we only consider packings in P2 . This means, we restrict the items in J 0
to value classes V`0 with ` ∈ {`min , . . . , `max } and assume that n` = d(1 + ε)k` e for k` ∈ N0
or n` = 0. Even with n` being of the form d(1 + ε)k` e, independently guessing the exponent
for each value class V`0 is infeasible in time polynomial in log n and 1ε . To resolve this, the
dynamic linear grouping creates groups that take into account all possible guesses of n` . The
dynamic linear grouping results in item types T` and their multiplicities for the set V`0 .
Let PT be the set of all feasible packings for the modified instance induced by the item
types T` for `min ≤ ` ≤ `max and their multiplicities and the set J 00 . That is, instead of
the original items in J 0 , the packings in PT pack the corresponding item types. Note that
packings in PT are not forced to pack a specific number of items per value class. Let OptT be
an optimal solution in PT . The next lemma shows that v(OptT ) is at most a factor (1 − 2ε)
less than v(Opt2 ), the optimal solution value of packings in P2 .
Lemma 7.8. v(OptT ) ≥ (1 − 2ε)v(Opt2 ).
Proof. We construct a feasible packing in PT based on the optimal packing Opt2 . The items
in Opt002 are packed exactly in the same way as they are packed in Opt2 . For items in J 0 ,
we individually consider each value class V`0 ∩ Opt2 with ` ∈ {`min , . . . , `max } and construct a
S max
set J` ⊆ (V`0 ∩ Opt2 ) to obtain JT := ``=`
J` . Our packing in PT corresponds then to the
min
00
items in Opt2 ∪JT . We show that the items in J` can be packed into the space of the knapsacks
where the items in V`0 ∩ Opt2 are placed while ensuring that v(J` ) ≥ (1 − 2ε)v(V` ∩ Opt02 ).
If V`0 ∩ Opt2 = ∅, then we set J` = ∅ and both requirements are trivially satisfied.
If |V`0 ∩ Opt2 | ≤ 1ε , we set J` = V`0 ∩ Opt2 . Clearly, v(J` ) ≥ (1 − 2ε)v(V` ∩ Opt02 ). For
packing J` , we observe that T` contains the smallest 1ε items as item types. Hence, their sizes
are not affected by the rounding procedure and we can pack theses items as is done by Opt2 .
Let ` be a value class with n` = |V`0 ∩ Opt2 | > 1ε . Let G1 (n` ), . . . , G1/ε (n` ) be the corresponding 1ε groups of bεn` c or dεn` e many items created by dynamic linear grouping. We
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set J` = G1 (n` ) ∪ . . . ∪ G1/ε−1 (n` ). Since v(G1/ε (n` )) = dεn` e(1 + ε)` ≤ 2εn` (1 + ε)` , we
have v(J` ) ≥ (1 − 2ε)v(V`0 ∩ Opt2 ). For packing the items in J` , we observe that the item
types created by our algorithm are a refinement of G1 (n` ), . . . , hG1/ε
i (n` ). Since the dynamic
1
linear grouping ensures that |G1/ε (n` )| ≥ · · · ≥ |G1 (n` )|, for k ∈ ε , we can pack the items of
group Gk (n` ) where Opt2 packs the items of group Gk+1 (n` ). Therefore,
v(OptT ) ≥ v(JT ) + v(Opt002 ) ≥ (1 − 2ε)v(Opt02 ) + v(Opt002 ) ≥ (1 − 2ε)v(Opt2 )
which concludes the proof.

Since T contains at most
l

log n0

1
ε

l

log n0 /ε
log(1+ε)

m

+1



many different value classes and since us-

m

ing log(1+ε) + 1 different values for n` = |Opt ∩ V`0 | suffices as explained above, the next
lemma follows.
Lemma 7.9. The algorithm reduces the number of item types to O



log2 n0
ε4



.

Lemma 7.10. For a given guess `max , the set T can be computed in time O



log4 n0
ε4



.

Proof. Recall that n0 is an upper bound on the number of items in J 0 in any feasible solution.
Observe that the boundaries of the linear grouping created by the algorithm per value class are
actually independent of the value class and only refer to the kth item in some class V` . Hence,
the algorithm first computes the different indices needed in this round. We denote the set of
these indices by I 0 = {j1 , . . .} sorted in an increasing manner. There are at most blog1+ε n0 c
many possibilities for n` . Thus, the algorithm needs to compute at most 1ε (log1+ε n0 + 1)
 many

0
different indices. This means that these indices can be computed and stored in time O logε2n .
Given the guess `max and `min , fix a value class V` with ` ∈ {`min , . . . , `max }. We want to
bound the time the algorithm needs to transform the big items in V` into the modified item
set T` . We will ensure that the dynamic algorithms in the following sections maintain a balanced
binary search tree for each value class V` that stores the items in J 0 sorted by increasing
size.

log3 n0
0
to extract
Hence, the sizes of the items corresponding to I can be accessed in time O ε2
the item-type size st for t ∈ T` . Given an item type t ∈ T` , its multiplicity nt can again be

3 0
pre-computed independently of the value class. Thus, T` can be computed in time O logε2 n .
As there are O



log n0
ε2



many value classes that need to be considered for a given guess `max ,

calculating the set T needs O



log4 n0
ε4



many computational steps.

Proof of Theorem 7.4. Lemma 7.5 bounds the loss in the objective function, Lemma 7.9 bounds
the number of item types, and Lemma 7.10 bounds the running time.
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7.4 Identical Knapsacks
We give a dynamic algorithm that achieves an approximation ratio of (1 + ε) for Multiple
Knapsack with identical knapsack sizes, i.e., Si = S for all i ∈ [m]. The running time of the
update operation is always polynomial in log n and 1ε . In this section, we assume m < n as
otherwise assigning the items in some consistent order to the knapsacks is optimal. We focus
log2 n but still dynamic. For m < 16
log2 n, we use
on instances where m is large, i.e., m ≥ 16
ε7
ε7
the algorithm for few knapsacks we present in [BEM+ 20].
Theorem 7.11. Let ε > 0 and let U = max{Sm, nvmax }. If m ≥ 16
log2 n, there is a dyε7
namic (1 + ε)-approximate algorithm for the Multiple Knapsack problem with m identical

answered in time O
in time |P |



log n
ε



log U
ε


log n O(1)

knapsacks with update time
O(1)

ε

O(1)

. Queries for single items and the solution value can be

and O(1), respectively. The current solution P can be returned

.

7.4.1 Algorithm
Definitions and data structures We partition the items into two sets, JB , the set of big
items, and JS , the set of small items, with sizes sj ≥ εS and sj < εS, respectively. For an
optimal solution Opt, define OptB = Opt ∩ JB and OptS = Opt ∩ JS .
For this algorithm, we maintain three types of data structures. We store all items in one
balanced binary tree in order of their arrivals, i.e., their indices. In this tree, we store the
size sj and the value vj of each item j and additionally store the index `j of its value class
for big items. Big items are also stored in one balanced binary tree per value class V` sorted
by non-decreasing size while all small items are sorted by non-increasing density and stored in
one tree. Overall, we have at most 2 + log1+ε vmax many data structures to maintain. Upon
arrival of a new item, we insert it into the tree of all items and classify this item as big or
small depending on whether sj ≥ εS or sj < εS. If the item is small, we insert it into the data
structure for small items. Otherwise, we determine the index of its value class `j and insert
it into the corresponding data structure. If the number m of knapsacks changes, we take this
into account by updating the parameter m in the algorithm.
Algorithm The high-level idea of the algorithm is to apply the dynamic linear grouping
approach developed in the previous section to big items. Given the thus significantly decreased
number of different item types, we set up an ILP to assign big items via configurations while
small items are only assigned via a (fractional) placeholder item.
More precisely, we guess the index `max of the highest value class that belongs to OptB
by testing each possible value `max ∈ {0, . . . , blog1+ε vnmax c}. o
Then, we use dynamic linear
m
0
0
grouping (Algorithm 7.1) with J = JB and n = min ε , |JB | to obtain T , the set of item
types t with their multiplicities nt .
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Given these item types, we create the set of all configurations C of big items. A configuration
consists of at most nt items of type t ∈ T and is such that its total size does not exceed
the knapsack capacity S. Hence, a configuration contains at most 1ε big items. For c ∈ C
P
and t ∈ T let nc,t denote the number of items of type t in configuration c. Let vc = t∈T nc,t vt
P
and sc = t∈T nc,t st denote the total value and size, respectively, of the items in c.
Next, we guess vS , the value of OptS , up to a power of (1+ε). Let PS be the maximal prefix
of small items with v(PS ) < vS and set sS = s(PS ). We solve the following configuration ILP
with variables yc , for c ∈ C, for the current guesses `max and sS . Here, yc counts how often a
certain configuration c is used.
max
subject to

X
c∈C
X
c∈C
X
c∈C
X

yc vc
yc sc

≤ b(1 − 3ε)mcS − sS

yc

≤ b(1 − 3ε)mc

yc nc,t ≤ nt

(P)
for all t ∈ T

c∈C

yc

∈ Z≥0

for all c ∈ C

The first and second inequality ensure that the configurations chosen by the ILP can be
packed into b(1 − 3ε)mc knapsacks while reserving sufficient space for the small items. The
third inequality guarantees that only available items are used.
Clearly, we cannot solve the configuration ILP to optimality. Hence, we relax the integrality
constraint and allow fractional solutions. Given such a fractional solution, we round it to an
integral packing PB using at most bεmc additional knapsacks while ensuring that v(PB ) ≥ vLP ,
where vLP is the optimal solution value for the LP relaxation.
Given an integral packing of the big items, it remains to pack the small items. Let PS be
the maximal prefix of small items with v(PS ) < vS and let j ? be the densest small item not
in PS . We pack j ? into one of the knapsacks kept empty by PB . Then, we fractionally fill up
the b(1 − 2ε)mc knapsacks used by PB and place any item that is cut, i.e., placed into more
than one knapsack, into the dεme additional knapsacks that are still empty. We can guarantee
that this packing is feasible and packs all items in PS ∪ {j ? }.
We return the solution for the guesses `max and vS that maximize the total attained value.
We note that the explicit packing of the items is only determined upon query. A possible
(implicit) solution is shown in Figure 7.3. We summarize the algorithm in Algorithm 7.2.
Algorithm 7.2: Dynamic algorithm for identical knapsacks
guess `max , the largest index of a value class with big items in Opt
use dynamic linear grouping for the big items to obtain T
guess vS , the value of small items
PS ← maximal prefix of small items with v(PS ) ≤ vS
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sS ← s(PS )
j ? ← densest small item not in PS
solve (P) for sS and T
use a Next−Fit Algorithm to pack the small items PS ∪ {j ? }

We remark that we simplified the algorithm for conciseness as follows: Even after applying
dynamic linear grouping to the big items, the number of feasible configurations is still prohibitively large to directly solve it. Hence, instead of creating all configurations and solving
the LP relaxation of the configuration ILP, we use the Ellipsoid Method on the dual LP to
determine the important configurations and reduce the number of relevant variables. As we
will show, this reduces the number of configurations to a manageable amount, which enables
us to solve the LP relaxation in time polynomial in log n and 1ε .
b(1 − 2ε)mc knapsacks
with configurations

dεme knapsacks
for cut items

j?

Figure 7.3: A possible solution of the Algorithm 7.2: Blue and green rectangles represent the
packed big item types. Red rectangles on the left side represent the space left empty
by the configurations and on the right represent the slots for cut items.

Queries We explain how to efficiently answer different queries. Instead of explicitly storing
the packing of any item, we define and update pointers for small items and for each item type
that dictate the knapsack where the next queried item of the respective type is packed. To
stay consistent for the precise packing of a particular item between two update operations, we
additionally cache query answers for the current round in the data structure that stores items.
We give the technical details in the next section.
• Single Item Query: If the queried item is small, we check if it belongs to the prefix
of densest items that is part of our solution. In this case, the pointer for small items
determines the knapsack. If the queried item is big, we retrieve its item type and check
if it belongs to smallest items of this type that are packed by the implicit solution. In
this case, the pointer for this item type dictates the knapsack.
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• Solution Value Query: As the algorithm works with rounded values, after having
found the current solution, we use prefix computation on the small items and on any
value class of big items to calculate and store the actual solution value. When queried,
we return the stored solution value in constant time.
• Entire Solution Query: We use prefix computation on the small items as well as on
the value classes of the big items to retrieve the packed items. Next, we use the single
item query to determine their respective knapsacks.

7.4.2 Analysis
Setting up the configuration ILP The first step is to analyze the loss in the objective function
value due to the linear grouping. To this end, set J 0 = JB and n0 = min{ m
ε , |JB |}. Moreover,
let OptT be an optimal packing for the instance induced by the item types T (obtained from
applying dynamic linear grouping to JB ) and their multiplicities as well as JS . Then, the next
corollary immediately follows from Theorem 7.4.
Corollary 7.12. There exists an index `max such that v(OptT ) ≥

(1−ε)(1−2ε)
v(Opt).
(1+ε)2

In the next lemma, we show that there is a guess vS with corresponding size sS such
that vILP + v(PS ) + vj ? , with the optimal solution value vILP of (P), is a good guess for
the optimal solution value v(OptT ). Here, j ? is the densest small item not contained in PS ,
and PS is the maximal prefix of small items with v(PS ) < vS . The high-level idea of the proof
is to restrict an optimal solution OptT to b(1 − 3ε)mc most valuable knapsacks and to show
that sS underestimates the size of small items in these b(1 − 3ε)mc knapsacks. Transforming
these knapsacks into configurations yields a feasible solution for the configuration ILP.
Lemma 7.13. There is a guess vS with vILP + vS ≥

1−4ε
1+ε v(OptT

). Moreover, v(PS ) + vj ? ≥ vS .

Proof. Let OptB,T := OptT ∩ JB and OptS,T := OptT ∩ JS . We construct a candidate
set JILP of items that are feasible for (P) and obtain a value of at least (1 − 4ε)v(OptB,T ). To
this end, take an optimal packing OptT and consider the b(1 − 3ε)mc most valuable knapsacks
in this packing. Let JB,T and JS,T consist of the big and small items, respectively, in these
log2 n, we have b(1 − 3ε)mc ≥ (1 − 4ε)m. Hence,
knapsacks. Since m ≥ 16
ε7
v(JB,T ) + v(JS,T ) ≥ (1 − 4ε)v(OptT ) .
Create the variable values yc corresponding to the number of times configuration c is used
by the items in JB,T . We observe that JB,T ∪ JS,T can be feasibly packed into b(1 − 3ε)mc
knapsacks. Therefore,
X
yc ≤ b(1 − 3ε)mc ,
c∈C
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and
X

yc sc + s(JS,T ) ≤ b(1 − 3ε)mcS .

c∈C

Since we guess the value of the small items in the dynamic algorithm up to a factor of (1+ε),
there is one guess vS satisfying vS ≤ v(JS,T ) < (1 + ε)vS . Let PS be the maximal prefix of
small items with v(PS ) < vS and let j ? be the densest small item not in PS . Hence,
v(PS ) + vj ? ≥ vS ≥

1
v(JS,T ).
1+ε

As PS contains the densest small items, this implies sS := s(PS ) ≤ s(JS,T ). Thus,
X

yc sc ≤ b(1 − 3ε)mcS − s(JS,T ) ≤ b(1 − 3ε)mcS − sS .

c∈C

Therefore, the just created yc are feasible for the ILP with the guess vS , and
vILP + vS ≥ v(JB,T ) +

1
1 − 4ε
1
v(JS,T ) ≥
(v(JB,T ) + v(JS,T )) ≥
v(OptT ),
1+ε
1+ε
1+ε

which concludes the proof.
Solving the LP relaxation Next, we explain how to approximately solve the LP relaxation
of the configuration ILP (P) and round the solution to an integral packing in slightly more

knapsacks. Since any basic feasible solution of (P) has at most O |T | strictly positive variables, solving its dual problem with the Grötschel-Lovasz-Schrijver [GLS81] variant of the
Ellipsoid Method determines the relevant variables. We refer to the books by Bertsimas and
Tsitsiklis [BT97] and Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [PS82] for details on the Ellipsoid Method.
As we will show, the separation problem is a Knapsack problem, which we can solve only
approximately in time polynomial in log n and 1ε , unless P = N P. The approximate separation
oracle we develop correctly detects infeasibility while a solution that is declared feasible may
only be feasible for a closely related problem causing a loss in the objective function value of a
factor at most (1 − ε). We cannot use the approaches by Plotkin, Shmoys, and Tardos [PST95]
or Karmarkar and Karp [KK82] directly because our configuration ILP contains two extra
constraints which correspond to additional variables in the dual and thus to two extra terms
in the objective function. Instead, we add an objective function constraint to the dual and
test feasibility for a set of geometrically increasing guesses of the objective function value.
Given the maximal guess for which the dual is infeasible, we use the variables corresponding
to constraints added by the Ellipsoid Method to solve the primal. The multiplicative gap
between the maximal infeasible and the minimal feasible such guess allows us to obtain a
fractional solution with objective function value at least 1−ε
1+ε vLP , where vLP is the optimal
objective function value of the LP relaxation of (P).
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Lemma 7.14. Let U = max{Sm, nvmax }. Then, there is an algorithm that finds a feasible
solution for the LP relaxation of (P) with value at least 1−ε
1+ε vLP and with running time bounded
by



log U
ε

O(1)

.

For proving this lemma, we abuse notation and also refer to the LP relaxation of (P) by (P):
X

max
subject to

c∈C
X
c∈C
X
c∈C
X

yc vc
yc sc

≤ b(1 − 3ε)mcS − sS

yc

≤ b(1 − 3ε)mc

(P)

yc ntc ≤ nt

for all t ∈ T

c∈C

yc

≥ 0

for all c ∈ C

Let γ and β be the dual variables of the capacity constraint and the number-of-knapsacks
constraint, respectively. Let αt for t ∈ T be the dual variable of the constraint ensuring that
only nt items of type t are packed. Then, the dual is given by the following linear program.
min

b(1 − 3ε)mcβ + (b(1 − 3ε)mcS − sS )γ +

X

nt αt

t∈T

subject to

β + sc γ +

X

αt ntc

≥ vc for all c ∈ C

t∈T

≥ 0
≥ 0

αt
β, γ

(D)

for all t ∈ T

As discussed above, for applying the Ellipsoid Method, we need to solve the separation problem efficiently. The separation problem either confirms that the current solution (α∗ , β ∗ , γ ∗ )
is feasible or finds a violated constraint. As we will see, verifying the first constraint of (D)
corresponds to solving a Knapsack problem. Hence, we do not expect to optimally solve the
separation problem in time polynomial in log n and 1ε . Instead, we apply the dynamic program
(DP) for Knapsack by Lawler [Law79] after restricting the item set further and rounding the
item values. This modification is necessary to obtain a sufficiently small running time.
Let v̄t = vt − αt∗ − γ ∗ st for t ∈ T . If there exists an item type with v̄t > βj∗ , wek return
the configuration using one item of this item type. Otherwise, we set ṽt = ε4v̄βt ∗ · ε4 β ∗ .
By running the DP [Law79]
for Knapsack for a knapsack of capacity S on the item set T
o
n
1
with multiplicities min ε , nt and values ṽt , we obtain a solution x∗ where x∗t indicates how
P
often item type t is packed. If t∈T x∗t ṽt > β ∗ , we return the configuration defined by x∗ as
separating hyperplane. Otherwise, we return declared feasible for the current solution.
We summarize the algorithm in Algorithm 7.3.
Algorithm 7.3: Separation oracle
for t ∈ T do
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v̄t ← vt − αt∗ − γ ∗ st
if v̄t0 > β ∗ for some t do // separating hyperplane
return c with nc,t = 1 for t = t0 and nc,t = 0 otherwise
else
for t ∈ T do


ṽt ← v̄t /(ε4 β ∗ ) · ε4 β ∗
run DP to obtain x∗
P
if t∈T x∗t ṽt > β ∗ do // separating hyperplane
return x∗
else
return declared feasible

The next lemma shows that this algorithm approximately solves the separation problem by
either correctly declaring infeasibility and giving a feasible separating hyperplane or by finding
a solution that is almost feasible for (D). The slight infeasibility for the dual problem will
translate to a small decrease in the optimal objective function value of the primal problem.
Lemma 7.15. Given

(α∗ , β ∗ , γ ∗ ),
β∗



there is an algorithm with running time O

γ∗

either guarantees that
+ sc +
∗
configuration c ∈ C with β + sc γ ∗ +

∗
t∈T αt ntc
P
∗
t∈T αt ntc

P

log4 n
ε14



which

≥ (1 − ε)vc holds for all c ∈ C or finds a
< vc .
P

P

Proof. Fix a configuration c and recall that sc = t∈T ntc st and vc = t∈T ntc vt . Then,
P
checking β ∗ + sc γ ∗ + t∈T αt∗ ntc ≥ vc for all configurations c ∈ C is equivalent to showing
P
maxc∈C t∈T (vt − αt∗ − γ ∗ st )ntc ≤ β ∗ . This problem translates to solving the following ILP
and comparing its objective function value to β ∗ .
max

X
t∈T
X

s.t.

(vt − αt∗ − γ ∗ st )xt
≤ S

s t xt

t∈T

(S)

≤ nt for all t ∈ T
∈ Z+

xt
xt

This ILP is itself a (single) Knapsack problem. Hence, the solution x∗ found by the Algorithm 7.3 is indeed feasible for (S).
We start by bounding the runningj timek of Algorithm 7.3. For each item type t ∈ T , we
have v̄t = vt − αt∗ − γ ∗ st and ṽt = ε4v̄βt ∗ · ε4 β ∗ . Observe that T only contains big items.
Hence, it suffices to consider min
time O



log2 n
ε4



n

1
ε , nt

o

items per item type in the DP. It can be checked in

, whether v̄t ≤ β ∗ is violated for some t ∈ T . Otherwise, the running time of

the DP is bounded by O



|T |2
ε6



log4 n
ε14
solution x∗

=O





[Law79].

It remains to show that the
either defines a separating hyperplane, i.e., a conP
P
∗
∗
∗
figuration c with β + sc γ + t∈T αt ntc < vc , or ensures β ∗ + sc γ ∗ + t∈T αt∗ ntc ≥ (1 − ε)vc
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for all c ∈ C. If

P

t∈T

x∗t ṽt > β ∗ , then
X

x∗t v̄t ≥

t∈T

X

x∗t ṽt > β ∗ ,

t∈T

and thus x∗ defines a separating hyperplane.
Consider now t∈T x∗t ṽt ≤ β ∗ . Toward a contradiction, suppose that there is a configuration c0 , defined by packing xt items of type t, such that
P

X





xt (1 − ε)vt − αt∗ − γ ∗ st > β ∗ .

t∈T

Since T contains only big item types, we have t∈T xt ≤ 1ε . This implies that there exists at
least one item type t0 in T with xt0 ≥ 1 and (1 − ε)vt0 − αt∗0 − γ ∗ st0 ≥ εβ ∗ . Moreover,
P

v̄t = vt − αt∗ − γ ∗ st ≥ (1 − ε)vt − αt∗ − γ ∗ st
holds for all item types t ∈ T . This implies for t0 that v̄t0 ≥ εβ ∗ . Hence,
X

xt v̄t ≥ εxt0 v̄t0 +

X





xt (1 − ε)vt − αt∗ − γ ∗ st > εv̄t0 + β ∗ ≥ (1 + ε2 )β ∗ .

t∈T

t∈T

By definition of ṽ, we have v̄t − ṽt ≤ ε4 β ∗ and
X
t∈T

xt ṽt =

X

xt v̄t −

t∈T

X

P

t∈T

xt (v̄t − ṽt ) ≤ ε3 β ∗ . This implies

xt (v̄t − ṽt ) > (1 + ε2 )β ∗ − ε3 β ∗ ≥ β ∗ ,

t∈T

∗
where the last inequality follows from ε ≤ 1. By construction of the DP,
n x ois an optimal
solution for the instance induced by the values ṽt and multiplicities min 1ε , nt and achieves
a total value at most β ∗ . Therefore,

β∗ ≥

X
t∈T

x∗t ṽt ≥

X

xt ṽt > β ∗ ,

t∈T

which gives a contradiction.
Proof of Lemma 7.14. As discussed above, the high-level idea is to solve (D), the dual of (P),
with the Ellipsoid Method and to consider only the variables corresponding to constraints
added by the Ellipsoid Method for solving (P).
As (S) is part of the separation problem for (D), there is no efficient way to exactly solve
the separation problem, unless P = N P. Lemma 7.15 provides us a way to approximately
solve the separation problem. As an approximately feasible solution for (D) cannot be directly
used to determine the important variables in (P), we add an upper bound r on the objective
function as a constraint to (D) and search for the largest r such that the Ellipsoid Method
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returns infeasible. This implies that r is an upper bound on the objective function of (D) which
in turn guarantees a lower bound on the objective function value of (P) by weak duality.

Of course, testing all possible values for r is intractable and we restrict the possible choices
for r. Observe that vLP ∈ [vmax , nvmax ] where vLP is the optimal value of (P). Thus, for k ∈ N
with dlog1+ε vmax e ≤ k ≤ dlog1+ε (nvmax )e, we use r = (1 + ε)k as upper bound on the objective
function. That is, we test if (D) extended by the objective function constraint
b(1 − 3ε)mcβ + (b(1 − 3ε)mcS − sS )γ +

X

nt αt ≤ r

t∈T

is declared feasible by the Ellipsoid Method with the approximate separation oracle for (S).
We refer to the feasibility problem by (Dr ).

For a given solution (α∗ , β ∗ , γ ∗ ) of (Dr ) the separation problem asks for one of the two:
either the affirmation that the point is feasible or a separating hyperplane that separates
∗
∗
∗
the point from any feasible
 solution. The non-negativity of αt , β , and γ an be checked
log2 n
in time O(|T |) = O ε4 . In case of a negative answer, the corresponding non-negativity
constraint is a feasible separating hyperplane. Similarly, in time O(|T |), we can check whether
P
the objective function constraint b(1 − 3ε)mcβ + (b(1 − 3ε)mcS − sS )γ + t∈T nt αt ≤ r is
violated and add it as a new inequality if necessary. In case the non-negativity and objective
function constraints are not violated, the separation problem is given by the knapsack problem
in (S). Algorithm 7.3 either outputs a configuration that yields a valid separating hyperplane
P
or declares (α∗ , β ∗ , γ ∗ ) feasible, i.e., β ∗ + sc γ ∗ + t∈T αt∗ ntc ≥ (1 − ε)vc for all c ∈ C. This
implies that (α∗ , β ∗ , γ ∗ ) is feasible for the following LP. (Note that we changed the right side
of the constraints when compared to (D).)
min

b(1 − 3ε)mcβ + (b(1 − 3ε)mcS − sS )γ +

X

nt αt

t∈T

s.t.

β + sc γ +

X

αt ntc

≥ (1 − ε)vc for all c ∈ C

t∈T

αt
β, γ

≥ 0
≥ 0

for all t ∈ T
(D(1−ε) )

(1−ε)

Let r∗ be minimal such that (Dr∗ ) is declared feasible. Let vD
denote the optimal solution
(1−ε)
(1−ε)
∗
∗
∗
value of (D
). As (α , β , γ ) is feasible with objective value at most r∗ , we have vD
≤ r∗ .
Let v (1−ε) denote the optimal solution value of its dual, i.e., of the following LP.
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max
subject to

X
c∈C
X
c∈C
X
c∈C
X

yc (1 − ε)vc
yc s c

≤ b(1 − 3ε)mcS − sS

yc

≤ b(1 − 3ε)mc

yc ntc

≤ nt

for all t ∈ T

≥ 0

for all c ∈ C

(P(1−ε) )

c∈C

yc

Then, y = 0 is feasible for (P(1−ε) ), and by weak duality, we have
(1−ε)

v (1−ε) ≤ vD

≤ r∗ .

Note that (P) and (P(1−ε) ) have the same feasible region and their objective functions only
differ by a factor (1 − ε). This implies that
vLP =

v (1−ε)
r∗
≤
.
1−ε
1−ε

(7.1)

Because of this relation between vLP and r∗ it suffices to find a feasible solution for (P) with
objective function value close to r∗ in order to prove the lemma.
To this end, let Cr be the configurations that correspond to the inequalities added by the
r∗
Ellipsoid Method while solving (Dr ) for r = 1+ε
. Consider the problems (P) and (D) restricted
to the variables yc , for c ∈ Cr , and to the constraints corresponding to c ∈ Cr , respectively, and
0 be their respective optimal values.
denote these restricted LPs by (P0 ) and (D0 ). Let v 0 and vD
0 > r as the Ellipsoid Method also returns infeasibility for (D0 ) when run
It holds that vD
on (D0 ) extended by the objective function constraint for r. As y = 0 is feasible for (P0 )
and α = 0, β = maxc∈Cr vc , and γ = 0 are feasible for (D0 ), their objective function values
0 > r. If we have an optimal solution to (P0 ), then this
coincide by strong duality, i.e., v 0 = vD
solution is also feasible for (P) and achieves an objective function value

v0 >

1−ε
r∗
≥
vLP ,
1+ε
1+ε

where we used Equation (7.1) for the last inequality.
It remains to show that the Ellipsoid Method can be applied to the setting presented here
and that the running time of the just described algorithm is indeed bounded by a polynomial
in log n, 1ε , and log U . Recall that U is an upper bound on the absolute values of the denominators and numerators appearing in (D), i.e.,
 on Sm and nvmax . Observe that by Lemma 7.15,
log4 n
the separation oracle runs in time O ε14 . The number of iterations of the Ellipsoid Method


2



will be bounded by a polynomial in log U and ñ ∈ O logε4 n . Here, ñ is an upper bound on
the number of variables in the problems (Dr ) (and hence also (D(1−ε) )).
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The feasible region of (Dr ) is a subset of the feasible region of (D(1−ε) ), even when the
objective function constraint is added to the latter LP. The Ellipsoid Method usually is applied
to full-dimensional, bounded polytopes that guarantee two bounds: If the polytope is nonempty, then its volume is at least v > 0. The polytope is contained in a ball of volume
at most V . As shown in the book by Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis [BT97], these assumptions
can always be ensured and the parameters v and V can be chosen as polynomial functions
of ñ and U . Since we cannot check feasibility of (Dr ) directly, we choose the parameters v
and V as described in [BT97, Chapter 8]for the problem (D(1−ε) ) extended by the objective
function constraint for r. After N = O ñ log Vv iterations, the modified Ellipsoid Method
either finds a feasible solution to (D(1−ε) ) with objective function value at most r or correctly
declares (Dr ) infeasible. In [BT97, Chapter 8] it is shown that the number of iterations N
satisfies N = O(ñ4 log(ñU )) and that the overall running time is polynomially bounded in ñ
and log U .
Hence, (P0 ), the problem (P) restricted to variables corresponding to constraints added by
the Ellipsoid Method, has at most N variables and, thus, a polynomial time algorithm for
linear programs can be applied to (P0 ) to obtain an optimal solution in time



log U
ε

O(1)

.

Obtaining an integral solution Next, we show how to turn a fractional solution to a particular
class of packing LPs into a feasible solution using some additional knapsacks given by resource
augmentation. The LP relaxation of the configuration ILP considered here belongs to this class
log2 n ensures that we can round a basic feasible solution
of LPs, and the assumption m ≥ 16
ε7
to an integral packing of big items using at most b(1 − 2ε)mc knapsacks.
Formally, we consider a packing problem of items into a given set K of knapsacks with
capacities Si . These knapsacks are grouped to obtain the set G where group g ∈ G contains mg
knapsacks and has total capacity Sg . The objective is to maximize the total value without
violating any capacity constraint. Each item j has a certain type t, i.e., value vj = vt and
size sj = st , and in total there are nt items of type t. Items can either be packed as single
items or as part of configurations. A configuration c, that packs nc,t items of type t, has
P
P
total value vc = t nc,t vt and size sc = t nc,t st . The set E represents the items and the
configurations that we are allowed to pack for maximizing the total value. Without loss of
generality, we assume that for each element e ∈ E there exists at least one knapsack i where
this element fits, i.e, se ≤ Si .
Let 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 and s ≥ 0. Later we will choose δ = 1 − Θ(ε) since intuitively an Θ(ε)-fraction
of the knapsacks remains unused. Consider the packing ILP for the above described problem
with variables ze,g , where e ∈ E and g ∈ G. The ILP may additionally contain constraints of
the form
X
X
X
X
se ze,g ≤ δ
Sg − s and
ze,g ≤ δ
mg ,
e∈E,g∈G 0

g∈G 0

e∈E 0 ,g∈G 0

g∈G 0

i.e., the elements assigned to a subset of knapsack types G 0 do not violate the total capacity of
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a δ-fraction of the knapsacks in G 0 while reserving a space of size s and a particular subset E 0
of these elements uses at most a δ-fraction of the available knapsacks.
Let v(z) be the value attained by a certain solution z and let n(z) be the number of nonzero variables of z. The following lemma shows that there is an integral solution of value at
least v(z) using at most n(z) extra knapsacks. The high-level idea of the proof is to round
down each non-zero variable ze,g and pack the corresponding elements as described by ze,g . For
achieving enough value, we additionally place one extra element e into the knapsacks given by
resource augmentation for each variable ze,g that was subjected to rounding.
0
More precisely, for each element e and each knapsack group g, we define z̄e,g
= bze,g c
00
0
0
00
and z̄e,g = dze,g − z̄e,g e. Note that z̄ + z̄ may require more items of a certain type than are
available. Hence, for each item type t that is now packed more than nt times, we reduce the
number of items of type t in z̄ 0 + z̄ 00 by either adapting the chosen configurations if t is packed
in a configuration or by decreasing the variables of type zt,g if items of type t are packed as
single items in knapsacks of group g. Let z 0 and z 00 denote the solutions obtained by this
0 + z 00 may now use more
transformation. For some elements e, the packing described by ze,g
e,g
or less elements than ze,g due to the just described reduction of items.

Lemma 7.16. Any fractional solution z to the packing ILP described above can be rounded
to an integral solution with value at least v(z) using at most n(z) additional knapsacks of
capacity maxi∈K Si .
Proof. Consider a particular item type t. If z̄ 0 + z̄ 00 packs at most nt items of this type, then
the value achieved by z for this particular item type is upper bounded by the value achieved
by z 0 + z 00 . If an item type was subjected to the modification, then z 0 + z 00 packs exactly nt
items of this type while z packs at most nt items. This implies that v(z 0 + z 00 ) ≥ v(z).
It remains to show how to pack z̄ 0 + z̄ 00 (and, thus, z 0 + z 00 ) into the knapsacks given by K
and potentially n(z) additional knapsack. Clearly, z̄ 0 can be packed exactly as z was packed.
0 = 0. Hence, the number of non-zero entries in z̄ 00 is
If ze,g = 0 for e ∈ E and g ∈ G, then z̄e,g
00 = 1 and let i
bounded by n(z). Consider one element e ∈ E and a knapsack group g with z̄e,g
be a knapsack where e fits. Pack e into i.
Since reducing the number of packed items of a certain type only decreases the size of the
corresponding configuration or the number of individually packed elements, the solution z 0 +z 00
can be packed exactly as described for z̄ 0 + z̄ 00 . Therefore, we need at most n(z) extra knapsacks
to pack z 00 , which concludes the proof.
Having found a feasible solution with the Ellipsoid Method, we use Gaussian elimination
to obtain a basic feasible solution with no worse objective function value. We note that
this procedure has a running time bounded by (N |T |)O(1) , where N is the number of nonzero variables in the solution found by the Ellipsoid Method. Since basic feasible solutions
have at most |T | + 2 non-vanishing variables, the assumptions 16
log2 n ≤ m and m < n
ε7
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log2 m ≤ m. This in turn guarantees |T | + 2 ≤ bεmc. Hence, rounding the solution
imply 16
ε7
as described above uses at most b(1 − 2ε)mc knapsacks and achieves a value of at least vLP .
Corollary 7.17. If 16
log2 n ≤ m, any feasible solution of the LP relaxation of (P) with at
ε7
most N non-zero variables can be rounded to an integral solution using at most b(1 − 2ε)mc
knapsacks with total value at least vLP in time (N |T |)O(1) .
Given an integral packing of big items, we explain how to pack small items, i.e., items
with sj < εS, using resource augmentation. More precisely, let K be a set of knapsacks and
let JS0 ⊆ J be a subset of items that are small with respect to every knapsack in K. Let J 0 ⊂ J
be a set of items admitting an integral packing into m = |K| knapsacks that preserves a space
of at least s(JS0 ) in these m knapsacks. We develop a procedure to extend this packing to
an integral packing of all items J 0 ∪ JS0 in d(1 + ε)me knapsacks where the dεme additional
knapsacks can be chosen to have the smallest capacity of knapsacks in K.
We use a packing approach similar to Next Fit for the problem Bin Packing. That is,
consider an arbitrary order of the small items and an arbitrary order of the knapsacks filled
with big items. We open the first knapsack in this order for small items. If the next small
item j still fits into the open knapsack, we place it there and decrease the remaining capacity
accordingly. If it does not fit anymore, we pack this item into the next empty slot of an
additional knapsacks (possibly opening a new one), close the current original knapsack, and
open the next one for packing small items. We call such an item cut.
Lemma 7.18. The procedure described above feasibly packs all items J 0 ∪ JS0 in d(1 + ε)me
knapsacks where the dεme additional knapsacks can be chosen to have the smallest capacity of
knapsacks in K.
Proof. We start by showing that all small items are packed after the last original knapsack
is closed. Toward a contradiction, suppose that there is a small item j left after all original
knapsacks were closed while packing small items. As a knapsack is only closed if the current
small item does not fit anymore, this implies that the volume of all small items that are packed
so far have a total volume at least as large as the total remaining capacity of knapsacks in K
after packing J 0 . Since j is left unpacked after all original knapsacks have been closed, the
total volume of all items in J 0 ∪ JS0 is strictly larger than the total capacity of the original
knapsacks in K. This contradicts the assumption imposed on JB0 and on JS0 . Hence, all items
in JS0 are packed. Therefore, the packing created by the procedure is integral and feasible.
It remains to bound the number of additional knapsacks. Observe that each item that we
packed into a knapsack given by resource augmentation while an original knapsack was still
available, implied the closing of the current knapsack and the opening of a new one. Hence, for
each original knapsack at most one small item was placed into the additional knapsacks. Thus,
at most m small items are packed into the additional knapsacks. Since by definition of small
items at least 1ε items fit into one additional knapsack, we only need dεme extra knapsacks for
such items.
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Bounding the performance and the running time
Lemma 7.19. Let PF be the solution returned by Algorithm 7.2 and let Opt be a current optimal
2
v(Opt).
solution. It holds that v(PF ) ≥ (1−ε) (1−2ε)(1−4ε)
(1+ε)4
Proof. Fix Opt. The solution found by our algorithm achieves the maximal value over all
combinations of guesses vS , the value contributed by small items, and of `max , the largest index
of a value class of a big item in Opt. Thus, it suffices to find a combination of vS and `max such
2
that P , the corresponding packing, is feasible and satisfies v(P ) ≥ (1−ε) (1−2ε)(1−4ε)
v(Opt).
(1+ε)4
Let OptB be the set of big items in Opt, let `max := max{` : V` ∩ OptB 6= ∅}, and let OptT
be the most valuable packing after linear grouping with `max . For this guess `max , let PS ∪ {j ? }
be the set of small items of Lemma 7.13 such that vILP + v(PS ) + vj ? ≥ 1−4ε
1+ε v(OptT ). By
Corollary 7.17, there is a set of big items PB with a feasible packing into b(1−2ε)mc knapsacks
?
with total value at least 1−ε
1+ε vILP . Packing j on its own and PS following a Next-Fit-like
algorithm, we extend this to a feasible packing of PB ∪ PS ∪ {j ? } into d(1 + ε)b(1 − 2ε)mce + 1
log2 n, we can bound the number
knapsacks; see Lemma 7.18. Due to the assumption m ≥ 16
ε7
of total knapsacks indeed by m. With Lemma 7.13,
v(PF ) ≥ v(P ) ≥

1−ε
(1 − ε)(1 − 4ε)
vILP + vS + vj ? ≥
v(OptT ).
1+ε
(1 + ε)2

With Corollary 7.12 we get
v(PF ) ≥

(1 − ε)2 (1 − 2ε)(1 − 4ε)
v(Opt),
(1 + ε)4

which concludes the proof.
The next lemma bounds the running time of our algorithm. The proof follows from the
fact that the algorithm considers at most O(log1+ε vmax ) guesses for `max and O(log1+ε nvmax )
guesses for vS , the running time for dynamic linear grouping bounded in Lemma 7.10, and the
running time for solving the configuration ILP as described in Lemma 7.14 and Corollary 7.17.
Lemma 7.20. Let U := max{Sm, nvmax }. The running time of our algorithm is bounded
by



log U
ε

O(1)

.

Answering Queries Note that, throughout the course of the dynamic algorithm, we only
implicitly store solutions. In the remainder of this section, we explain how to answer the
queries stated in Section 7.2 and bound the running times of the corresponding algorithms.
We refer to the time frame between two updates as a round and introduce a counter τ that is
increased after each update and denotes the current round. Since answers to queries have to
stay consistent in a round, we cache existing query answers by additionally storing a round t(j)
and a knapsack k(j) for each item in the data structure for items where t(j) stores the last
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round in which item j has been queried and k(j) points to the knapsack of j in round t(j).
Storing t(j) is necessary since resetting the cached query answers after each update takes too
much running time. If j was not selected in t(j), we store and return this with k(j) = 0.
Let ȳc , for c ∈ C, be the packing for the big items in terms of the variables of the configuration
ILP. During the Ellipsoid Method and the rounding of the fractional solution to an integral
solution, the set C := {c ∈ C : ȳc ≥ 1} was constructed. We assume that this set is ordered
in some way and stored in a list. In the following we use the position of c ∈ C in that list
as the index of c. For assigning ȳc distinct knapsacks to c ∈ C we use the ordering of the
P
Pc
configurations and map the knapsacks c−1
c0 =1 ȳc0 to c.
c0 =1 ȳc0 + 1, . . . ,
For small items, we store all items in a balanced binary search tree sorted by non-increasing
density. For simplicity, let PS = {1, . . . , j ? − 1} be the set of items (sorted by non-increasing
density) that translate the guess vS into the size sS of small items in the current solution.
Item j ? is packed into its own knapsack. Any item j ≤ j ? − 1 is either packed regularly into
the empty space of a knapsack with a configuration or it is packed into a knapsack designated
for packing cut small items. Therefore, we maintain two pointers: κr points to the next
knapsack where a small item is supposed to go if it is packed regularly and κc points to the
knapsack where the next cut small item is packed. We initialize these values with κr = 1
and κc = b(1 − 2ε)mc + 1. To determine if an item is packed regularly or as cut item, we
store in ρr the remaining capacity of κr initialized with κr = S − s1 where s1 is the size of the
first configuration in C. We store in ρc the remaining slots of small items in knapsack κc and
initialize this with ρc = 1ε .
For each type t of big items, we maintain a pointer κt to the knapsack where the next queried
item of type t is supposed to be packed. Moreover, the counter ηt stores how many slots κt
still has available for items of type t. These two values are initialized with the first knapsack
that packs items of type t and ηt = nc,t where c is the configuration of κt . If no items of type t
are packed, we set κt = 0. Let n̄t denote the number of items of type t belonging to solution ȳ.
We will only pack the first, i.e., smallest, n̄t items of type t. Figure 7.4 depicts the pointers
and counters after some items already have been queried.
Consider a queried small item j. If t(j) = τ , we return k(j). Otherwise, set t(j) = τ and determine whether j is currently part of the solution. If j does not belong to the densest j ? items,
we return k(j) = 0. Otherwise, we determine where j is packed. If j = j ? , we return k(j) = m.
Else, we figure out whether j is packed into the knapsack κr or into κc . If ρr ≥ sj , we simply
update ρr to ρr − sj and return k(j) = κr . Otherwise, we decrease ρc by one and pack j as cut
item in κc . If ρc = 0 holds after the update, we increase κc by one and set ρc = 1ε . Further,
we need to close κr and update κr and ρr accordingly. To this end, we increase κr by one and
determine ρr , the remaining capacity in knapsack κr . Then, we return k(j).
Consider a queried big item j. If t(j) = τ , we return k(j). Otherwise, we set t(j) = τ
and compute whether item j is packed by the current solution. Let V` be the value class
of j. If ` ∈
/ {`min , . . . , `max }, we return k(j) = 0. Otherwise, we retrieve the type t of item j.
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b(1 − 2ε)mc knapsacks
with configurations

dεme knapsacks
for cut items

4

4

2

3

3

κ2
η2 = 1

κr
ρ = −

2

j?

1
2
κ1
η1 = 1

r

3

κ4
η4 = 1

κc
ρ =4
c

Figure 7.4: Pointers and counters used for answering queries: Lightly colored rectangles represent slots to be filled with items. Big (blue and green) items are packed one item
per slot. Item type 3 does not have any slots left. Small (red) items are packed
either until the slot is filled (left side) or one item per slot (right side). The not yet
queried, small item j ? gets its own knapsack.

Given t, we determine if j belongs to the first n̄t items of type t. If this is not the case, we
return k(j) = 0. If this is the case, then we set k(j) = κt instead and we decrease ηt by one. If
this remains non-zero, we return k(j) = κt . Otherwise, we find the next knapsack that packs
items of type t and update κt and ηt accordingly before returning k(j). We summarize this
algorithm in Algorithm 7.4.
Algorithm 7.4: Answering item queries in round τ
if t(j) 6= τ do
t(j) ← τ
if sj < εS do // small item
if j > j ? do
k(j) ← 0 // not selected
else-if j = j ? do
k(j) ← m
else-if sj ≤ ρr do
k(j) ← κr
ρr ← ρr − s j
else
k(j) ← κc
κr ← κr + 1; update ρr
ρc ← ρc − 1
update κc and ρc if necessary
else // big item
` ← value class of j
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if ` ∈
/ {`min , . . . , `max } do
k(j) ← 0 // not selected
else
t ← item type of j
if j not among the first n̄t items of type t do
k(j) ← 0 // not selected
else
k(j) = κt
ηt ← ηt − 1
update κt and ηt if necessary
return k(j)

For being able to return the solution value in constant query time, we actually compute the
solution value once after each update operation and store it. More precisely, the value achieved
by the small items, vS can be computed with a prefix computation of the first j ? items in the
density-sorted tree for small items. For computing the value of big items, we consider each
value class V` with ` ∈ {`min , . . . , `max } individually. Per value class and per item type, we
use prefix computation to determine the value vt of the first n̄t items of type t. Lemma 7.25
guarantees that the running time is indeed upper bounded by the update time and, thus, does
not change the order of magnitude described in Lemma 7.20.
When queried the complete solution, we return a list of packed items together with their
respective knapsacks. To this end, we start by querying the j ? densest small items using the
algorithm for item queries. For big items, we query the first n̄t items of each item type t ∈ T .
We prove the parts of the following lemmas individually.
Lemma 7.21. The solution determined by the query algorithms is feasible and achieves the
claimed total value. The query times of our algorithm
are as follows:
o

n
(i) Single item queries can be answered in time O log n + max log logε n , 1ε
(ii) solution value queries can be answered in time O(1), and 

4
(iii) queries of the entire solution P can be answered in time O |P | logε4 n log logε n .

Lemma 7.22. The solution determined by the query algorithms is feasible and achieves the
claimed total value.
Proof. By construction of t(j) and k(j), the answers to queries happening between two consecutive updates are consistent.
For small items, observe that 1, . . . , j ? are the densest small items in the current instance.
By Lemma 7.18, the packing obtained by our algorithms is feasible for these items. In
Lemma 7.19 we argue that these items contribute enough value to our solution.
For big items, we observe that their actual size is at most the size of their item types. Hence,
packing an item of type t where the implicit solution packs an item of type t is feasible. The
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algorithms correctly pack the first n̄t items of type t. A knapsack with configuration c ∈ C
correctly obtains nc,t items of type t. Moreover, each configuration c ∈ C gets assigned ȳc
knapsacks. Hence, the algorithm packs exactly the number of big items as dictated by the
implicit solution ȳ.
Lemma 7.23. The data structures for big items can be generated in time O


big items can be answered in time O log n + log

log n
ε





log4 n
ε9



. Queries for

.

Proof. We assume that C is already stored in some list. We start by formally mapping knapP
sacks to configurations. To this end, we create a list α = (αc )c∈C , where αc = cc−1
0 =1 ȳc0 is the
first knapsack with configuration c ∈ C. Using αc = αc−1 + ȳc−1 , we can compute these values
in constant time. Hence, by iterating once through C, list α can be generated in O(|C|).
We start by recomputing the indices needed for the dynamic linear grouping approach.
For each value class V` with ` ∈ {`min , . . . , `max }, we access the items corresponding to the
boundaries of the item types T` in order to obtain the item types T` . By construction, these
types are already ordered
 4 by
 non-decreasing size st . By Lemma 7.10, these item types can be
log n
computed in time O ε4
and stored in one list T` per value class V` .
For maintaining and updating the pointer κt , we generate a list Ct of all configurations c ∈ C
with nc,t ≥ 1. By iterating through each c ∈ C, we can add c to the list of t if nc,t ≥ 1.
We additionally store nc,t and αc in the list Ct . While iterating through the configurations,
P
we additionally compute n̄t = c∈C ȳc nc,t and store n̄t in the same list as the item types T` .
Note that, since the list of C is ordered by index, the created lists Ct are also sorted by index.
For each item type, we point κt to the first knapsack of the first added configuration c and
set ηt = nc,t . If the list of an item type remains empty, we set κt = 0. Since
each

 configuration
|C||T |
1
contains at most ε item types, the lists Ct can be generated in time O ε .
Now consider a queried big item j. In time O(log n), we can decide whether j has already
been queried in the current round. If not, let V` be the value class of j, which was computed
upon arrival of j. If ` ∈
/ {`min , . . . , `max }, then j does not belong to the current solution and no
data structures need tobe updated.
Otherwise, the type of j is determined by accessing the

log n
item types T` in time O log ε . Once t is determined, n̄t can be added to the left boundary
of type t in order to determine if j is packed or not. If j belongs to the current solution,
pointer κt dictates the answer to the query.
In order to update κt and ηt , we extract c, the configuration of knapsack κt in time O(log |C|)
by binary search over the list α. If κt + 1 < αc+1 , then κt is increased by one and ηt set to nc,t
in constant time. If not, then the next configuration c0 containing t can be found with binary
search over the list Ct in time O(log |C|). If no such configuration is found, we set κt = 0.
0
Otherwise,
wen set κt = αc0 and

o ηt = nc ,t . Overall, queries for big items can be answered in
log n
time O max log |C|, log ε
.
Observing that |C| ∈ O(|T |) = O
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log2 n
ε4



completes the proof.
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Lemma 7.24. Given the data structures
for big items, the data structures for small items can

log n
be generated in time O log ε . The running time for answering queries for small items


n

is O log n + max log logε n , 1ε

o

.

Proof. We initialize κr = 1 and ρ = S − s1 where s1 is the total size of the configuration
assigned to the first knapsack. For packing cut items, we use the pointer κc to the current
knapsack for cut items while ρc stores the remaining slots of small items. We initialize these
values with κc = b(1 − 2ε)mc + 1 and ρc = 1ε . These initializations can be computed in
time O(log |C|) (for extracting s1 ).
Now consider a queried small item j. In time O(log n) we can decide whether j has already
been queried in the current round. In constant time, we can decide whether j > j ? . If j > j ? ,
the answer is not selected. If j = j ? , we return m. If j < j ? , the algorithm only needs to
decide if j is packed into κr or κc , which can be done in constant time. Finally, κr and κc as well
as ρr and ρc need to be updated. While κc , κr , and ρc can be updated in constant time, we need
to compute the configuration c and remaining capacity S − sc of knapsack κr when the pointer
is increased. By using binary search over the list α, the configuration can be determined
in
 
1
r
time O(log |C|). Once the configuration is known, ρ can be calculated in time O ε . Overall,


n

queries for small items can be answered in time O log n + max log |C|, 1ε
Using that |C| ∈ O(|T |) = O



2

log n
ε4



o

.

concludes the proof.

Lemma 7.25. The total solution value can be computed in O
value can be answered in time O(1).



log3 n
ε4



. A query for the solution

Proof. The true value ṽS achieved by the small items can be determined by computing the
prefix of the first j ? items in the density-sorted tree for small items in time O(log n) by
Lemma 7.2.
For computing the value of a big item,
we

 consider each value class V` with ` ∈ {`min , . . . , `max }
log n
individually. There are at most O ε2
many value classes by Lemma 7.6. For one value




n
class, in time O log
, iterate through the item types t. For each item type, we can access
ε2
the total value of the first n̄t items in time O(log n) by Lemma 7.2.

As these running times are subsumed by the running time of the update operation, we
actually compute the solution value once after each update operation and store the value
allowing for constant running time to answer the query.


4



Lemma 7.26. A query for the complete solution can be answered in time O |P | logε4 n log logε n ,
where P is the set of items in our solution.
Proof. The small items belonging to P can be accessed in time
O(j ? log n)
o7.2. By

n by Lemma
log n 1
Lemma 7.24, their knapsacks can be determined in time O log n + max log ε , ε .
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For big items, we consider again at most O


log n
ε2



log n
ε2



many value classes individually. In



time O
, we access the boundaries of the corresponding item types. In time O(n̄t log n),
we can access the n̄t items of type t belonging to our solutions
by Lemma 7.2. Lemma 7.23

ensures that their knapsacks can be determined in time O log n + log logε n .


4



In total, this bounds the running time by O |P | logε4 n log logε n .
Proof of main result
Proof of Theorem 7.11. In Lemma 7.19, we calculate the approximation ratio achieved by our
algorithm. Lemma 7.20 gives the desired bounds on the update time while Lemma 7.21 bounds
the time needed for answering a query. Lemma 7.21 also guarantees that the query answers
are correct and consistent between two updates.

7.5 Ordinary Knapsacks When Solving Multiple Knapsack
In this section, we consider instances for Multiple Knapsack with many knapsacks and
arbitrary capacities. We show how to efficiently maintain a (1 + ε)-approximation when given,
as resource augmentation, L additional knapsacks that have the same capacity as a largest


O(1/ε)

. While we may pack items into the
knapsack in the input instance, where L ∈ logε n
additional knapsacks, an optimal solution is not allowed to use them. The algorithm will again
solve the LP relaxation of a configuration ILP and round the obtained solution to an integral
packing. However, in contrast to the problem for identical knapsacks, not every configuration
fits into every knapsack and we therefore cannot just reserve a fraction of knapsacks in order
to pack the rounded configurations since the knapsack capacities might not suffice. For this
reason, we employ resource augmentation in the case of arbitrary knapsack capacities.
Again, we assume that item values are rounded to powers of (1 + ε) which results in value
classes V` of items with value vj = (1 + ε)` . We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7.27. For every ε > 0, there is a dynamic algorithm for Multiple Knapsack that,
when given L additional knapsacks as resource augmentation, achieves an approximation factor of (1 + ε) with update time


can be output in time O

1
ε log n

O(1/ε)

(log m log Smax log vmax )O(1) . Item queries are

log n
, and the solution
ε2 

log3 n
n
|P | ε4 log m + log
.
2
ε

answered in time O log m +




P that is maintained by our algorithm

7.5.1 Algorithm
Data structures In this section, we maintain three different types of data structures. For
storing every item j together with its size sj , its value vj , and the index of its value class `j , we
maintain one balanced binary search tree where the items are sorted by non-decreasing time
of arrival. For each value class V` , we maintain one balanced binary tree for sorting the items
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with `j = ` in order of non-decreasing size. We store the knapsacks sorted in non-increasing
capacity in one balanced binary tree.
Algorithm The algorithm we develop in this section is quite similar to the dynamic algorithm
for Multiple Knapsack with identical capacities. First, we use dynamic linear grouping for
the current set of items to obtain item types. However, in contrast to identical knapsacks, one
particular item may be big with respect to one knapsack, small with respect to another, and
may not even fit in a third knapsack. Thus, we use the item types to partition the knapsacks
into groups to simulate knapsacks with identical capacities. Within one group, we give an
explicit packing of the big items into slightly less knapsacks than belonging to the group by
solving a configuration ILP. For packing small items, we would like to use a guess of the size of
small items per groups and later use again Next Fit to pack them integrally. However, since
items classify as big in one knapsack group and as small in another group, instead of guessing
the size of small items per knapsack group, we incorporate their packing into the configuration
ILP by reserving sufficient space for the small items in each group. More precisely, we assign
items as big items via configurations or as small items by number to the various groups. The
remainder of the algorithm is straight-forward: we relax the integrality constraint to find a
fractional solution and use the tools developed in Lemmas 7.16 and 7.18 to obtain an integral
packing.
More precisely, we guess `max , the index of the highest value class that belongs to Opt and
use dynamic linear grouping with J 0 = J and n0 = n to obtain T , the set of item types t with
their multiplicities nt , by trying out every `max ∈ {0, . . . , log1+ε vmax }
Based on T , we group the knapsacks such that any item type is either big or small with
respect to every knapsack in a group or does not fit at all. Recall that an item j is small
with respect to a knapsack with capacity Si if sj < εSi and big otherwise. Hence, we consider
the knapsacks sorted non-increasingly by their capacity and determine for each item type

 2 for
which knapsacks a corresponding item would be big or small. This yields a set G of O logε4 n
knapsack groups. In Figure 7.5, we show an example with 4 item types and the resulting
knapsack groups.
Denote by Fg the set of all item types that are small with respect to group g, and by Sg the
total capacity of all knapsacks in group g. Let mg be the number of knapsacks in group g and
let G (1/ε) be the groups in G with mg ≥ 1ε . For each g ∈ G (1/ε) , define Sg,ε as the total capacity
of the smallest dεmg e knapsacks in g. Similar to the ILP for identical knapsacks, the ILP
reserves some knapsacks to pack small cut items. We distinguish between G (1/ε) and G \ G (1/ε)
to restrict only large enough groups g, i.e, g ∈ G (1/ε) , to b(1 − ε)mg c most valuable knapsacks
of g. Per remaining group, we use one knapsack given by resource augmentation to pack cut
small items.
For each group g ∈ G, create all possible configurations of big items that fit into at least
one knapsack in group g and therefore consist of at most 1ε items which are big with respect
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1 is small
2 is big

2 is small
3 is big

3 is small
4 is big
1
2

3
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g=1

g=2

g=3

g=4

Figure 7.5: Item types and resulting knapsack groups



2

1/ε 

to knapsacks in g. This amounts to O logε4 n
configurations per group. Order the
configurations non-increasingly by size and denote their set by Cg = {cg,1 , . . . , cg,kg }. Let mg,`
be the total number of knapsacks in group g in which we could possibly place configuration cg,` .
Further, denote by nc,t the number of items of type t in configuration c and by sc and vc the
size and value of c, respectively.
Then, we solve the following configuration ILP with variables yc and zg,t . Here, yc counts
how often a certain configuration c is used, and zg,t counts how many items of type t are packed
in knapsacks of group g if type t is small with respect to g. Note that by the above definition
of Cg , we may have duplicates of the same configuration for several groups.
max
s.t.

X X

yc vc +

zg,t vt

g∈G t∈Fg

g∈G c∈Cg
`
X
h=1
X

X X

ycg,h

≤ mg,`

for all g ∈ G, ` ∈ [kg ]

yc

≤ b(1 − ε)mg c for all g ∈ G (1/ε)

c∈Cg

X

yc scg,h +

c∈Cg

X

X X
g∈G c∈Cg
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zg,t st

≤ Sg

for all g ∈ G \ G (1/ε)

zg,t st

≤ Sg − Sg,ε

for all g ∈ G (1/ε)

≤ nt

for all t ∈ T

∈ Z+
∈ Z+
= 0

for all g ∈ G, c ∈ Cg
for all t ∈ T , g ∈ G
for all t ∈ T , g ∈ G : t ∈
/ Fg

(P)

t∈Fg

yc scg,h +

c∈Cg

yc
zg,t
zg,t

X
X
t∈Fg

yc nc,t +

X

zg,t

g∈G:t∈Fg
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The first inequality ensures that the configurations chosen by the ILP actually fit into the
knapsacks of the respective group while the second inequality ensures that an ε-fraction of
knapsacks in G1/ε remains empty for packing small cut items. The third and fourth inequality
guarantee that the total volume of large and small items together fits within the designated
total capacity of each group. Finally, the fifth inequality makes sure that only available items
are used by the ILP.
After relaxing the above ILP and allowing fractional solutions, we are able to solve it efficiently. Consider an optimal (fractional) solution to (P) with objective function value vLP .
With Lemma 7.16 we obtain an integral solution that uses the additional knapsacks given by
resource augmentation with value at least vLP . Let P denote this final solution.
Still, the small item types t ∈ Fg are only packed fractionally by P . Lemma 7.18 explains
how to pack the small items integrally. That is, we greedily fill up knapsacks with small items
and pack any cut small item into the knapsacks that were left empty by the configuration ILP
(or that are provided by the resource augmentation).
We use the solution corresponding to a guess `max that maximizes the total value of packed
items. We summarize the algorithm in Algorithm 7.5. Figure 7.6 shows a possible solution.
Algorithm 7.5: Dynamic algorithm for arbitrary knapsacks with resource augmentation
guess `max , the largest index of a value class with items in Opt
use dynamic linear grouping to obtain T
partition the knapsacks according to T
solve (P) for T
use Next Fit to pack the small items per group

Queries Since we do not maintain an explicit packing of any item, we define and update
pointers for each item type that dictate the knapsacks where the corresponding items are
packed. We note that special pointers are also used for packing items into the additional
knapsacks given by resource augmentation. To stay consistent between two update operations,
we cache query answers for the current round in the data structure that store items. We give
the details in the next section.
• Single Item Query: For a queried item, we retrieve its item type and check if it belongs
to the smallest items of this type that our implicit solution packs. In this case, we use
the pointer for this item type to determine its knapsack.
• Solution Value Query: After having found the current solution, we use prefix computation for every value class for the corresponding item types to calculate and store the
actual solution value. Then, we return this value on query.
• Entire Solution Query: With prefix computation on each value class, we determine
the packed items. Then, the single item query is used to determine their knapsack.
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1
2
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4

g=1
b(1 − ε)m2 c knapsacks
with configurations

g=2
dεm2 e knapsacks
for cut items

g=3

g=4

knapsacks
given by resource augmentation

Figure 7.6: Possible solution of the algorithm: Group 2 accommodates the knapsacks for cut
small items within the original knapsacks. Group 1, 3, and 4 use resource augmentation.

7.5.2 Analysis
We start again by showing that the loss in the objective function value due to the linear
grouping of items is bounded by a factor of at most (1−ε)(1−2ε)
with respect to v(Opt). To
(1+ε)2
this end, let Opt be an optimal solution to the current, non-modified instance and let J
be the set of items with values already rounded to powers of (1 + ε). Setting J 0 = J , we
apply Theorem 7.4 to obtain the following corollary. Here, OptT is a optimal solution for the
instance induced by the item types T with multiplicities nt .
Corollary 7.28. There exists an index `max such that v(OptT ) ≥

(1−ε)(1−2ε)
v(Opt).
(1+ε)2

We have thus justified the restriction to item types T instead of packing the actual items. In
the next two lemmas, we show that (P) is a linear programming formulation of the Multiple
Knapsack problem described by the set T of item types and their multiplicities and that we
can obtain a feasible integral packing (using resource augmentation) if we have a fractional
solution (without resource augmentation) to (P). Let vLP be the optimal objective function
value of the LP relaxation of (P).
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Similar to the proof of Lemma 7.13 we restrict an optimal solution OptT to the b(1 − ε)mg c
most valuable knapsacks of a group g if mg ≥ 1ε and otherwise we do not restrict the part of
the solution corresponding to a group g with mg < 1ε .
Lemma 7.29. It holds that vLP ≥ (1 − 2ε)v(OptT ).
Proof. We show the statement by explicitly stating a solution (y, z) that is feasible for (P) and
achieves an objective function value of at least (1 − 2ε)v(OptT ).
Consider a feasible optimal packing OptT for item types. The construction of (y, z) considers each group g ∈ G separately. We fix a group g ∈
/ G (1/ε) . Let yc count how often a
configuration c ∈ Cg is used in OptT and let zg,t denote how often an item that is small with
respect to g is packed by OptT in group g. By construction, the first and the third constraint
of (P) are satisfied. The part of the solution (y, z) corresponding to group g achieves the same
value as OptT restricted to this group.
If g ∈ G (1/ε) , i.e., if there are at least 1ε knapsacks in group g, consider the b(1 − ε)mg c most
valuable knapsacks in group g with respect to OptT . Define yc to count how often OptT
uses configuration c ∈ Cc in this reduced knapsack set and let zg,t denote how often OptT
uses item type t ∈ Fg in these knapsacks. Clearly, this solution satisfies the first constraint
P
of (P). By construction, c∈Cg yc ≤ b(1 − ε)mg c and, hence, the second constraint of the
ILP is also satisfied. Clearly, the b(1 − ε)mg c most valuable knapsacks can be packed into
the b(1 − ε)mg c largest knapsacks in g, which implies the feasibility for the fourth constraint
of the ILP. Observe that b(1 − ε)mg c ≥ (1 − ε)mg − 1 ≥ (1 − 2ε)mg . Thus, the value of
the corresponding packing is at least a (1 − 2ε)-fraction of the value that OptT obtains with
group g.
As (y, z) uses no more items of a certain item type than OptT does, the last constraint of
the ILP is also satisfied. Hence, (y, z) is feasible and
vLP ≥

X X
g∈G

yc v c +

X



zg,t vt ≥ (1 − 2ε)v(OptT ),

t∈Fg

c∈Cg

with which we conclude the proof.
The next corollary shows how to round any fractional solution of (P) to an integral solution
(possibly) using additional knapsacks given by resource augmentation. It follows immediately
from Lemma 7.16 if we bound the number of variables in (P). To this end, we observe that |G|
and |T | are in O



log2 n
ε4



, and |Cg | ∈




log n O(1/ε)
ε

for every group g ∈ G. Let L0 denote the

exact number of variables and let L = L0 + |G|. Thus, L ∈




log n O(1/ε)
.
ε

Corollary 7.30. Any feasible solution (y, z) of the LP relaxation of (P) with objective value v
can be rounded to an integral solution with value at least v using at most L extra knapsacks.
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In the next lemma, we bound the value obtained by our algorithm in terms of v(Opt), for
an optimal solution Opt. Let PF be the solution returned by our algorithm.
Lemma 7.31. v(PF ) ≥

(1−2ε)2 (1−ε)
v(Opt).
(1+ε)2

Proof. Fix an optimal solution Opt. Observe that our algorithm outputs the solution PF with
the maximum value over all guesses of `max , the index of the highest value class in Opt. Hence,
2 (1−ε)
v(Opt).
we find a guess `max and a corresponding solution P that satisfies v(P ) ≥ (1−2ε)
(1+ε)2
Let `max = max{` : V` ∩ Opt 6= ∅}. Then, `max is considered in some round of the algorithm.
Let vILP be the optimal solution value of the configuration ILP (P) and let vLP be the solution
value of its LP relaxation. Corollary 7.30 provides a way to round the corresponding LP
solution (y, z) to an integral solution (ȳ, z̄) using at most L extra knapsacks with objective
function value at least vLP ≥ vILP . The construction of (ȳ, z̄) guarantees that only small items
in the original knapsacks might be packed fractionally.
Consider one particular group g. Lemma 7.18 shows how to pack the small items assigned
by (z̄g ) to group g into d(1 + ε)mg e knapsacks. If mg < 1ε , we use one extra knapsack per group
to pack the cut items. If mg ≥ 1ε , then g ∈ G (1/ε) which implies that the configuration ILP
(and its relaxation) already reserved dεmg e knapsacks of this group for packing small items.
Hence, the just obtained packing P is feasible. By Corollary 7.28 and Lemma 7.29,
v(PF ) ≥ v(P ) ≥

(1 − 2ε)2 (1 − ε)
v(Opt),
(1 + ε)2

which gives the desired bound on the approximation ratio.
Now, we bound the running time of our algorithm.


Lemma 7.32. In time 1ε log n
cutes one update operation.

O(1/ε)

(log m log Smax log vmax )O(1) , the dynamic algorithm exe-

Proof. By assumption, upon arrival, the value of each item is rounded to natural powers
of (1 + ε). The algorithm starts with guessing `max , the largest index of a value class to be
considered in the current iteration. There are log vmax many guesses possible, where vmax is
the highest value appearing in the current instance.


By Lemma 7.10, the dynamic linear grouping of all items has at most O

log4 n
ε4

iterations.

Let the knapsacks be sorted by increasing capacity and stored in a binary balanced search tree
as defined in Lemma 7.2. Then, the index of the smallest knapsack i with Si ≥ S or the largest
knapsack with Si ≤ S can be determined in time O(log m), where S is a given number.
Thus,


log2 n
the knapsack groups depending on the item types can be determined in time O log m ε4
as the number of item types is bounded by O
is bounded by
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ε



log2 n
ε4



. The number of big items per knapsack


and, hence, the number of configurations is bounded by O

log2 n
ε4




log2 n 1/ε
4
ε



.
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O(1/ε)

.
Let N be the number of variables in the configuration ILP. We have N ∈ logε n
Hence, there is a polynomial function g(N, log Smax , log vmax ) that bounds the running time of
finding an optimal solution to the LP relaxation of the configuration ILP [BT97,PS82]. Clearly,
the computational complexity of setting up and rounding the fractional solution is dominated
by solving the LP. Thus,



1
ε

log n

O(1/ε)

(log m log Smax log vmax )O(1) bounds the running time.

In similar time, we can store y and z, the obtained solutions to the configuration LP. Let ȳ
and z̄ be the variables obtained by (possibly) rounding down y and z and let ỹ and z̃ be the
variables corresponding to the resource augmentation as in Lemma 7.16. The time needed to
obtain these variables is dominated by solving the LP relaxation of the configuration ILP.

Answering queries Since we only store implicit solutions, it remains to show how to answer
the corresponding queries. In order to determine the relevant parameters of a particular item,
we assume that all items are stored in one balanced binary search tree that allows us to access
one item in time O(log n) by Lemma 7.2. We additionally assume that this balanced binary
search tree also stores the value class of an item. We use again the round parameter t(j) and
the corresponding knapsack k(j) to cache given answers in order to stay consistent between
two updates. If j was not selected in round t(j), we represent this by k(j) = 0. We assume
that these two parameters are stored in the same binary search tree that also stores the items
and, thus, can be accessed in time O(log n).
We now design an algorithm for non-cached items. The high-level idea is similar to the
algorithm developed in Section 7.4 for identical knapsacks. As the knapsacks have different
capacities in this section, the relative size of an item depends on the particular knapsack group:
An item can be big with respect to one knapsack and small with respect to another. Thus, the
distinction between small and big items does not hold for all knapsacks simultaneously anymore
and needs to be handled carefully. More precisely, upon query of an item j of type t, we start
by determining the group γt in which the next item of type t is packed. The pointers and
counters we use correspond mostly to the ones in Section 7.4 except that we additionally have
(ε)
(y)
a dependency on the particular group g for each parameter. Additionally, we use Rg , Rg
(z)
and Rg to refer to knapsacks given by resource augmentation for group g.
If t is small with respect to γt , then j is packed by Next Fit either as regular or as cut item.
We use the two pointers κrg for packing small items regularly in group g and κcg for packing cut
(ε)
items. If there are at most 1ε − 1 knapsacks in group g, then κcg points to the knapsack Rg
given by resource augmentation. Otherwise, the configuration ILP left the smallest dεmg e
(z)
knapsacks in group g empty for packing cut small items. Further, we use Rg,t to refer to the
knapsack given by resource augmentation that is used for packing one item of type t if the
variable zg,t was subjected to rounding. Since we may only pack as many items of type t in
group g as indicated by the implicit solution, the counter ηtS determines how many items of
type t can still be packed in group γt if t is small with respect to γt .
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If t is big with respect to γt , then j is packed in the next slot for items of type t determined
by the configuration ILP. To this end, we use again the counter κt to determine the knapsack
where the next item of type t is packed and the counter ηtB to determine how many items of
(y)
type t can still be packed in knapsack κt if t is big with respect to γt . The knapsack Rc,g ,
for c ∈ Cg , refers to the knapsack given by resource augmentation used when the variable yc,g
was subjected to rounding.
Table 7.1 summarizes the parameters and counters used to answer queries, and in Figure 7.7,
we give an example of the current packing after some items have been queried. Next, we define
the data structures for answering queries before we formally explain how to answer queries.
1
2

3

4

γ4 = 1

γ2 = γ3 = 2
η2S = 1

b(1 − ε)m2 c knapsacks
with configurations

dεm2 e knapsacks
for cut items

γ1 = 3
η1S = 3
(y)

knapsacks in R2

(z)

knapsacks in R2

1
3

2

κ3
η3B = 1

(r)

κ2

1

(c)

κ2
(c)

ρ2 = 4

Figure 7.7: Counters and pointers for answering queries: Gray rectangles inside knapsacks represent small items. The next item of type 2 (dark green) is placed in the knapsack
(z)
given by resource augmentation R2 since η2S = z̃2,2 . Items of type 1 (light green)
already filled all their slots in group 2 and are now placed in group 3.

Data structures We assume that the knapsacks are sorted by non-increasing capacity and
stored in one binary search tree together with Si , the capacity of the knapsacks. The knapsacks
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Table 7.1: Counters and pointers used during querying items
Counter/Pointer Meaning
Cg
Configurations that are used by group g
αc,g
First knapsack with configuration c in group g
(y)
Rc,g
Knapsack in R(y) used for group g and configuration c
(z)
Knapsack in R(z) used for group g and type t
Rg,t
(ε)
Rg
Knapsack in R(ε) used for group g with mg < 1ε
Gt
Knapsack groups where items of type t are packed
Cg,t
List of configurations c ∈ C g with nc,t ≥ 1
γt
Current knapsack group where items of type t are packed
κt
Current knapsack for packing items of a big type t
ηtS
Remaining number of slots for items of type t in γt
B
ηt
Remaining number of slots for items of type t in κt
κrg
Current knapsack in g for packing small items regularly
c
Current knapsack in g (or in R(ε) ) for packing cut small items
κg
r
ρg
Remaining capacity in κrg for packing small items
c
ρg
Remaining number of slots for small items in κcg
given by resource augmentation are stored in three different lists, R(y) , R(z) , and R(ε) , needed
due to rounding y or z or because mg < 1ε , respectively. The knapsack groups are stored in
the list G sorted by non-increasing knapsack capacity. For each group g, we additionally store
the number mg of knapsacks belonging to g.
Let ȳ, ỹ, z̄, and z̃ be the implicit solution of the algorithm. Here ∗¯ refers to packing configurations or items into the original knapsacks while ˜∗ refers to the knapsacks given by resource
augmentation. Let C g be the set of configurations c with ȳc,g +ỹc,g ≥ 1 ordered in non-increasing
size sc and stored in one list per group. In the following, we use the position of a configuration c ∈ C g in that list as the index of c. For mapping the configurations to knapsacks, we
Pc
P
Pc−1
Pg−1
assign the knapsacks g−1
g 0 =1 mg 0 + c0 =1 ȳc0 ,g + 1, . . . ,
g 0 =1 mg 0 + c0 =1 ȳc0 ,g to configuration c.
(y)

For the knapsacks in the resource augmentation, we set Rc,g =

Pg−1 P
g 0 =1

c0 ∈C g0

ỹc0 ,g0 +

P

c0 ≤c ỹc0 ,g

for each group g and each configuration c ∈ C g .
For each item type t, let n̄t denote the number of items of type t in the solution. We
maintain a pointer γt to the group where the next queried item of type t is supposed to go.
We initialize γt with the first group that packs items of type t. Since the number of items
of type t assigned to group g as small items is determined by z̄g,t + z̃g,t , we additionally
use the counter ηtS , initialized with z̄γt ,t + z̃γt ,t , to reflect how many slots group γt still has
for items of type t. For accessing the knapsacks R(z) given by resource augmentation, we
P
P
Pt
(z)
set Rg,t = g−1
t0 ∈T z̃g 0 ,t0 +
t0 =1 z̃g,t0 for each group g and item type t. Note that zg,t = 0
g 0 =1
holds if t is big with respect to g.
When packing small items in group g, we use group pointers κrg and κcg to refer to the
knapsack for packing items regularly or for packing cut items. The pointer κrg is initialized
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r
with κrg = g−1
g 0 =1 mg 0 + 1. Further, we use ρg to store the remaining capacity for small items
in κrg and initialize it with ρrg = Sκrg − s1 , where s1 is the size of the first configuration in
P
1
c
group g. If mg ≥ 1ε , we set κcg = g−1
g 0 =1 mg 0 + b(1 − ε)mg c + 1, while mg < ε implies that κg

P

(ε)

points to the knapsack Rg given by resource augmentation. The counter ρcg stores again the
remaining slots for cut small items in group g and is initialized with 1ε .
If t is big with respect to γt , we use the pointer κt to direct us to the particular knapsack
where the next item of type t goes, while ηtB stores how many slots κt still has available for
items of type t. Initially, κt points to the first knapsack with a configuration that contains t
in the first group where t is packed as big item. If c is the corresponding configuration, we
set ηtB = nc,t . Because of resource augmentation, κt may point to a knapsack in R(y) , the
additional knapsacks for rounding y.
Queries Consider a queried, non-cached item j with value class V` . If ` ∈
/ {`min , . . . , `max },
we return k(j) = 0. Otherwise, let t be its type. We check if j belongs to the first n̄t items of
this type. If not, then k(j) = 0 is returned. Otherwise, let γ be the group γt where the next
item of type t is packed.
We first consider the case that t is small with respect to group γ. Recall that ηtS stores
the number of remaining slots of group γ. If ηtS = z̃γ,t , then all original slots of group γ are
(z)
already filled with items of type t. Hence, j either goes to the knapsack Rγ,t from resource
(z)
augmentation R(z) or to the next group. If z̃γ,t = 1, then j is packed in k(j) = Rγ,t . We
update γt to point to the next group that packs items of type t and update ηtS according to
the new group if t is still small with respect to γt . (Otherwise the next item of type t will
be packed according to κt .) Then, we return k(j). Else, we update γt to point to the next
group that packs items of type t and update ηtS accordingly if t is still small with respect to γt .
Then, the case distinction on the size of t relative to γt is invoked again. If ηt > z̃γ,t , then
we decrease ηt by one and pack j among the original knapsacks. We need to determine if j
is packed regularly or as a cut item. To this end, we compare sj with ρrγ . If sj ≤ ρrγ , we
pack j in knapsack κrγ . Next, ρrγ is decreased by sj , and we return k(j) = κrγ . Otherwise, we
close knapsack κrγ for small items by increasing this pointer by one and pack j as cut item,
i.e., k(j) = κcγ . We reflect this decision by decreasing ρcγ by one. If this leads to ρcγ = 0, we
increase κcγ by one and set ρcγ = 1ε . Further, we update ρrg .
Now consider the case where t is big with respect to group γ. Then, the pointer κt dictates
the knapsack of j. We decrease ηtB by one. If this leads to ηtB = 0, we find the next knapsack
(either in group γ or in the next group) that packs items of type t and update κt , ηtB , and
possibly γt accordingly. This algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 7.6.
Algorithm 7.6: Answering item queries in round τ
if t(j) 6= τ
t(j) ← τ
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` ← index of the value class of j
if ` ∈
/ {`min , . . . , `max } do
k(j) ← 0 // not selected
else
t ← type of j, γ ← γt
if j ∈ first n̄t items do
if t small w.r.t. γ do // case distinction for big and small items
if ηtS = z̃γ,t and z̃γ,t = 1 do // resource augmentation
(z)
k(j) ← Rg,t
update γt to the next group
update ηtS accordingly or use κt and ηtB if necessary
else-if ηtS = z̃γ,t and z̃γ,t = 0 do // next group
update γt to the next group
update ηtS accordingly or use κt and ηtB if necessary
go to back to the case distinction for big and small items
else-if sj ≤ ρrγ do // regular item
k(j) ← κrγ
ηtS ← ηtS − 1
ρrγ ← ρrγ − sj
else // cut item
k(j) ← κcγ
ηtS ← ηtS − 1
κrγ ← κrγ + 1
ρcγ ← ρcγ − 1
if ρcγ = 0
κcγ ← κcγ + 1
ρcγ ← 1ε
else // big item
k(j) ← κt
ηtB ← ηtB − 1
update κt , ηtB , and γt if necessary
else
k(j) ← 0 // not selected
return k(j)

For calculating the value of the current solution, we need to calculate the total value of the
first n̄t items. We do this by iterating through the value classes once and per value class,
we iterate once through the list T` of item types for value class V` to access the number n̄t .
Then, we use prefix computation twice in order to access the total value of the first n̄t items of
type t. Again, we do this computation once after each update operation. Lemma 7.36 bounds
the running time of these calculations and shows that incorporating these does not change the
order of magnitude of the running time given in Lemma 7.32.
For returning the complete solution, we iterate once through the value classes and for each
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value class, we iterate through the list T` to access the number n̄t . Then, we use prefix
computation based on the indices of the items for accessing the first n̄t items of type t. Then,
we access and query each item individually.
We prove the parts of the next lemma again separately.
Lemma 7.33. The solution determined by the query algorithm is feasible as well as consistent
and achieves the claimed total value. The query times
are as follows.

 of our algorithm
log n
(i) Single item queries can be answered in time O log m + ε2 .
(ii) Solution value queries can be answered in time O(1). 


3
n
(iii) Queries of the entire solution P are answered in time O |P | logε4 n log m + log
.
ε2
Lemma 7.34. The query algorithms return a feasible and consistent solution obtaining the total
value given by the implicit solution.
Proof. By construction of k(j) and t(j), the solution returned by the query algorithms is
consistent between updates.
Observe that ȳ and z̄ is a feasible solution to the configuration ILP (P). Hence, showing that
the algorithm does not assign more than ȳc,g times configuration c and not more than z̄g,t items
of type t to group g is sufficient for having a feasible packing of the corresponding elements into
the b(1 − ε)mg c largest knapsacks of group g if mg ≥ 1ε or into the mg knapsacks of group g
if mg < 1ε . When defining L, we made sure that the items and configurations specified by ỹ
and z̃ fit into the knapsacks given by resource augmentation.
If the item type t is small with respect to the group g, then at most z̄g,t items of type t are
packed in group g. Thus, Lemma 7.18 ensures that all small items assigned to group g fit in
the knapsacks for regular and the cut items. Moreover, the treatment of ηtS = z̃g,t guarantees
that the value obtained by small items packed in g and its additional knapsacks is as in the
implicit solution.
If t is big with respect to group g, then the constructions of κt and ηtB ensure that exP
(y)
actly c∈C g (ȳc + ỹc )nc,t items of type t are packed in group g and in Rg . Hence, the total
value achieved is as given by the implicit solution.


Lemma 7.35. The data structures can be generated in O

log4 n
ε8





log m +

tions. Queries for a particular item can be answered in O log m +

log n
ε2

log2/ε n
ε4/ε





many itera-

many steps.

Proof. We start by retracing the steps of the dynamic linear grouping in order to obtain the
set T of item types. We store the types T` of one value class in one
 list,
 sorted by non-decreasing
log4 n
size. By Lemma 7.10, the set T can be determined in time O ε4 .
We first argue about the generation of the data structures and the initialization of the various
pointers and counters. We start by generating a list (αc,g )c∈C g for each group g where αc,g
stores the first (original) knapsack of configuration c ∈ C g , i.e.,
αc,g = αc−1,g + ȳc−1,g + 1,
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where α0,g =

Pg−1

g 0 =1 mg 0

and y0,g = 0. Next, we set
(z)

Rg,t =

g−1
X

X

z̃g0 ,t0 +

g 0 =1 t0 ∈T

t
X

z̃g,t0

t0 =1

and
(y)
Rc,g

=

g−1
X

X

g 0 =1 c0 ∈C

ỹc0 ,g0 +

X

ỹc0 ,g ,

c0 ∈Cg ,c0 ≤c

g0

(z)

(y)

where Rg,t corresponds to the resource augmentation needed because of rounding zg,t and Rc,g
corresponds to the resource augmentation for rounding yc,g . These lists can be generated
by

P
log2 n log2/ε n
.
iterating through the list C g for each group g in time O( g∈G |Cg |) = O ε4
ε4/ε
For maintaining and updating the pointer γt , we generate the list Gt that contains all groups g
where items of type t are packed in the implicit solution. By iterating through the groups once
P
more and checking c∈C g (ȳc,g + ỹc,g )nc,t ≥ 1 or z̄g,t + z̃g,t ≥ 1, we can add the corresponding
groups g to Gt . Then, γt points
iterating through the groups, we
 P to the head of the list. While

P
also calculate n̄t = g∈G
c∈Cg0 (ȳc,g + ỹc,g ) + z̄g,t + z̃g,t and store the corresponding value to

gether with the item type. The lists Gt can be generated in O(|T |
many iterations.

P

g∈G |Cg |) = O

log4 n log2/ε n
ε8
ε4/ε



For maintaining and updating the pointer κt we create the list Cg,t storing all configurations c ∈ C g with nc,t ≥ 1. While iterating through the groups and creating Gt , we also add c
together with nc,t to the list Cg,t if nc,t ≥ 1. Initially, κt points to the head of Cg,t , where g
is the first group that packs t as big item. If c is the corresponding configuration,
we start


with ηtB = nc,t . The time needed for this is bounded by O(|T |

P

g∈G

|Cg |) = O

log4 n log2/ε n
ε8
ε4/ε

.

The pointer κrg is initialized with κrg = g−1
g 0 =1 mg 0 + 1. By using binary search on the list C g ,
we get s1 , the total size of configuration 1 assigned to κrg , and binary search over the knapsacks
allows us to obtain Sκrg , the capacity of knapsack κrg . Thus, ρrg = Sκrg − s1 can be initialized in
P



time O(

g∈G (log(|C g | + log m)) = O

P

log2 n
ε5



log logε n + log m



.

1
c
If mg ≥ 1ε , we set κcg = g−1
g 0 =1 mg 0 + b(1 − ε)mg c + 1, while mg < ε implies that κg points to
the knapsack R(ε) = |{g 0 : g 0 ≤ g, mg0 < 1ε }| given by resource augmentation. The time needed
for initializing κcg is O(|G|). In order to determine the position of the next cut item, we also
maintain ρc , initialized with ρcg = 1ε , that counts how many slots are still left in knapsack κcg .

P

Now consider the query for an item j. We can decide in time O(log n) if j has already been
queried in the current round. Upon arrival of j, we calculated the index ` of its value class.
If ` ∈ {`min , . . . , `max },
 the item types T` together with their first and last item can be
 then
log n
determined in time O ε2 by retracing the steps of the linear grouping,. By binary search,




the item type of j can be determined in time O log logε n . Once the item type is known, we
check if j belongs to the first n̄t items of this type. If not, then not selected is returned.
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Otherwise, the pointer γt answers the question in which group item j is packed.
If j is small and ηtS > z̃t,γt , the knapsack k(j) can be determined in constant time by
nested case distinction and having the correct pointer (either κrγt or κcγt ) dictate the answer.
In order to bound the update time of the data structures, note that packing j as regular item
only implies the updates of ργt and of ηtS , which take constant time. Hence, it remains to
consider the case where j is packed as a cut item. The capacity of the new knapsack κrγt can
be determined in O(log m) by binary search over the knapsack list while the configuration c
of the new
κrγt and its total
 knapsack

 size are determined by binary search over the list αγt in
log n
1
time O log |C γt | = O ε log ε . Then, ρrγt = Sκrγt − sc can be computed with constantly
many operations. If ρcγt = 0 after packing j in κcγt , we increase the knapsack pointer by one
(z)
and update ρcγt = 1ε . In case ηtS = z̃γt ,t = 1, item j is packed in the knapsack Rγt ,t which
can be decided in constant time. Otherwise the group pointer γt is increased and either ηtS
is updated according to the new group or κt and ηtB are used. Updating γt can be done by
binary search over the list Gt in time O(log |G|). The pointer γt is updated at most once before
determining k(j). Hence, the case distinction on the relative size of t is invoked at most twice.
If j is big, the pointer κγt dictates the answer which can be returned in time O(1). For
bounding the running time of the possible update operations, observe that ηt is updated in
constant time with values bounded by n. If ηtB = 0 after the update, the knapsack pointer κt
needs to be updated as well. The most time consuming update operations are finding a new
0
configuration c0 and possiblyeven a new
configuration c0 ∈ C γt ,t can be done
 group
 g . Finding

by binary search in time O log |C γt | = O 1ε log logε n . To update κt and ηtB , we extract κt








from the list αγt and nc0 ,t from the list C γt ,t in time O log |C γt | = O 1ε log logε n by binary
search. If the algorithm needs to update γt as well, this can be done by binary search on the
.
list Gt in time O(log |Gt |) = O log log(n)
ε
In both cases, the running time of answering the query and possibly updating data structures
is bounded by the running time
 of the linear grouping step and by the routine to access one
n
particular knapsack, i.e., by O log m + log
.
ε2
Lemma 7.36. The solution value can be calculated in time O



log3 n
ε4



.

Proof. For obtaining the value of the current solution, we calculate the total value of the first n̄t
items. We do this by iterating through the value classes once and per value class, we iterate
once through the list T` to access the number n̄t . Then, we use prefix computation twice in
order to access the total value of the first n̄t items of type t. Lemma 7.2
this time

 bounds
log2 n
by O(log n). By Lemma 7.9, the number of item types is bounded by O ε4 . Combining


3



these two values bounds the total running time by O logε4 n . As this time is clearly dominated
by obtaining the implicit solution in the first place, we calculate and store the solution value
when computing the implicit solution value and thus are able to return it in constant time.
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3



Lemma 7.37. In time O |P | logε4 n log m +
answered.

log n
ε2



a query for the complete solution P can be

Proof. For returning the complete solution, we determine the packed items
and query
 each

log n
while
packed item individually. Lemma 7.35 bounds their query times by O log m + ε2
Lemma 7.2 bounds
of
 2the running time for accessing item j. Lemma 7.9
 bounds
 the number
log n
log3 n
log n
item types by O ε4 . In total, the running time is bounded by O |P | ε4 log m + ε2
,
where P is the current solution.
Proof of main result
Proof of Theorem 7.27. Lemma 7.31 gives the bound on the approximation ratio of our algorithm and Lemma 7.32 bounds the running time of an update operation. Further, Lemma 7.35
gives the running time for query operations.

7.6 Special Knapsacks When Solving Multiple Knapsack
We give a high-level overview of our dynamic algorithm for a Multiple Knapsack instance
with arbitrarily many knapsacks. While theoretically applicable for any number of knapsacks,


Oε (1)

. For the technical details and the
the running time is reasonable when m = 1ε log n
+
complete analysis we refer to [BEM 20] and the PhD thesis of L. Nölke. Let v be an upper
bound on vmax known in advance. The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 7.38. For ε > 0, there is a dynamic (1 + ε)-approximate algorithm for Multiple Knapsack with update time 2f (1/ε)



m
ε

log(nvmax )

O(1)



linear. Moreover, item queries are answered in time O log


+O

m
ε



1
ε log v log n



, with f quasi-

log n , solution value queries in


time O(1), and queries of the entire solution P in time O |P | log m
ε log n .

7.6.1 Algorithm
Definitions and data structures Let Opt be the set of items used in an optimal solution
and Opt m2 the set containing the εm2 most valuable items of Opt; in both cases, break ties in
ε
favor of smaller items.
When computing the solution, we will assign low-value items fractionally. To this end,
consider an item j and let v be such that 0 ≤ v ≤ vj . Then, the proportional size of item j of
value v is defined as sj vvj .
To efficiently run our algorithm we maintain several data structures. We store the items of
each non-empty value class V` (at most dlog1+ε vmax e + 1) in a data structure ordered by nondecreasing size. Second, for each possible value class V` (at most dlog1+ε ve + 1), we maintain
a data structure ordered by non-increasing density that contains all items of value (1 + ε)` or
lower. In particular, we maintain such a data structure even if V` is empty since initialization
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is prohibitively expensive in terms of running time. We constantly maintain all data structures
leading to the additive term in the update time of O(log n log1+ε v). We use additional data
structures to store our solution and support queries.
Algorithm The approach itself can be divided into two parts that consider high- and lowvalue items, respectively. The corresponding partition is guessed such that the high-value items
contain the εm2 most valuable items of an optimal solution Opt and the low-value items the
remaining items of Opt. For the important high-value items, a good solution is paramount,
so we employ an EPTAS for Multiple Knapsack. It is run on a low-cardinality set of
high-value candidate items together with m
ε placeholders of equal size that reserve space for
low-value items. The values of placeholders are determined by filling them fractionally with
the densest low-value items.
More precisely, we start by guessing `max , the index of the highest value class with items
in Opt. Let `˜min denote the index of the lowest
value mclass that we need to consider for the εm2
l
most valuable items, that is, `˜min = `max − log1+ε εm3 . We consider each `˜ ∈ {`˜min , . . . , `max }
as possible guess `˜ for the index of the lowest value class with items in Opt m2 . For this value
ε
class, we additionally guess nmin , the number of items of value class V`˜ belonging to Opt m2 .
ε
There are at most εm2 guesses to consider. Given these three guesses, let H m2 denote the set
ε
of candidates for the set Opt m2 . That is, H m2 contains the εm2 smallest items from each value
ε
ε
class V` with ` ∈ {`˜ + 1, . . . , `max } and the nmin smallest items from value class V`˜.
˜
Now consider the data structure containing all the items of value at most (1 + ε)` sorted
by decreasing density. From this data structure, we (temporarily) remove the nmin smallest
items of value class V`˜. After having completed the calculation for the current set of guesses,
we insert the removed items again.
Next, we guess vL , the total value of low-value items in Opt. We use the just modified
data structure to determine the size of the densest low-value items that have a total value vL ,
by possibly cutting the last item. That is, we consider the set J 0 of densest items such
P
P
that j∈J 0 vj < vL ≤ j∈J 0 vj + vj ? , where j ? is the densest item not
in J 0 . Next, we add a
P
vL −

0

vj

j∈J
to J 0 . Given this
piece of item j ? of value vL − j∈J 0 vj and proportional size sj ?
vj ?
ε
“block” of items, we create bundles B1 , . . . , B mε of equal value m
vL by cutting the block at
appropriate points. The size of bundle Bk is the total size of the items completely contained
in Bk plus the proportional size of the at most two fractional items belonging to Bk .
Next, we consider an instance of Multiple Knapsack with m knapsacks, the items H m2 ,
ε
ε
and an item per placeholder bundle Bk with the size as detailed above and value m
vL . On
this instance, we run the EPTAS designed by Jansen [Jan12], parameterized by ε, to obtain a
packing P .
Among all guesses, we take the solution P with the highest value and retrace the removal
of high-value items to obtain the data structure corresponding to the solution. These items
are inserted again right before the next update operation. For each knapsack, we place the

P
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items in H m2 as indicated by P and all low-value items completely contained in any bundle Bk
ε
that is packed by P in this knapsack. While used candidates (and their packing) can be
stored explicitly, low-value items are given only implicitly by storing the correct guesses and
recomputing Bk on a query. We summarize the algorithm in Algorithm 7.7.
Algorithm 7.7: Dynamic algorithm for special knapsacks
˜ and nmin
guess `max , `,
compute high-value candidates H εm2
guess vL
create placeholder bundles of low-value items B1 , . . . , B mε
run an EPTAS on H εm2 and B1 , . . . , B mε

Queries

We briefly explain how to handle the different types of queries.

• Single Item Query: If the queried item is contained in H m2 , its packing is stored exε
plicitly. For low-value items, we store the first and last item completely contained in a
bundle. On query of an item, we decide its membership in a bundle by comparing its density with the pivot elements (breaking ties by index). The packing of the corresponding
bundle is given again explicitly.
• Solution Value Query: After each update operation, we compute and store the solution
value. To this end, we compute the total value of the packed items in H m2 . For low-value
ε
items, we compute the total value of the items completely contained in a bundle that
is assigned to a knapsack. Prefix computation on the data structure of low-value items
enables us to handle this efficiently. Summing the total value of the candidates and the
values of those low-value items yields the value of the current solution.
• Entire Solution Query: For the packed candidates, we output their stored packing.
For the low-value items, we iterate over the items in packed bundles in the density sorted
data structure and skip all fractionally packed items and all bundles not packed by the
current solution.

7.7 Solving Multiple Knapsack
Having laid the groundwork with the previous two sections, we finally show how to maintain (1+ε)-approximate solutions for arbitrary instances of the Multiple Knapsack problem
and give the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 7.39. For each ε > 0, there is a dynamic (1 + ε)-approximate algorithm for Multiple
Knapsack with update time 2f (1/ε)




log n O(1/ε)
(log m log Smax log vmax )O(1) ,
ε

where f

 
1
ε

is
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quasi-linear. Item queries can be answered in time O(log m)


be output in time O(|P | + log m)

log n
ε

O(1)




log n O(1)
ε

and the solution P can

.

We obtain this result by partitioning the knapsacks into three sets, special, extra, and ordinary knapsacks, and solving the respective subproblems. This has similarities to the approach
in [Jan09]; however, there it is sufficient to have only two groups of knapsacks. In Section 7.5 we
develop the algorithmic techniques used for solving the ordinary subproblem, and Section 7.6
gives a high-level overview of the algorithm for the special subproblem.

7.7.1 Algorithm
Definitions and data structures Given n and ε, let L denote the number of knapsacks needed
as resource augmentation by the algorithm for the ordinary subproblem (Section 7.5). We can


O(1/ε)

 4/ε

. Further, we assume that m > 1ε
· L because otherwise the
choose L ∈ logε n
algorithm for the special subproblem (Section 7.6) has update time polynomial in log n. Let
Opt denote the set of items in an optimal solution; we break ties by picking smaller-size items.
We partition the knapsacks into three parts that decrease in knapsack capacity but increase
in cardinality. We refer to them as special, extra, and ordinary knapsacks, with special denoting
the largest knapsacks, ordinary the smallest, and extra the in-between ones. We call an item
ordinary if it fits into the at least one ordinary knapsack and special otherwise. We denote the
set of ordinary and special items by JO and by JS , respectively.
Similar to the proportional size, we define the proportional value. For an item j with size sj
and value vj and a given size s ≤ sj , the proportional value is given by vj ssj .
Since we use the algorithms from Sections 7.5 and 7.6 as subroutines, we require the maintenance of the corresponding data structures. However, the data structures containing all items
of value class at most V` will be set up on the fly. Hence, we do not maintain them with the
update operations. That is, we only maintain one data structure storing all items sorted by
index, one data structure for all knapsacks sorted by non-increasing capacity, and per value
class we store all its items sorted by non-decreasing size.
Algorithm The high-level idea of the algorithm is the following. We start by partitioning the
knapsacks into special, extra, and ordinary knapsacks; this partition depends on the current
instance and is computed in each update operation. The extra knapsacks provide additional
knapsacks needed when solving the special and the ordinary subproblems. Since ordinary
items may be packed in special and ordinary knapsacks, we also guess sO , the size of ordinary
items packed in special knapsacks up to powers of (1 + ε). Next, we add a virtual knapsack
of size sO to the ordinary subproblem and solve the resulting instance with the algorithm for
ordinary knapsacks. Here, our choice for the cardinality of the extra knapsacks will enable us to
treat these as knapsacks given by resource augmentation. Items that are packed in the virtual
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knapsack are then (possibly fractionally) assigned to bundles. These bundles together with
the special items constitute the input to the special subproblem solved with the corresponding
algorithm.
1
2

3

•••
5

•••

6

•••

4

special knapsacks

extra knapsacks

ordinary knapsacks

Figure 7.8: Special, extra, and ordinary knapsacks with special (5 and 6) and ordinary (1
through 4) items

1
2

3

•••

B3
5

6

•••

B2
4
B1

special subproblem with item bundles

ordinary subproblem with virtual knapsack (dotted)

Figure 7.9: Special and ordinary subproblem
P1/ε

1
More precisely, we group the L i=1 ε3(i−1)
largest knapsacks of the instance in 1ε sets of
geometrically increasing cardinality and non-increasing
capacity. The first set contains the L
h i
1
L
largest knapsacks
largest knapsacks and, in general, for i ∈ ε , the ith set contains the ε3(i−1)
not yet contained in a set with smaller index. Then, we guess the index k of the last such
group that still contains special knapsacks. The next εL3k knapsacks are the extra knapsacks,
and all remaining knapsacks constitute the set of ordinary knapsacks.

Next, we apply dynamic linear grouping to transform the items into item types. Let LS
P
L
denote the number of special knapsacks, i.e., LS = ki=1 ε3(i−1)
. We pack each of the Lε2S most
valuable ordinary items, denoted by JE , in a separate extra knapsack, storing their explicit
packing and removing them temporarily from the data structure of their respective value class.
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The remaining ordinary items are now considered as input to the ordinary subproblem.
Further, we guess sO , the size of ordinary items packed in special knapsacks to create a virtual
ordinary knapsack of capacity sO . As guessing sO exactly is intractable, we only guess sO
up to a factor of (1 + ε). Next, we run the algorithm for ordinary knapsacks as specified in
Section 7.5. When doing this, we treat the virtual knapsack as its own group and do not create
configurations for this knapsack but restrict to the z variables, that place items of a particular
type by number. When rounding the variables (also for the virtual knapsack), we use the extra
knapsacks for providing resource augmentation. This gives a packing of ordinary items either
in ordinary knapsacks, in the virtual knapsack, or in the extra knapsacks.
Let s̄O denote the total size of ordinary items in the virtual knapsack. We sort the items
placed inside by type, i.e., first by value, then by size, and cut the virtual knapsack to create LεS
bundles of equal size. This may lead to some ordinary items being contained fractionally in
more than one bundle. Such items will not be packed in the final solution but their proportional
value contributes to the value of a bundle. We denote by BO the set of bundles, and, for each
bundle, we remember how many items of each type are completely contained. Then, each
bundle B is considered as one item of value equal to the proportional value of the items placed
O
in B; the size of B is εs̄
LS .
Next, we set up the data structures used in the special subproblem containing only special
items (as types) and the set of bundles BO . That is, for each value class V` we create one data
structure that contains only the items of this value class sorted by increasing size and one data
structure that contains all items of at most this value class sorted by density. Note that the
values of the ordinary bundles are not necessarily rounded to powers of (1 + ε). However, since
their number is bounded, we (possibly) create a value class for each new value and treat them
as we would treat the regular value classes. Note that we do not insert every special item but
only special item types and their multiplicities. Having set up these data structures, we run
the algorithm for special knapsacks as described in Section 7.6.

Algorithm 7.8: Dynamic algorithm for Multiple Knapsack
guess k
partition knapsacks into special, extra, and ordinary knapsacks
guess `max and use dynamic linear grouping
pack the Lε2S most valuable ordinary items into extra knapsacks
guess sO and create a virtual ordinary knapsack of size sO
solve the ordinary subproblem including the virtual knapsack
create bundles of ordinary items
set up the data structure for the special subproblem considering only special items and
these bundles
solve the special subproblem
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Queries For handling queries, we essentially use the same approach as in Sections 7.5 and 7.6
for the ordinary and special subproblem, respectively. By default, we pack the first n̄t items
of a type that contributes n̄t items to the implicit solution. However, we point out two steps
that change the routines slightly. First, we incorporate handling item types as described in
Section 7.5 by setting up pointers also for the special items assigned to special knapsacks.
Second, extra care has to be taken for the items in the virtual knapsack. To this end, we store
the number of items per type that are completely contained in bundles that are chosen by the
special subproblem and only add the number of such items to the overall number of packed
items of a certain type. Further, we additionally maintain a pointer for each type that points
to the bundle in the virtual knapsack where the next item of this type is assigned to. If the
query for an ordinary item returns the virtual knapsack, we use the corresponding pointer to
determine the bundle of this item. Then, we query the bundle as item in the special subproblem
and return the answer for this item.

7.7.2 Analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance of our algorithm in terms of the solution quality
and in terms of the update time. We heavily rely on the results of the previous sections that
guarantee that the solutions to our subproblems are sufficiently good.
Lemma 7.40. Let PF be the final solution the algorithm computes and let Opt be an optimal
v(Opt).
solution. We have v(PF ) ≥ (1−9ε)(1−ε)(1−2ε)
(1+ε)4
Proof. Our algorithm returns the solution PF that has the highest total value among all solutions found when trying guesses. If we can construct another solution P that our algorithm might have considered at some point, then the lemma follows since v(PF ) ≥ v(P ).
To this end, let Opt be an optimal solution and let `max be the largest index of a value class
with V` ∩ Opt 6= ∅. We fix an optimal solution OptT of the instance induced by the set of item
types T , obtained when running dynamic linear grouping with `max , and their multiplicities.
Further, we consider the 1ε many groups of the largest knapsacks that we used to partition
the knapsacks into special, extra, and ordinary. As there are 1ε many such groups,
h i one of
these groups contributes at most εv(OptT ) to the total solution value. Let k ∈ 1ε be such
that the (k + 1)st group is such a low-value group. This value k gives us the partition for
P
1
the knapsacks: the first L ki=1 ε3(i−1)
many knapsacks are the special ones, the knapsacks in
group k + 1 are the extra knapsacks, and all remaining knapsacks are ordinary. Based on this
partition, we also group the items into ordinary and special items.
Let s̃O be the total size of ordinary items packed by OptT in special knapsacks. Thus, our
algorithm considered the combination of `max , k, and sO = (1 + ε)blog1+ε s̃O c at some point by
definition. The solution P is obtained by modifying OptT in a way that allows P to be a
possible solution for the algorithm when considering these three guesses.
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More precisely, we start by removing the items from the extra knapsacks to obtain a solution Opt0T . By our choice of k, we have v(Opt0T ) ≥ (1 − ε)v(OptT ). Let Opt−E denote an
optimal solution of the instance consisting of all items (as types) and the ordinary as well as
the special knapsacks. Thus,
v(Opt−E ) ≥ (1 − ε)v(OptT ).
Now, we consider the ordinary subproblem, i.e., the instance of Multiple Knapsack consisting of all ordinary knapsacks plus the virtual knapsack and all ordinary items except JE ,
the high-value items our algorithm packs in extra knapsacks. Take the packing of items in
ordinary knapsacks as done by Opt−E and greedily, sorted by non-increasing density, pack
the items that are packed in special knapsacks by Opt−E in the virtual knapsack without
violating its capacity. As sO underestimates the size of these items, this causes a loss of at
most εv(OptT ) plus an ordinary item jO with vjO ≤ minj∈JE vj ≤ εv(OptT ). This packing is feasible for the ordinary subproblem as described above and achieves a value of at
least v((Opt−E ∩ JO ) \ JE ) − 2εv(OptT ). For an optimal solution OptO to this instance,
v(OptO ) ≥ v(Opt−E,O ) − 2εv(OptT ),
where Opt−E,O = (Opt−E ∩ JO ) \ JE .
We note that εL3k > Lε2S + 2L. Hence, the extra knapsacks can indeed act as resource augmentation for the ordinary subproblem. Let PO denote the packing returned by the algorithm
described in Section 7.5. By Theorem 7.27,
v(PO ) ≥

1
v(OptO ).
1+ε

With Opt−E,S := Opt−E ∩ JS and Opt−E,E := Opt−E ∩ JE , we can rewrite Opt−E
as Opt−E,O ∪ Opt−E,E ∪ Opt−E,S . Let P1 = PO ∪ Opt−E,S ∪ JE . Thus,
v(P1 ) = v(PO ) + v(Opt−E,S ) + v(JE )
1
v(OptO ) + v(Opt−E,S ) + v(Opt−E,E )
≥
1+ε
1
≥
v(Opt−E,O ) − 2εv(OptT ) + v(Opt−E,S ) + v(Opt−E,E )
1+ε
1
≥
v(Opt−E ) − 2εv(OptT )
1+ε


1−ε
− 2ε v(OptT ).
≥
1+ε
Now, we use P1 to obtain the packing P that our algorithm could have considered at some
point. To this end, we observe that P1 still uses the virtual knapsack while our algorithm
packs ordinary items via bundles in special knapsacks. Thus, we take the items in the virtual
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knapsack in P1 and transform them into LεS equal-size bundles (with possibly cut items) to
obtain the intermediate packing P2 . The packing of Opt−E,S reserves sufficient space to pack
these bundles fractionally into the special knapsacks. If we arrange them such that the at
most LS fractionally packed bundles are those that have lowest value, we can discard these at
a cost of at most εv(OptT ). Further, we remove the ordinary items that are now part of more
than one bundle. Since there are at most LεS such items and we packed the Lε2S most valuable
ordinary items in extra knapsacks, the cost of this removal is bounded by εv(OptT ). Hence,


v(P2 ) ≥ v(P1 ) − 2εv(OptT ) ≥

1−ε
1 − 9ε
− 4ε v(OptT ) ≥
v(OptT ).
1+ε
1+ε


Further, combining the bundles of ordinary items and the special items creates a valid solution
to the special subproblem as solved in Section 7.6. Hence, the solution returned by the algo1
rithm on these particular guesses `max , k, and sO satisfies v(P ) ≥ 1+ε
v(P2 ) by Theorem 7.38.
Combining the calculations and using Theorem 7.4, we conclude
v(PF ) ≥ v(P ) ≥

1 − 9ε
(1 − 9ε)(1 − ε)(1 − 2ε)
1
v(P2 ) ≥
v(OptT ) ≥
v(Opt).
2
1+ε
(1 + ε)
(1 + ε)4

Next, we bound the update time of our algorithm.
Lemma 7.41. The algorithm has update time 2f (1/ε)
where f is a quasi-linear function.




log n O(1/ε)
(log m log Smax log vmax )O(1) ,
ε

Proof. Our algorithm heavily relies on solving the subproblems efficiently. The running times
of the algorithms are given in Theorems 7.27 and 7.38. However, we note that we do not
maintain the data structures for the special subproblem but create these on the fly after having
determined the item types. Hence, we do not have the additive term for maintaining the at
most O(log1+ε v) data structures of items with value up to (1 + ε)` for ` ∈ {0, . . . , blog1+ε vc}
sorted by non-increasing density.
Further, guessing k adds a factor of 1ε to the update time. Placing the Lε2S most valuable
ordi

LS
nary items in extra knapsacks and removing them from data structures takes time O ε2 log n
which is within the time bound. The same holds for updating the ordinary data structures
and generating the special data structures as well as solving the respective subproblems.
It remains to show that the bundles of ordinary items stemming from the virtual knapsack
can be generated efficiently. To this end, we sort the item types in some fixed order and store
the number of items per type that are packed in the knapsack. There are at most





log n O(1)
ε

O(1/ε)

item types and at most logε n
many bundles. Hence, we can iterate through the list of
item types and obtain the cutting points using prefix computation as explained in Section 7.2
within the desired time frame.
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Answering queries As explained above, the queries are handled as described in the respective
subproblems with the exception that the special subproblem also deals with item types and
that ordinary items packed in the virtual knapsack lead to an additional query of their bundle
in the special subproblem. Therefore, the bounds for answering queries given in the respective
section immediately imply the following lemma.
Lemma 7.42. The query times of our algorithm are
 as follows.

log(log n/ε)
n
+
(i) Single item queries are answered in time O log m + log
.
ε
ε2
(ii) Solution value queries are answered in time O(1).


3
n
+
(iii) The entire solution P can be output in time O |P | logε4 n log m + log
ε2
Proof of main result

log(log n/ε)
ε



.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 7.39.

Proof of Theorem 7.39. Lemma 7.40 bounds the quality of the solution found by our dynamic
algorithm. Lemma 7.41 and Lemma 7.42 give the bounds on the running times of update and
query operations, respectively.

7.8 Concluding Remarks
We have presented a robust dynamic framework for Multiple Knapsack that implements
update operations (item and knapsack arrivals and departures) as well as query operations,
such as solution value and item presence in the solution. By having n items arrive one by
one, any dynamic algorithm can be turned into a non-dynamic framework while incurring an
additional linear term in the running time. Hence, the performance of any dynamic framework
is subject to the same lower bounds as non-dynamic approximation schemes.
We hope to foster further research within the dynamic-algorithm framework for packing,
scheduling and, generally, non-graph problems. For bin packing and for scheduling to minimize
the makespan on uniformly related machines, we note that existing PTAS techniques from
[KK82] and [Jan10, HS87] combined with rather straightforward data structures can be lifted
to a fully dynamic framework for the respective problems.
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Zusammenfassung
Unsicherheit ist allgegenwärtig beim Lösen von praxisbezogenen Optimierungsproblemen und
stellt eine große Herausforderung dar, wenn Resultate der kombinatorischen Optimierung in
Handlungsempfehlungen für reale Anwendungen übersetzt werden sollen, da sich Problemparameter häufig ändern. Dadurch ist es sehr wahrscheinlich, dass die aktuelle Lösung unter den
gegebenen Umständen gut funktioniert. Sobald jedoch die Inputdaten geringfügig geändert
oder neue Informationen bekannt werden, ist dies meist nicht mehr der Fall und neue Ansätze
müssen entwickelt werden.
Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit Algorithmen, die selbst unter Unsicherheit beweisbar gute
Lösungen finden, und konzentriert sich dabei auf zwei fundamentale Gebiete der kombinatorischen Optimierung: Packungs- und Schedulingprobleme. Von Packungsproblemen spricht
man im Allgemeinen dann, wenn gewisse Objekte Behältern mit beschränkten Kapazitäten
so zugewiesen werden sollen ohne diese zu überschreiten. Schedulingprobleme beschreiben
die zeitliche Zuordnung von Aufgaben zu knappen Ressourcen oder Maschinen. Wir betrachten drei verschiedene Arten von Unsicherheit und die zugehörigen mathematischen Modelle:
stochastische Informationen, online Modelle und dynamische Probleme.
Liegen Informationen über einen Problemparameter lediglich als stochastische Zufallsvariablen vor, so spricht man von stochastischen Informationen. Diese modellieren die Möglichkeit,
Wissen aus vorherigen, ähnlichen Problemen oder Probleminstanzen zu nutzen, um neue, unbekannte Projekte zu realisieren. Dabei werden problemrelevante Parameter, wie die Dauer
einer Aufgabe oder die Größe eines Objekts, als Zufallsvariablen modelliert und zu Beginn
sind lediglich die zugrunde liegenden Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilungen bekannt. Erst im Laufe
der Zeit erfährt der Planer die Realisierung der Zufallsvariable und kann darauf basierend die
Planung anpassen.
Online Modelle werden verwendet, wenn kaum Wissen über die Probleminstanz bekannt
ist und dieses erst im Laufe der Planung verfügbar wird. Ein Planer muss auf der ihm zur
Verfügung stehenden Datengrundlage gute (und manchmal unwiderrufbare) Entscheidungen
treffen. Das Bekanntwerden von problemrelevanten Informationen kann dabei entweder schrittweise oder zu dem Planer unbekannten Zeitpunkten erfolgen.
Dynamische Probleme bilden die sich ständig verändernde Wirklichkeit ab, indem in jeder
Runde die Probleminstanz lokalen Änderungen unterliegt. Solche lokale Änderungen können
das Hinzufügen oder Entfernen von sowohl Objekten oder Aufgaben als auch von Behältern
oder Maschinen sein. Die Schwierigkeit für dynamische Algorithmen liegt darin begründet,
dass sie ihre Lösung zwar den Umständen anpassen können, diese jedoch schnellstmöglich
berechnet werden muss.
In dieser Arbeit betrachten wir ein Schedulingmodell mit stochastischen Informationen, bei
dem der erwartete durchschnittliche Fertigstellungszeitpunkt der Aufgaben minimiert werden
soll. Wir schließen Gütegarantien, die unabhängig von der den stochastischen Informationen
zugrunde liegenden Verteilungen sind, für sogenannte index-basierte Politiken mit Hilfe einer
einfachen Klasse von Instanzen aus. Für etwas allgemeinere Politiken gelingt es uns für diese
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Klasse von Instanzen eben solche Gütegarantien zu zeigen.
Wir behandeln des Weiteren ein Online-Schedulingmodell, bei dem die Aufgaben schrittweise
nacheinander bekannt werden und lediglich von einigen der gegebenen Maschinen bearbeitet
werden können. Unmittelbar bei Bekanntwerden einer neuen Aufgabe muss diese einer Maschine zugewiesen werden. Das Ziel ist, die Maximallast der Maschinen zu minimieren. Wir
analysieren einen Online-Algorithmus, der Entscheidungen in begrenztem Maße widerrufen
kann und dadurch eine gute Planung ermöglicht.
Zusätzlich untersuchen wir ein online-Schedulingmodell, bei dem die Aufgaben jeweils erst zu
ihren Ankunftszeiten bekannt werden und dann von allen Maschinen bearbeitet werden können.
Das Ziel ist es, die maximale Anzahl an Aufgaben vor ihren jeweiligen Deadlines fertigzustellen.
Wir entwickeln hierfür einen Online-Algorithmus und analysieren seine Gütegarantie. Außerdem zeigen wir, dass unser Algorithmus bestmöglich ist. In anderen Worten, kein Algorithmus,
der die Informationen im Laufe der Planung erhält, kann bessere Entscheidungen treffen.
In diesem Modell betrachten wir auch die Auswirkungen von verbindlichen Fertigstellungszusagen des Planers. Genauer gesagt untersuchen wir, wie sich die Gütegarantien von OnlineAlgorithmen verhalten, wenn der Planer zu einem bestimmten Zeitpunkt garantieren muss,
dass eine bestimmte Aufgabe pünktlich fertiggestellt wird. Überraschenderweise gelingt es uns
zu zeigen, dass einige moderate Fertigstellungszusagen keine allzu drastischen Auswirkungen
auf die Performance von Online-Algorithmen haben. Wenn die Zusage bei Ankunft der Aufgabe
gegeben werden muss, schließen wir die Existenz von guten Online-Algorithmen aus.
Zuletzt betrachten wir ein dynamisches Packungsproblem, bei dem sowohl die Menge der
Objekte als auch die Behälter lokalen Änderungen unterliegen: In jeder Runde wird entweder
ein neues Objekt oder ein neuer Behälter hinzugefügt oder ein Objekt oder ein Behälter entfernt. Jedes Objekt ist durch seine Größe sowie seinen Wert charakterisiert. Das Ziel ist es
hierbei, Objekte von maximalem Gesamtwert zu packen ohne die Kapazitäten der Behälter
zu überschreiten. In diesem Modell darf sich die Lösung eines Algorithmus‘ den Umständen
anpassen und beliebig verändern, solange die neue Lösung in sublinearer Zeit berechnet werden
kann. Wir beschreiben hierfür einen Algorithmus, der nahezu optimale Lösungen liefert.
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